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Muca is being written in the press of the country 
on “Succcsb.” We are all interested in knowing how 
the various successful men of the world have made 
their way, and we hope to find some principles to help 
us- la all this seeking one should keep in mind that 
•Recess, like happiness, like content, like all the con¬ 
ditions which are a part of life, is only relative, 
"list one man may consider success will not appeal 
to another. What is success in one calling is as the 
r*t rung of a ladder in another. 
e musician must distinguish between what con¬ 
futes success in finance, in trade, in politics, and 
* at is success in his own profession. It is not for 
ua to measure results by the standard of money- 
If his idea of success is conditioned on ac- 
fulating a fortune, he should leave the musical 
Passion at once. He is out of place. 
at he should do is to study the conditions which 
mtain in the music-life, determine upon what, in 
mind, constitutes the best and highest, and then 
7™ towar«l those ends. Honest and persistent work 
^ose lines will, it may be, bring him a com- 
no nC?’ H *8 PH^ent in his investments, and eco- 
*n his expenditures, and is not a competence 
^ auccesg with which many a man is content? But 
do more. Success is measured by what a man 
^ mplishcs; the present writer has no hesitation 
^>4*' lnil8ic'tea°hcr who believes in his 
tlerf*!,on' who docs his best in his work, who is 
tb( to ilnProve himself for his work, is doing for 
'MiuTmn'ty ‘n w,lich he Uves a service that will 
®f h'* ]• ^*e fee'*ng that he has made a success 
toBdit' * Wc mUBt not form our judgntents on 
tons that do not belong to our profession. Hav¬ 
ing chosen the musical profession, we must be content 
to win our success on the lines that are possible 
within it, and not be discontented if we cannot do, 
financially, what men do in other callings where the 
emoluments are greater. 
It has been commented upon that musicians fre¬ 
quently end their days in poverty instead of having 
a modest competence to make pleasant the last years 
of their lives. It is not needful to recount why this 
is the case. There are many reasons, all well known 
to our readers; but one thing is certain, it is not, 
as a rule, because the earnings have been so scanty 
as not to admit of saving. 
Many music-teachers—of course, we refer to men 
commence their professional life before they arc 
twenty years of age. If they live to sixty, there ate 
forty years of active teaching: enough to have gath¬ 
ered together a little sum for a home or nn annuity, 
if desired. How many a mechanic or other artisan 
earns more in a year than the average male music- 
teacher? And yet many of the working class provide 
for old age. The point is that musicians do not look 
forward to provision for the future. They live too 
well in the present. 
Another element also comes in. A broker tells us 
that professional men are very apt to invest their 
savings in concerns that promise high interest. '1 hey 
are desirous of large returns, and fail to consider the 
question of security. They are also rather easily 
persuaded to speculate, with the result that their sav¬ 
ings are generally lost. If a musician has gathered 
together some money, and he wishes to invest it his 
best plan is to seek out some stocks or bonds, o the 
“gilt-edge” quality, and be content with a low rate of 
interest in return for safety. Other musicians to our 
knowledge, have invested their savings «rreal mUte 
and mortages secured by real estate. We wan*jo 
urge all young teachers to make .t a rule that 
year shall see something laid aside for old age. 
Alu over this broad land-at picnic grounds, pleas¬ 
ure resorts, public parks, wherever the public gather 
in large numbers-music is to be heard. We shall 
not discuss the question as tothek.ndo mutoc 
served to the public,-since the Mu««an sFWeraUon 
put the stamp of their disapproval on n* j™ j ^ 
STSltl£££. ^ the public 
its «£» 
- sssr.= 
*»• a. 
certs make it your business toJ™ Hp wil, 
leader has selected and make your req * for 
appreciate it. cLate the puNic 
certain pieces that adl te has ,he 
ditions tlian to mnke a revolution by changing every¬ 
thing at once. Gain what you can this summer; next 
year perhaps you can do more. We want the music- 
teachers of this country to be on the alert, eacli to do 
something for his own community. The general ele¬ 
vation is then certain. 
The music-teacher who has worked faithfully with 
a class of pupils during the season now just closed 
will have expended considerable energy, both phys¬ 
ical and mental, and during the summer months, 
which will likely be months of rest as compared with 
the busy time of the preceding months, he should try 
to repair the waste in his strength by judicious men¬ 
tal and physical exercise and true relaxation. 
Ab a physical exercise bicycle-riding, although no 
longer so much a fad as was the case a year or two 
ago, is very valuable. The best authorities on phys¬ 
ical culture say that the brain-worker needs a certain 
mental stimulus in connection with his physical ex¬ 
orcise in order to promote a fine tone in the nervous 
system. If one uses the bicycle as a help to reach 
out-of-the-way spots, for botanizing expeditions, for 
little trips to places of interest to the geologist or 
mineralogist, or for real sight-seeing, visiting places 
of interest for various reasons, lie has an almost ideal 
recreation. Sun, fresh air, oxygen, the smell of new- 
mown hay, the sight of green fields, tree-crowned 
hills, crystal lakes, all those beauties which Nature 
uses in making her richest landscapes are at the com¬ 
mand of the cyclist. Hie musician, who is an artist 
at heart, cannot, carry himself too close to Nature 
in its moments of Is-auty. From her he will gather 
strength of body and of mind, inspiration, and a love 
for the beautiful in all its manifestations. 
Much of a teacher’s power lies in the use of apt 
illustrations to enforce the lesson of a principle that 
has been brought to the pupil’s attention. Since 
pupils vary so much in their thought*, tastes, aspira¬ 
tions, and knowledge, the teacher need* a great variety 
of material for his illustrations. He should train 
himself to be ever on the alert to gain new idea*, 
knowledge, facts, incidents that may have in them 
the possibility of application to his work. He must 
lie, above ail other things, perhaps, a careful and con¬ 
stant observer: and more than that he should try to 
deduce from the things that he sees the causes that 
produced them. There is a valuable, practical mental 
training in such work, and the teacher will nap the 
reward in having a fund of illustration to draw upon 
in time of need, and the power of applying the teach 
ings to the particular case before him. 
Unless a pianist attends with care to the selection 
of his repertoire, it Is practically certain to become 
one sided. We find few, very few artists who shine, 
as did Liszt and Rubinstein, in every style of music 
equally: and with even the great ones, the staiw of 
the first magnitude, and especially with the trailing 
meteors, there is a decided preponderance of one or 
other kind of tonal product in the repertoire. Never¬ 
theless, all pianists, great and small, owe it to their 
24G 
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world, to choose a balanced program. Thus, a player 
with a naturally sympathetic touch, and with a light 
arm, will take as instinctively to nocturnes, songs 
without words, and rivulet pieces as the proverbial 
duck to the inviting, glassy mirror of the pond; while 
he who has a thick hand, a huge, round arm, and a 
ponderous frame will easily ■ run into the rut of 
marches, chord-pieces, heavy stentorian music. 
It may be said, in broad terms, that no pianist 
should neglect to have in his repertoire, first, some 
works of noble and equalized polyphony, such as the 
fugues of Bach and other masters; second, some 
sonatas both classic (Beethoven, Mozart) and of the 
modern types developed by Liszt, Brahms, McDowell, 
and others; third, some sweet-flowing lyric music, 
with Mendelssohn, G'hopin, and Schumann as his 
patron saints; fourth, some bright, brisk, seintillant 
music, such as Weber, Moszkowsky, William Mason, 
Gottschalk, Thalberg, and lesser composers created; 
fifth, some bits of heroic and colossal virtuoso music 
as large and difficult as may lie within his utmost 
horizon, such things as the study in C-major ex¬ 
tended chords by Rubinstein and the fascinating 
"Hungarian Rhapsodies” of Liszt; and, last, some 
things in the beautiful valse rhythm, such as Tausig 
and many others have given us, with also some 
march-forms. 
The student may gaze through the telescope of his¬ 
tory at the high altitudes on which are inscribed the 
immortal names, at the mountain-peaks of musical 
achievement, and become discouraged at the im¬ 
mensity of the distance between these peaks and the 
level plains on which the student lives in common 
with the most of humanity; he may even believe him¬ 
self, in his humility, to dwell beneath the level of 
the sea, as do the inhabitants of that hot country 
around Salton and Indio, in Southern California, 
where the people would have to climb some two hun¬ 
dred and fifty feet toward the midday sun to reach 
the level of the sea. 
Such discouragement is not to be thought entirely 
a bad thing if it be not too deep or bitter. Great 
masters are rarities. Happiness is more to be envied 
than greatness. 
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can inflict'upon himself. No matter how imperative 
a need he may be conscious of, of more knowledge 
and of the help of contact with fellow-workers or 
eminent specialists, he has now a paramount concern 
pressing upon him: the recovery of that sanity which 
is conditioned upon a sound body. Whatever theory 
(or no theory) of therapeutics he may entertain, the 
mens Sana in corpore mm applies. 
If he knows himself well (and a teacher may most 
profitably spend an hour or so a day making his own 
acquaintance) let him choose such an environment 
as he knows to be most congenial and wholesome, 
and there, if need be, revert to his type, so to say: 
be a savage or an animal, vegetate, eat and sleep like 
a newborn, bathe in sun and wind and sea, and re¬ 
store the perfect rhythm of his pulse and brain, and 
regain the authority of health, of iron in the blood, 
oxygen in nerve and muscle, esprit in the eye, and 
magnetism in the finger-tips. For before culture, be¬ 
fore experience and address, these tilings are a neces¬ 
sity to the teacher of music. They are the essential 
condition of any and all other excellences. 
Then there is that other teacher who has been, the 
season through, in contact with the manifold life of 
the city. Suppose he finds himself perfectly well at 
the end of the season; the summer school may still 
be just the place for him to shun. Everyone needs, 
and no one more than the musician and teacher, a 
period of quiet in which to get his soundings and 
correct his perspective. We need it daily; and, be: 
cause it is so hard to avail one’s self of the daily 
power of silence, we need the more imperatively to 
seize the blessed respite of a month or two to get out 
of range of the fitful fever and recover our bearings. 
Let such a teacher then go apart awhile and think. 
I know a teacher who did that once, with the result 
of a wholly new experience. He found himself and 
discovered that, in spite of all his shortcomings, of 
which just then he was supremely conscious, he was 
essentially beautiful. And he saw that all others 
were alike beautiful; there was no pride mingled 
with it. It was not a musieal experience; but there¬ 
after he was every way a finer and more efficient 
apostle of his art. 
I look out of my window at an uncouth plant, 
straggling and thorny. It is not a thing of beauty. 
Yet it is tolerated, even encouraged. Why? Because, 
after many, many years of sterility it now sends up 
an enormous stem perhaps a dozen feet in height, and 
that stem bears a rare and beautiful blossom valued 
for its real beauty as well as its rarity. 
And humanity is like the century-plant, in that only 
at long intervals does it send up such a rare flower 
as a Palestrina, a Bach, a Mozart, a Beethoven. True, 
the early part of the last century did seem to have 
produced a whole garden of great composers, so did 
the Elizabethan age of authors, but what have we 
seen of later years? Any Bach or Beethoven in the 
last half-century? 
But, one should not be overcome with discourage¬ 
ment because some day he awakes to the fact that 
he is one of the large company of hidden and over¬ 
shadowed wild flowers, rather that the rare and beau¬ 
tiful centuTy-plant. Many are the modest violets, the 
tiny wild flowers, “born to blush unseen,” some even 
fragrant roses, rarely the unique orchid. We cannot 
all be century-plants. 
SUMMER STUDY OR SUMMER REST. 
BT EDWARD D. HALE. 
The summer music-school is again in evidence,— 
more conspicuously than ever before. And it is a 
beneficent institution, to many a teacher a desider¬ 
atum, almost a sine qua non of progress. But it is 
not every teacher that needs it. One must discrimi¬ 
nate; there may be other things needed much more. 
For example, there is that teacher upon whom the 
season’s work has told heavily, and who is conscious 
of a serious fall in the average of his vitality. 
A summer school is one of the deepest injuries he 
Once more there is the teacher whose faithful de¬ 
votion to his work has side-tracked other concerns. 
A little self-scrutiny may detect some loss of interest 
in the world. Or (and these are dangerous symp¬ 
toms) he may realize that, and not care, or not 
realize it at all. Which means that the teacher him¬ 
self is side-tracked and destined to miss the better 
part of the worth and joy of living. A man is really 
great enough to tax the whole world and suck honey 
out of every flower. Only he must exploit himself. 
The specialist has himself to thank if absorption in 
his particular task robs him of the enchantment of all 
other things. The teachers that find themselves in 
any of these classes have a really momentous duty 
to themselves; to wrench themselves, if they must, 
out of their rut. Go, not to the music-school, but 
to Chautauqua, or, this summer, to Buffalo, or any¬ 
where else to break up the contracting associations. 
If one must stay at home, here is another suggestion. 
Suppose you have never read John Fiske. There is a 
man of immense many-sided capacity restlessly ex¬ 
ploring many fields of supreme interest. It would do 
a teacher of music incalculable good to make intimate 
acquaintance with such a man. He would find him 
a congenial companion, for Mr. Fiske is no mean 
connoisseur in music. If his philosophy is too stiff 
reading, begin with his histories or essays and grad¬ 
ually get into contact with one of the biggest and 
wholesomcst brains of our time. The personal interest 
that attaches to a contemporary is likely to render 
the task the easier and more entertaining. It is of 
course, essential that our author should interest us. 
Any great man, living or not, will do. 
He is profitable company, taken up any way as 
H^t fountain which it is 
good and pleasant to be near, ... in whoge 
radiance all souls feel that it is well with them ” 
HART WELL-JONES (HAMILTON GRAY) 
Mr. W. P. Hartwell-Jones, whose name has be. 
come familiar to the readers of The Etude whose 
latest song appears in this number, is a well-known 
organist, vocalist, and composer in England, and 
bom twenty-nine years ago in the small, but anU- 
quated and historical, Welsh town of Flint. At 
early stage lie evinced a decided predilection for the 
profession which he subsequently adopted, and, actin» 
under competent advice, his parents placed the boy 
under the care of that brilliant Liverpool musician 
W. H. Jude, whose achievements as a composer ol 
bass and baritone songs have long been universally 
admired. The rapid progress made by the young 
pupil made him at once an object of special interest 
to his master, who fostered the growing talent with 
the most assiduous aud painstaking attention. 
It was not long ere young Hartwell-Jones, at the 
age of about 11 (having been then studying music 
for about eighteen months), was intrusted with the 
assistant organistship of the famous Hugh Stowell 
Brown Church in Myrtle Street, at which edifice Mr. 
Jude presided at the organ. 
Soon after this he also became assistant organist 
of the Blue Coat Hospital. At both of these places 
he subsequently became the organist, and the latter 
post he still fills, in conjunction with that of the 
W. P. Hartwell-Jones. 
Welsh Cathedral in the Prince’s Boulevard, 
P Hartwell-Jones, at an early period, began the cob- 
position of music, but it was not until he w»8 *c 
1 his teens that anything from his pen came u 
doubt 
not only 
public notice. His first popular “hit” was, 
“The Heavenly Song,” wliieh found its way, 
into the homes of England, Ireland, Scot an . ^ 
Wales, but into the far-reaching lands across ic 
This success was followed by a still greater ®*' 
of another song, “A Dream of Paradise, 
again upon which came “The Golden Pathway, 
Cities,” “The Land of Home,” “The Purple 
“The Perfect Life,” etc. o8Jj 
Not only in the rfile of composer has 0,1 > 
musician won the laurels of fame, but as an 
an adjudicator, and as a vocalist. He a3^nrfrt. 
at the inaugurations of numerous churc an 
hall organs, judged at several competitive g F of| 
and Eisteddfods, and sung (invariably « ^ ^j. 
accompaniment) at many concerts. He wa 
nent and leading light in the preparations 
made for the holding of the Royal e * onored b; 
Eisteddfod of 1900 at Liverpool, and waf jcetkr' 
the selection of one of his latest songs 
Bids me Come”) as the chief contralto te^ ^ 
Many of our readers will learn, per w4jt 
surprise, that the subject of our sketc ,^#$0 
of his songs under the mn-de-pUnne o 
Gray”: a name well known to singers. 
Conducted by GEORGE LEHMANN. 
So many foolish notions 
< H0W are current regarding the 
I ADDLE-STRINGS manufacture of strings, and, 
ABE MADE. even among violinists, ig¬ 
norance on this subject so 
largely prevails, that an extract from Mr. Ed. Heron 
Allen’s chapter on strings should prove interesting. 
“Strings for the violin and nearly all other stringed 
instruments,” says Mr. Allen, “are composed of the 
small intestines of sheep, and have been so composed, 
as Mersennus very justly remarks, ever since the time 
of the ancient Egyptians. The best intestines are 
those of lambs which have lived on dry, mountainous 
pastures; and it is said that the best lambs are those 
(rom the province of Berry, and from some parts of 
Germany, and that they are at their best for the pur¬ 
pose of string-making in the month of September, 
I which is the string-making month in each year. 
I "The intestine used is composed of three membranes, 
the external and the mucous membranes, both of 
which are removed as useless, and a third which is 
inclosed between these: the muscular or fibrous mem- 
1 brane, which is used in the manufacture of fiddle- 
strings. The intestines are fetched direct from the 
butcher’s, and, while the carcasses are still warm, are 
detached by workmen specially employed for the pur¬ 
pose, and by whom they are at once stretched upon an 
inclined plane and scraped with a knife-blade, so as 
to clean and empty them of all foreign substances, 
grease, etc. This must be done quickly, while the in¬ 
testines are yet warm, for they would otherwise he 
hopelessly colored by the cooling matters. After this 
operation the intestines are tied up in bundles and 
placed in vessels to carry them to the manufactory, 
where they are tied in bundles of ten, and placed in 
cold water from twelve to fifteen hours. This may 
be done in a running stream or in a vat of spring- 
water, slightly corrected with carbonate of soda. 
After this they are immersed four or five hours in 
tepid running water. These soakings produce a slight 
fermentation, which aids the separation of the fibrous 
from the mucous membranes: an operation performed 
! by scraping the intestines with a split cane on a 
I dightly-indined slab, down which constantly runs a 
I current of water. The internal membranes run off 
! into a trough and are used as manure, the external 
are used for racquets, whips, and other rougher 
I articles composed of gut. The fibrous membranes, sep- 
I anted in bundles of about ten, are now placed in 
atone jars to soak for three or four hours in potassa 
j )‘e (or ammoniacal solution, which is preferable), 
* hose strength must be most carefully apportioned to 
* work to be done. At the end of this time they 
i *n carefully rubbed through the first finger (protected 
J a gutta-percha glove) and the thumb (armed with 
* wpper thimble) of the left hand. By this means 
removed any of the fragments of the two super- 
a°ug membranes Which may have escaped the first 
j^apjag. This operation is generally repeated, at in- 
after °{tW° hour8> three times during the day, and 
jar rePe*'t‘on they are placed in a similar stone 
fonrth 8°'Ut;'0n °* Permanganate of potassa. At the 
«ohr re*)€t'‘t'on they are not replaced into the same 
*nl are d'pped into a weak solution of 
®rthUnC &C'^ ^ese operations are repeated for two 
re* tbe strength of the solution used being 
if® sin»larly increased. 
and •* gUt* 8re ”0W anciently cleansed to be sorted 
cuerf1 neCe98ar?> ®Piit- They are sorted by experi- 
*ad .r1™”1 *n*° (lualities, lengths, thicknesses, 
egths, so that each may be devoted to its 
proper uses and tones. As the guts, in their natural 
state, are not sufficiently uniform in diameter, they 
often require to be split into long threads by means 
of a knife specially prepared for the purpose, and these 
threads are then placed in a jar with their thick and 
thin ends set alternately. 
“The next operation is the spinning, which is per¬ 
formed on a frame about three times as long as a 
fiddle. Two, three, or more fibers (according to the 
string required to be made) are taken and set alter¬ 
nately, that is, the thick end of one opposite the thin 
end of another. The usual number apportioned to the 
strings of a violin are as follows: For the E-string, 
3 to 4 fine threads; for the A, 3 to 4 strong ones; for 
the D, 6 to 7 strong ones. 
“At one end of the frame is a little wheel, the center 
or axle of which bears two hooks; at the other end 
are little fixed pegs. The guts selected are fixed to a 
peg which is set in one hook of the wheel, are carried 
to the other end of the frame, twisted round a fixed 
peg, brought back to the other end.and fixed to the 
other hook of the wheel by still another peg. This 
wheel is rapidly revolved by a multiplying fly-wheel, 
and the guts are thus twisted into a fiddle-string, the 
fingers being passed along it meanwhile to prevent 
the formation of inequalities. . . . The strings are 
then placed in a sulphuring chamber, which is her¬ 
metically sealed and left for the night, during which 
time they become bleached by the action of the sul¬ 
phurous-acid gas. The next morning, if it does not 
rain, they are exposed to the air till nearly dry, when 
they are again moistened, twisted on the frame, and 
replaced in the sulphur-bath. This operation is re¬ 
peated, according to the size of the string, during 
a period of from two to eight days. The strings are 
then thoroughly rubbed and polished in order to 
get rid of all inequalities, grease, or other foreign 
particles. . . . When the requisite polish lias been 
obtained, the strings are carefully wiped and lightly 
moistened with olive-oil, after which they are thor¬ 
oughly dried. This is accomplished when, on loosen 
ing the pegs, the strings do not contract. The strings 
are now cut from the frames, close to the pegs, and 
rolled into coils as we see them in commerce, after 
which they are made up into bundles of either fifteen 
or thirty.” 
It seems that we arc to 
4 INTERESTING be “startled,” periodically, 
0LIN by the grave announcement 
that the long-hidden secret 
the old Italian masters has been discovered. Like 
; mystery of a?rial navigation, the art of making 
>at violins continues to remain an unsolved pro - 
9, and this despite the fact that we are constantly 
ing assured that Mr. X. and Mr. Z. are to-day 
:ktog better violins than Stradivanuss finest in- 
[TiTfar from being morbidly hopeless on the ques- 
,n of the ultimate success of the modern violin- 
Loolv recently, a New York newspaper again 
d truly discovered the 
-iUa in miftfdion is 
not the usual conglomeration of absurd “facts.” It 
is sufficiently sane reading to merit serious investiga¬ 
tion; and when I shall have had the opportunity 
personally to examine one ol the instruments of this 
alleged modern Stradivarius, it will give me pleasure 
to acquaint my readers with all the details. 
But in the meantime I cannot resist giving a word 
of praise to a maker, one of whose violins I bad the 
pleasure of examining some little time ago. This 
violin—a new instrument—was made by the New 
York fiddle-maker, H. Knopf, l had previously seen 
other instruments by this same maker, but had failed 
to discover in them qualities of uncommon excellence. 
The violin under discussion, however, was most ex¬ 
cellently made, and the quality and character of its 
tone were such as to warrant the belief that, even if 
Mr. Knopf has not discovered the old masters’ art, 
be understands at least the principles of making an 
excellent violin. 
It is more especially a pleasure to record the fact 
that a modern violin-maker is doing praiseworthy 
work, because we are being constantly confronted 
with the most shameless examples of fraudulent 
violin-making. By “fraudulent” I mean that some 
so-called fiddle-makers carry their imposition so far 
as to import, from Markneukirehen or other towns, 
fiddles “in the raw,” and, after giving them a few 
coats of unbeautiful varnish, attach to them their 
own labels and sell them for exorbitant sums. 
It is difficult to understand 
A TECHNICAL why players who have already 
EVIL. acquired a fair degree of dig¬ 
ital skill persist in ignoring 
one of the safest, and at the same time one of the 
most transparent, principles of left-hand technic. I 
allude to the unfortunate habit of prematurely lifting 
the fingers (more especially the first and second) from 
what is obviously their natural position on the 
strings. In the ascending scale, for instance. It is 
not utterly unpractical—to use no stronger term— 
to lift each finger in succession immediately after it 
has performed its work of creating a tone? Does 
any experienced player really believe that this is the 
only work required of the fingers—that they have no 
other technical duties to perform? To create tone is, 
naturally, the first requirement of the fingers; but, 
in addition to this primary reason, continued finger- 
pressure is frequently a great advantage, often an 
undeniable necessity. Imagine the result of an at¬ 
tempt to raise each finger, immediately after a tone 
has been produced, in an ascending scale of great 
rapidity. The result would be both ludicrous and dis¬ 
astrous. Yet the very players who can easily recog¬ 
nize the absurdity of such a procedure constantly 
lift the fingers when great speed is not required. 
Viewing the question from another Htand point, it 
is more than desirable to keep the first Anger on the 
string wherever and whenever this is possible. Fuch 
a habit materially aids perfect intonation. Habitual 
pressure of the first finger upon the string solidifies 
the position of the whole hand, with the result that 
perfect intonation, if not actually assured, is at least 
greatly facilitated. 
Regarding this question from still another stand¬ 
point, let us see what practical advantages accrue 
from such a habit. 
The first illustration elucidates the disadvantage of 
prematurely lifting the second finger. A fine legato 
connection between f and i becomes unnecessarily 
difficult if the second finger abandons it* position 
before the third finger has actually been employed. 
Furthermore, the premature lifting of the second 
finger in such a case generally causes the open D- 
string to be heard. 
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The second illustration oilers yet more convincing 
evidence of the folly of lifting fingers prematurely. 
The second and fourth fingers being, as indicated, 
twice employed, it is, first, a waste of strength and 
energy to compel them to do twice what they need 
do only once; and, secondly, a slight disturbance of 
tone ensues from such an illogical technical method. 
Almost every musical phrase offers some opportu¬ 
nity of testing the advantage of keeping the first and 
second fingers employed in pressing the string when 
no other work is required of them. Much could be 
said on this subject, and many instances given, fur¬ 
ther to elucidate the principles of technic here in¬ 
volved; but these few words of warning answer my 
present purpose. 
The estate of the late Sir John Stainer was valued 
at $170,000. 
A new book, ‘’The Pianoforte and its Music,” by 
Mr. H. E. Krehbiel, is to be issued shortly. 
A London report says that Victor Herbert and 
VV. S. Gilbert will collaborate in a comic opera. 
Maud Powell has gone to Europe and will remain 
there for a year or more, giving her time to concert- 
1n the United States the 
PEDAGOGUES, opinion prevails that Euro- 
EUROPEAN AND pean (more especially Ger- 
AMERIC'AN. man) teachers are necessa¬ 
rily possessed of uncommon 
attainments. In Europe, more especially in Germany, 
it is the general belief among pedagogues that we 
have no good teachers in the United States. Here 
ure two curious facts; and it must be admitted that 
they deserve more attention than they receive. 
It is a great mistake to imagine that it is simply 
a combination of ignorance and egotism which has 
led German teachers to misunderstand and under¬ 
estimate us. Their opinions, though unquestionably 
incorrect, are based on long experience; and their 
experience of American pedagogical methods (or, to 
speak more correctly, of the attainments of American 
students) is too often of a kind to reflect discreditably 
on the American teacher. 
It may lie said without the slightest hesitation that 
it is not the inefficiency of the American teacher 
which has placed us in a position so entirely false. 
We arc judged, on the other side of the Atlantic, by 
the numerous American students who flock there 
every year to receive the “finishing touches” to their 
musical education. These students, it is almost need¬ 
less to say, represent in no degree the character and 
worth of our musical educational methods. The ma¬ 
jority are utterly incompetent, or even wholly un- 
tatented, young people, who have never been a credit 
to their American teachers. Many such students do 
not even consider it an advantage to study seriously 
in their own country; and after frittering away sev¬ 
eral years of valuable time at home they insist upon 
going to Europe to obtain those “higher” educational 
advantages which, they are taught to believe, are 
denied to them in the United States. 
Under such circumstances it is only natural that 
German pedagogues regard us as a musically be¬ 
nighted people. It is also perfectly natural that their 
self-esteem should increase with each year, even as 
their contempt for us increases yearly. They, too, as 
well as we, have facts to guide them in the formation 
of their opiniona 
Hut how comes it that the average American con¬ 
tinues to entertain so high a regard for the German 
pedagogue? It seems incredible that we, who are in 
all other matters a sensible and practical people, 
should continue to remain so blind and stupid where 
German musical training is concerned. Of what use 
are facts to us so long as we disregard them? Every 
year teaches us anew the lesson that German training 
is a remarkably inferior article. Many of our most 
gifted players return to us less conqictent than when 
they went abroad; few attain, after years of German 
training, that excellence which should be the reward 
of talent and industry. 
This is, indeed, a very grave question. It concerns 
us deeply, and should no longer be waved aside. 
Many American parents have already learned, to 
their cost, how serious a mistake it is to send their 
children abroad. But the great majority are unin¬ 
formed, and blind to European imperfections. It is 
for the l>enefit of these that we shall have more to 
say on this subject in the future. 
Mb. Henbt F. Frost, a prominent London musical 
critic, died a short time ago. He was among the 
pioneers for Wagner in England. 
An English organist recently celebrated his sixty- 
sixth year of church service. He began as a choir¬ 
boy in 1835 in Peterborough Cathedral. 
Saba Anderson, Gertrude Stein, and Joseph Baern- 
stein are three American singers who have been in¬ 
vited to appear in Wagner opera at Bayreuth. 
Mu. Harold Bauer will spend some time in 
Geneva, Switzerland, and will lecture at the Academy 
of Music of that city, and play to advanced students. 
Hugo Kaun, who lived in Milwaukee, Wis., for the 
past twelve years, has been so favorably received as 
a composer in Berlin that he will make his residence 
there. 
An English exchange says that the late Sir F. A. G. 
Ouscley, Professor of Music at Oxford University for 
many years, never let a day pass without composing 
a canon. 
The late Dr. Abraham, of Leipzig, proprietor of the 
great music-publishing house of Peters, bequeathed 
$100,000 for the establishment of a music-library in 
that city. 
A new flute, resembling the Boehm system, has 
been made by a Milan inventor. It has a more ex¬ 
tended range than the instruments hitherto made on 
the system. 
The Iowa State Music Teachers’ Association met 
at Waterloo, June 25th-28th. An interesting program 
of essays, recitals, and concerts was carried through 
successfully. 8 
,• _ ~ ,   r-an-American Exposi¬ 
tion Buffalo, the various tands will be united under 
/ J,?dCr8 UP’ f°r °Vening concerts> making a band 
of 450 pieces. 
. , 111 oiA volumes, is an- 
nounced by the Clarendon Press, Oxford, Eng. Sir 
Nr■w-H *» *»°»s a. 
. . -neiu at tiie ran-America 
Exposition, Buffalo, N. Y, June 24th-27th Th 
chorus numbered 3500 singers; June 25th a children' 
chorus of 3000 was added. 
WA JNEiLYh°“K PftPCr Ra>’3 that Walter Damrosch an< 
“CvranlT n80D a Betting t< 
Cyrano de Bergerac. David Bispham is counted oi 
to create the title-role of the opera. 
“"I ,line 1UODth8 endi"S March 31, 1001 
~ - -XXt-risz&r* 
sJ^°nd0n •C°Unty CoUncil has ma<fe a grant ol $o0 000 for music in the parks. There is to beatota 
'"fewtaaaoia U OI11 a 
the country. 
The “Marseillaise” has just been reorchestn,* r, 
order of the Minister of War of Franc bv ^ ^ 
Dubois. Berlioz first rewrote the orfij 
Ambroise Thomas was asked to revise’ T 
new version is thoroughly on modern line, of on£ 
tration, drums and bugles having a prominent!! 
Paderewski’s opera, “Manru,” was given 11 
first time, at Dresden, May 29th. Melody is ^ 
dominant characteristic, and many miain/J * P* 
the Slav type have been borrowed from popufc' 
songs. The libretto is by Alfred Nossig, and K 
H E.“h and leViSed f°r thk ^ 
At a sale of old musical instruments in London 
violin by Lupot brought $240; a Sebastian Kloz mm 
$70; a Joseph Guarnerius (1719), $850; a Jo*! 
Guadagnini, $200; a Stradivari (1692) $3000- 
Ruggeri, $500; a Vuillaume, $150; a’ Stradi’van 
(1714), $2800; a J. B. Guadagnini (1780), $1250; , 
Stainer, $375; a violin-bow by Tourte, $75.’ 
The full score of Purcell’s opera, “Faiiy Queen’ 
which had been missing for two hundred years n'u 
discovered in the library of the Royal Academy of 
Music, London. It was found by Mr. J. S. Shcdlock 
among a pile of manuscripts bequeathed to the Acad 
cmy by R. J. S. Stevens, the famous glee composer. 
The opera was an adaptation of Shakespeare’s “Mid 
summer Night’s Dreams,” and was composed in 1091. 
Sixty-eight compositions are in the hands ol the 
judges who are to award the prize in the triennial 
contest instituted by Paderewski. There are thirty 
one orchestral works (symphonies, symphonic potm*. 
overtures), nine choral works, and twenty-eight pieces 
of chamber-music. The judges are William deride. 
B. J. Lang, Carl Zerrahn, W. F. Apthorp, H. E. Krch 
biel, W. J. Henderson, Henry T. Finck, James Hu- 
neker, and Samuel Sanford. A decision is not es 
pected before next fall. 
In 1878, Mr. Samuel Wood, of New York City 
died, bequeathing $1,000,000 to found a college of 
music in that city. The relatives of the testator it 
stituted litigation, which has lasted ever since, with 
the result that the value of the bequest lias dwindled 
to $130,000, which is still under dispute. Wealthy met 
and women who wish to do something toward endow¬ 
ing or founding musical institutions should do like 
Mr. Carnegie or Mr. Rockefeller: give the money dur¬ 
ing their life-time, and avoid litigation and quarrels 
among heirs. 
WHAT FASHION DOES FOR MUSIC. 
In commenting upon the opera season the Brooklfl 
Eagle calls attention to the growth of a real love for 
music on the part of the general public, and to the 
great good that people of wealth have in their power 
to do: 
Music has become less of a fad and more of a P**- 
sion with the multitude than ever before. 1 he sue 
cess of orchestral concerts is a proof of that, lor 
they are pure music, and are to be heard reverential J 
and without accessories of scenery and stage >1^ 
tacle, and also, for fashion wills it, without display <* 
the part of the audience. 
The time will probably come when opera can SIK' 
ceed as a commercial and artistic enterprise withou 
the subvention of society, for if a thousand p^P 
pay the sum which in their default must be s"*1801. 
by a dozen, the result to the management will 1* 
same, and the effect on the singers will be better, ^ 
the enthusiasm will be more spontaneous and ?cnB 
But if society must functionate musically it ** lie 
for all concerned than that it should functional ^ 
with cards, or scandal, or automobiles. Peop c 
are not in society, but who are fond of music. 
much to society, because it puts it in their 
hear the master-works sung by mas ter-singers. ^ 
since it has become fashionable not to talk » 
opera the gratitude is genuine. 
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between seasons. 
by PRESTON WARE OREM. 
U is undeniably the fact that the music-teaching 
son is growing shorter and the summer vacation 
*“V This i8 particularly the case in the larger 
cities, where, although the conservatories and schools 
, vi ’ music departments open in September, the 
private teachers hardly become settled down to work 
until the middle of October, and both school and 
private teaching begins to lighten materially before 
the first of June. In certain smaller centers teaching 
is practically going on all the year round, but this 
is exceptional, while in certain rural sections the bulk 
of the teaching Is done in the summer months. 
The problem confronting the teacher of the present 
Jay is: how shall he employ his vacation season to 
the best advantage? To be sure, temperaments and 
physical organizations differ very widely among mu¬ 
sicians, and no line of conduct suited to all or even 
to a majority may be prescribed. Nevertheless, it is 
possible to suggest certain lines of procedure, the 
following out of which might prove advantageous. 
In these days of high-pressure and rapid living very 
few can afford to spend three months in idleness even 
if so inclined, nor would such a course be likely to 
prove of either mental or physical benefit. With the 
great majority it is change of scene and air rather 
than absolute rest which is desirable, and in these 
times of rapid and comparatively cheap transit this 
should prove of easy attainment. But, for a trip of 
this sort, a few weeks seem ample, and the problem 
still remains: how shall the remainder of the time 
be most profitably spent. 
Surely, some of it at least should be devoted to 
self-improvement. Methods both of teaching and 
practice are changing constantly and with almost 
kaleidoscopic variety and rapidity. One cannot afford 
nut to endeavor to keep pace with these developments 
of the art, and, while in the height of the teaching 
season this may not seem so feasible, very much may 
I* accomplished during the summer vacation. 
It is taken for granted that teachers have, during 
the season, made note of those particular points in 
their own work in which they may have found them¬ 
selves somewhat lacking. The various avenues for 
self-improvement at the present time seem limitless. 
To many a course of reading may prove attractive, 
by all means lay out such a course and pursue it 
consistently. in this direction it may be mentioned 
that the subject of psychology offers a most attractive 
and even fascinating field for investigation, and is 
not to be ignored by the present-day teacher. Failing 
everything else, the never-ending subject of technical 
improvement may offer. 
Teachers cannot afford to lag in this important 
Particular, and but a short period, daily, of intelli¬ 
gently directed effort will accomplish material results, 
rmony and counterpoint are branches of very rap- 
7 increasing importance and of much more general 
j-0 tivation. Only by constant study and review and 
.' actual practical use may a thorough working 
now edge cf thege branches be acquired. 
• tio Um.mer tubing in various rural and other sec- 
j ’?* ’* constantly gaining in favor, judging from 
wo lr ,0n',’ Bnd 8h°uld prove an attractive field of 
n°r ' But it; should be borne in mind that it is not 
#j(, Sar^ to 8° great distances or into so-called eut- 
*iona<>Wa^ P'aces 'n order to accomplish this. Mis- 
<loor ™ W°rk in music niay be done even at our very 
those’ and fre<luent|y *n apparently remote places 
doiiT are t0 PoUnd wh°, in their quiet way, are 
the ! * WOrk c<lua' to or even above the average of 
(k»ut C,*'cs‘ various summer schools and 
t<»'liinUt|UaS °ffer excellent facilities for vacation 
»nd a °r’ a 8uit*b>c ^cation having been secured 
But st** assurp(l> it may be done privately, 
in t^hmU,t ** remembered that the summer work 
fmTOe .,ng is to he approached in no supercilious 
Ktobe m*nd or " 'th superficial intent, but should 
etnrtej , ™j'eessfu'’ the product of one’s best energies, 
Wl unfaltering enthusiasm. 
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SUMMER AND POST-GRADUATE WORK 
FOR TEACHERS. 
However serious tlu> studies of the young teacher 
may have been, and however carefully the course may 
have seemed adapted to prepare for actual work in 
the studio, it needs but a very few lessons and a 
half-dozen new pupils to place and classify to show 
that life has in it still much to learn. It is the same 
kind of difficulty as meets the medical graduate who, 
after some years of application and many disagreeable 
experience, finds himself with a diploma, a degree, and 
a position as junior with some well-established phy¬ 
sician. Theoretically he knows all about the ordinary 
diseases and ailments of mankind; actually his first 
half-dozen patients (the easier cases turned over to 
his care) present a variety of difficulties. He has not 
yet the education of eye and sense to discriminate be¬ 
tween symptoms which are similar, but by no means 
alike. It is the same again when he is ready to write 
a prescription. A certain remedy or one of a certain 
class of remedies will plainly be apropos; but how 
combine it with something else adapted to certain 
idiosyncrasies of the patient and certain unexpected 
symptoms? This is something, again, for which the 
school can only moderately prepare; when everything 
teachable has been taught, there remains a whole 
world of unwritten knowledge, such as every old 
practitioner possesses as his heritage, in return for 
years of sleepless nights and careful thought, which 
no tyro can by any means coine in possession of. 
Yet tyros do learn a part of this till-lately un¬ 
written work of the profession. Medical education 
tends more and more to close up the gap between 
what one can learn from books and what one must 
find in actual life. 
The piano-teacher finds every pupil a problem. The 
child who has never studied before is nevertheless far 
from being a piece of white paper upon which the 
teacher may write whatever he pleases. The white 
paper of the theorist is water-marked with various 
deficiencies, such as imperfect perception of rhythm, 
tonality, may be an actual deficiency of ear for mel¬ 
ody, and so on. What the teacher has to do is almost 
as trying as the old scheme of selling the child a com¬ 
plete musical capacity. Yet this same child, in the 
eye of a veteran teacher, may prove to have so many 
unusual virtues as to more than offset the limitations 
which education and patience will overcome. If only 
the young teacher knew how to go about it. 
The advanced pupil is far more difficult, for this 
one nearly always has pursued one-sided studies and 
either has given herself over to a diet of sonatas and 
Bach, or else has ignored the classical world and 
worked in shallow salon music only. Moreover the 
technic often is like a river which is very wide and 
rambling, but nowhere deep enough to sail in or o 
row in comfortably. The whole is complicated by 
conceit, the advanced pupil having been regarded l y 
her immediate circle as a sort of shining light, the 
only difficulty being to get the light to shine some 
definite whither. 
Thus the world is full of young a 
who have found out the great axinn 
they do not know it all. Also the commanding •rfom 
of the environment: that it would he better if they 
knew more; and last of all a conscience which makes 
cowards of us all, lest some one discover how mm h 
less elder we are than we look. So the question is 
whether this kind of thing is normal; whether one 
might not cover it in the training cour*, and. 
granted the need of doing something, wheth« 
Jould not better go abroad a few ~ 
, . , „ .„-n nr three lessons from each one ot s(i 
nd older Jeacliers 
n of nature: that 
self-consciously thorough; and to him any sudden 
filling up with ideas is sui>eiTiciul. He is right, but 
he need not worry, for no discreet German professor 
will try to do so irregular a tiling as to communicate 
the theory of his art in a few lessons. What he will 
do, if an artist teacher, is to hear repertory and cor¬ 
rect it, or, if a charlatan (and the race is by no means 
extinct in Europe), he will, in a certain number ol 
lessons, teach you his “method.” There is also the 
difficulty of foreign study that even when one gets 
about what one is looking for, the foreign language 
often makes the student miss half of it. And so for¬ 
eign summer work Beems generally unadvisable if not 
impracticable. 
A summer school conducted with the Mason system 
at the basis has a certain advantage over other 
courses in the curious comprehensiveness of the 
Mason system, taking in all phases of good playing. 
When the system of technics affords means for all 
parts of the pianist’s acquired outfit, it is then neces¬ 
sary merely to unfold it and the complex art of the 
pianist at the same time, and to show how to put 
one and two together. 
All methods and systems have some good points. 
The trouble with the kindergarten systems is that 
they cover too little ground; the clavier niakes even 
and voluble fingers a cult. Upon the clavier they arc 
so, indeed; but upon the piano the very first phrase 
calls for something which even fingers may find im¬ 
possible. 
As between American and European schools the 
Americans have the advantage of adapting means to 
ends more cleverly. Tradition hampers everything in 
Europe. For twenty years tradition (the piano- 
scliool-niastcr’s tradition) counted the music of Schu¬ 
mann and Chopin unsuitable for study. They are 
always doing just that sort of thing. Even the 
pianists arc given to fractional culls. Neither Busoni 
nor d’Albert seem to care much for beauty of tone 
and the well-sounding; Rosenthal mils to the very 
fast and loud; he can do other things, but when lie 
heard a pianola play the Chopin waltz in thirds faster 
nnd louder than he could it broke him up completely; 
even Godowsky was rather phased upon hearing a 
pianola play his “Badinage” faster and more out¬ 
spokenly than he could. He seemed to regard it as 
a sort of uncanny “Daniel coine to judgment.” 
To return to the main question, the art of teaching 
consists of two main ingredients commingled secvttdcm 
artem, which is to say, as needed. These are, first of 
all, a knowledge of the material of teaching: artistic 
and technical; literature, theory, and esthetic. Sec¬ 
ond, to know which thing to bring out first in any 
given case. It is a very pretty and a dreadfully 
changeable problem, but the expert teacher is like 
the old doctor, the best dose suggests itself as he 
marks the symptom. There are certain principles; 
also certain arts of entering into the slate of the 
pupil. It is therefore not an art for the undergrad¬ 
uate; it. is post-graduate. It is no pnrt of current 
school work. Therefore it is altogether likely that 
for some years yet the summer school will remain. 
But Its value will turn very much upon its hnving 
at its head a masterly personality: an expert. 
Not all the important work in music i-dueation is 
I icing done in the great conservatories, not all in the 
studios of famous private teachers, not all in the large 
cities. It has happened that some monarch has re¬ 
ceived the praise of historians for measures that his 
ministers prepared; that the head of some corpora 
tion is receiving large emoluments and wide-spread 
n-cognition for capacity in p’anning when the credit 
really belongs to some subordinate. So in the small 
cities and the towns, even in rural communities, there 
are teachers and teaching worthy of the highest rec¬ 
ognition. 
A newly acquired feather is not considered the 
who’e of a bird’s plumage, but a newly acquired 
teacher is often credited with the whole of a pupil’s 
prei>aration. 
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CHILDREN S CLASSES AS SUITABLE FOR 
SUMMER WORK. 
BY SUSAN LLOYD DAILY'. 
Evkky worker knows that weariness of mind and 
body is caused not so much by constant activity as 
by sameness of occupation. In other words, it is 
monotony, not work, that kills. 
Undoubtedly there should be variety in study the 
year round, but especially should the summer months 
lie months of recreation and change. A vacation does 
not always imply nor necessitate idleness: a fact 
which is proved by the success of summer music 
schools and by the inspiration and rejuvenation they 
afford to teachers who are giving out, in turn, all 
the remainder of the year what they themselves gain 
during the period of summer study. If the effect of 
summer study is beneficial to the adult, summer 
classes for children ought to be especially successful. 
All parents will agree that a child in good health 
does not feel the effects of the warm weather any 
more if it is occupied than if it is idle; rather less 
so, indeed. Many children are so burdened with or¬ 
dinary school-work that in each day’s routine there 
is no time for the study of a musical instrument. 
For a period of several years the school vacation 
may be the only time they can give to this. It will 
not be adequate, of course, to rapid progress, but a 
start can be made aud the first principles learned in 
childhood which, if delayed, until the child is grown, 
become difllcult, if not impossible, to acquire. 
For other pupils who keep up the practice of some 
instrument through the winter, the summer could be 
utilized as n time for theoretical work: harmony or 
musical history. And this is one of the chief values 
of the summer class. In the pressure of winter work 
all private teachers know how impossible it is to find 
time for the collateral branches which bear directly 
upon the subject in hand, but which cannot be taught 
in the regular lesson period and which the pupil 
therefore considers non essential,—If, in fact, he ever 
hears of them. Kur-trnining, sight-reading, musical 
theory, history, and kindred subjects, which are abso¬ 
lutely necessary to the correct appreciation of music, 
can scarcely Ik- taught satisfactorily except in classes 
of from six to ten; while even so ordinary an essen¬ 
tial as a sense of rhythm, which so many pupils seem 
to be without, can be much more successfully culti¬ 
vated in the class. In the summer-time classes to 
meet once or twice a week can be formed in all of 
these branches to the immense advantage of the child, 
who will be so interested, if the teacher has any in¬ 
genuity at all, that his brain will be kept in a healthy 
state of activity without being burdened. Children 
are bound to think; it is an unavoidable condition 
of childhood, and it n.ny not lie injurious to give 
them something to think about. If the regular winter 
instrumental lessons are discontinued during this 
time, they will Ik: renewed when cold weather comes 
with vigor and intelligence instead of with hesitation 
and the remark: “I expect I’ve forgotten all I ever 
knew; I have not touched the piano all summer, and 
I feel so rusty.” 
If the teacher is so fortunate as to live in or near 
a summer resort, these summer classes will be hailed 
with positive joy by parents who are busy with 
boarders, and do not want their children to run en¬ 
tirely wild, and by guests who find a vacation com¬ 
pletely given up to idleness more exhausting than 
moderate study. The success of the summer class 
dejicnds entirely upon the teacher. In winter the 
parent makes study obligatory; in summer it is usu¬ 
ally governed by the caprice of the pupil. A teacher 
with any human nature and fellow-feeling in his com 
position cannot avoid trying to make the study as 
attractive and the process as pleasant as possible I 
well remember one sultry August when the ther¬ 
mometer in my music-room registered ninety degrees 
at 7 v.v being sufficiently weak as to resort to iced 
lemonade to water my own drooping enthusiasm as 
well as that of my class. 
But the crowning glory of summer work is the 
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kindergarten class for the wee ones, it brings them 
in from the hot sun, amuses, attracts, and instructs. 
By the time winter comes theyJiave learned the staff, 
the names and values of notes, the scales, the key¬ 
board; they have had drills in rhythm, in reading, 
and in .hand positions; and are able, when the time 
comes, to go back to school to commence intelligently 
the serious study of music. They have learned all 
the first difficult part, which requires so much memo¬ 
rizing, during the otherwise idle summer days, when 
there was nothing else to distract the attention. The 
drudgery being well over, and so pleasantly over that 
it seemed like play, much time and energy is saved 
for the more advanced work of the winter. 
SUMMER MU3ICAL CLASSES FOR 
JUVENILES. 
by fbances c. bobinson. 
Summed is welcomed by all music-teachers as a time 
of rest, but not, necessarily, as a season in which to 
rust. Excessive bodily or mental activity is not en¬ 
joyable, or wise, in hot weather, but the present 
writer has in mind a class-work that many teachers 
may well conduct in summer, which can be arranged 
without greatly taxing the teacher, while to the pupils 
it will seem like a pleasant little class-meeting or 
“outing.” Two distinct lines of study will be sug¬ 
gested which may be followed out separately or to¬ 
gether. 
Before mentioning them, however, let me suggest, 
first of all, that these “talks” be conducted out-of- 
doors in some pretty country spot, in all cases where 
such an arrangement is at all possible. Once a week 
take the electric ears and ride a few miles into the 
country, selecting some inviting, shady place, at which 
to stop. It might be well, also, to carry some light 
refreshments: crackers, fruit, etc. Arriving at the 
desired place, in the most informal conversational 
manner the little musical talk, arranged for the occa¬ 
sion, would be given, the teacher seeking to draw the 
children into a general discussion at times and en¬ 
couraging them to ask questions. After the talk, 
partake of the little lunch, and then will follow the 
homeward car-ride, which will refresh all and pre¬ 
vent the least fear of monotony. An arrangement of 
this sort will cause children to look forward to “class- 
day ’ with the pleasantest anticipations. 
Class-talks with pupils is a very important part of 
every teacher’s duty. The circulation, of books and 
musical magazines, for home-reading, on the pupil’s 
part, is very necessary and excellent, but nothing takes 
the place of occasional talks given by the teachers, 
ihey awaken an interest in young minds and prepare 
them for better home-study and the time when they 
will take up a thorough study of musical literature 
Music appeals so greatly to the imagination and 
the emotions,-that is, to the poetic, or artistic, side 
of our natures,-that it is an important duty, or 
privilege, of teachers to endeavor to awaken and help 
to cultivate these qualities in the young. In this 
? Z la’ Ptcrhaps> our Sreatest aid. Open-air talks 
in the country are therefore exactly what is needed 
And now, to speak of the two lines of study, which 
may be combined or followed separately. An ^ 
2r,rtP°mt0U^ aS POSSible’t0 
that there must be intelligent understanding of the 
on troft anangement °f -icalXosL 7d r °n-For 
certain names are singled out in somewhat the 
mg order: fet. Ambrose, St. Augustine, Pope gU"' 
Undo of Arezzo, Adam de la Halle, Palestrina ^ 
some information regarding each one that ’I? 
likely to be remembered by the pUpii8 pa8 1 
to J S. Bach, each master, down to preseS; 
named and considered, a few names at & tim r 
oiio season about eighteen or twenty biogr.p,lia, 
sketches can be thus disposed of; possibly 5S 
than ten can be considered, for there are other tail 
to be introduced on such topics as the mirac’eoi.! 
oratorio, opera, the history of the pianoforte * 
other musical instruments, and some afternoon!» 
devoted to questions and review. 
Regarding the other line of study, it is desinbk 
that appeals to the artistic nature of each pupil be 
included in a course of this kind. A scries of mint 
talks is one very helpful way for developing tb 
powers of observation and reflection. Teach, or help, 
the children to observe resemblances and differences 
and then to compare them; in other words, to per- 
ceive first, and, later, to reflect upon what they line 
perceived. One afternoon in a beautiful county nr. 
side, or wood, may be made to do more in these win 
than unlimited technical, or school instruction, it 
garding nature. The next step will be to assist them 
to observe musical arrangements and effects and lo 
study them closely: i.e., to reflect upon them. 
The imagination may be stirred to healthful action 
very easily in the young, and there are numerous 
ways of doing it. Teachers may, by fanciful illustn- 
tions or stories, teach them many truths or fuels, 
and may, oftentimes, assist in implanting high idals 
in the souls of the young. All true musicians should 
be possessed of high ideals, and all persons w ho Ukr 
up the study of music need cultivation of all thr 
truest and deepest qualities in human nature. Tb« 
class-talks with pupils are therefore eminently pw- 
tical. It is assumed that nothing has been suggested 
that will be beyoud the ordinary thoughtful and con¬ 
scientious teacher who has sufficient time to arrsup 
a series of talks of this kind, and all who have Ik 
ability and time to carry out some such idea w 
under obligation so to do. 
Not to ignore the business side of the plan, lor ‘ 
series of summer “outings,” the cost of car-fare nay 
be estimated at five cents each way for each pernca 
and fifty or sixty cents for fruits, etc., each time,w 
that six class meetings of ten pupils and teaihtr 
would cost about nine or ten dollars. The amoffl 
charged for the entire course would he certainly 
less than tliree or four dollars per pupil, the prod 
for teacher being the balance remaining over 
above expenses named. Where two or three c»' 
could be carried on by one teacher on different *P> 
the profit would amount to a fair little sum. 
NEW LIGHT ON SUMMER STUDY- 
BY MAKY E. HAI.LOCK. 
Lombboso, in his “Man of Genius,” by , 
an exhaustive table comprising most of ^ 
achievements of mankind, shows that >ery ^ 
twice as many literary and artistic works, *9 .^. 
ical, physical, and chemical discoveries "cm 00 
in the spring and summer than in the win » ^ 
that “In the few cases in which we may 0 ^ 
traces of the works, of great men we usu ^ ^ 
tlicir activity increases in the warm mon ^ 
creases in the cold.” It is of interest ^ 
spring the discovery of America was conceiv ^ ^ 
as galvanism, the barometer, the tele**®*^^ 
lightning conductor; in the spring Mic ae 
the idea of his greatest cartoon, Dante o f< 
Comedia, Leonardo of his book on hg • 
his ‘Faust’; it was in the spring that Kep 
his law, that Milton conceived his f?rea!_p de ft' 
his great theory, and Wagner his * „ 
hinder,’ the first of his great music-dram ^ ^ 
Who has not felt, on taking up anew ,w; 
for repolishing, the surprised delight 8 ^ 
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„rV impressions of the sort of day as well, whether 
Ja3 windy or full of sunshine or both, on which the 
slaving of that same composition, perhaps some years 
Lfore, had for some reason or other become memo¬ 
rable/ Who has not usually felt this phenomenon 
common enough as regards momentous happenings of 
practical daily life, but so peculiarly charming con¬ 
nected simply with an artistic achievement, coupled 
most often with a beautiful spring or summer day? 
And who cannot point in company with the great 
names mentioned by Lombroso to summer-time as the 
sponsor for some of the best learned, best felt com¬ 
positions in their repertoire. The way the leaves 
rustled and the lawn looked an accompaniment to 
that particular Beethoven sonata, the very way in 
which one leaned out of the window and heard the 
lees hum after this Chopin nocturne! 
From a sensory stand point it is reasonable to sup¬ 
pose that when several senses are stimulated they 
would tone up and strengthen all the mental impres¬ 
sions, and that, to a musician not too much fagged 
with the winter’s work, the very seeing of summer 
would make his auditory impressions so much the 
teener. From the moment those tiny little leaves 
unfurl they signal to all to breathe fresh,- to dust off 
that which has become musty in their emotions, to 
stretch the eyes open nearly gone shut in the studio, 
and to look with expanded chest around and take 
notice. 
Strenuous thought finds itself at first without 
reason for existing, but creeps back slowly, slowly, 
with prolonged rest; the faded sense of feeling left 
as an heritage from the winter is revivified as though 
emotional sap stirred in people as liquid life in trees, 
and again there is no perfect peace if one does not put 
the growing energy to some use. More than those 
first three, four, five, six weeks at the opening of 
spring one cannot rest; ideas come knocking, and 
desire to achieve slips, willy-nilly, to the front. Then, 
just then, when the blossoming year is not too young 
and not too old, the most satisfying, most engrossing, 
«ork should he done: the working up of a repertoire. 
The drudgery of learning these pieces belongs to the 
past; in this time that which is art and purely art 
need only be considered: the elocution of playing, the 
subtleness of feeling made -evident. At this an un¬ 
limited amount of labor can be expended, a labor for 
"Inch delilicration is peculiarly necessary, and only 
possible where the days are free and when the choicest 
hours for clear thinking can be waited for and then 
had uninterrupted. 
In the winter the rapid succession of lessons taken 
weekly or oftener precludes the possibility of giving 
perfect polish to the pieces prepared one after the 
other for the teacher, so that the scholars far enough 
adianced should store away more or less for future 
l*lc points received on different compositions 
ken during the winter’s study. A piece gets even 
cost'ng too much when it is dwelt on- for a goodly 
share of “the quarter.” 
Time is needed for the thorough digestion of a com¬ 
position, and one hour a day practice for six days 
,B always better than six hours’ work in one day 
sil'nt on the same composition. To study on three 
“j ®°re Pieces abreast is, for this reason, productive 
o tter results than taking the same number of 
|l*°e* tandcin, as it were, and giving the greater 
^nount °* time in a day to one composition alone. 
whicl1 w‘" appeal to most students this 
to he 18 pfactical only when there is no new stint 
accomplished every few days and when there 
a iong stretch of leisure ahead. 
field°r ^°Se wbo’ 'n llle fall> enter on a new teaching 
i veR Program, worked up in the sutnmer, is 
Jo 2- Val"aWe Part of their capital stock. It will 
*i!l re patrons 800<1 t° hear what they can do, and 
advert-W tbcm most direct and profitable of 
l''acher8eniCn*S Leaving all other things aside, a 
be or",/8 Pr°bablT never so well received as when 
h« hnowe 0411 by Practical demonstration show that 
hours’1;^111" bas keen one long roimd of teaching 
e summer gives the compensating time in 
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which to brush up one’s personal interpretative abil¬ 
ity, for woe unto those who let such practice go for 
more than a year at a stretch! Teaching increases 
one’s mental aptitude for such work, and it is a pity 
if the results are not reaped through that luxury pro¬ 
vided pretty much only to the leaching profession: 
an absolutely free summer. 
The choice of a congenial summer sojourn is to be 
considered an aiHmportant factor in the plans laid 
for holiday work by all those whose very vocation 
proclaims them sensitive to all outward impressions. 
A landlady with a more than jarring voice cou'd 
effectually upset the artistic tendencies of the hour, 
and the more serious pros and cons make or mar a 
valuable holiday. A resort made up of social bustle 
is strictly to he avoided, whereas a little nook far 
from the madding crowd where one can get closest 
to. Nature in company with a few congenial friends 
is the best. To some the emptied cities—with all the 
comforts of home, neighbors absent, cold baths, aud 
flying trolley rides—may be all that one can wish for 
good results; but in every case a decided change is 
a stimulus. 
It is not at all necessary that agreeable study in 
summer should signify a holiday devoid of all that 
which goes to make a jolly resting time. Three hours 
a day devoted to musical thought on definite prac¬ 
tical lines is ample, and that leaves ample time for 
dances, picnics, boating, and all other forms of pleas¬ 
ure that make summer-time delightful. 
It has been remarked at large art-schools that those 
students who paint, paint, paint without cessation or 
recreation eventually do the worst work; their canvas 
reflects their dulled mental condition: starved of all 
living, vivid sense-impressions. .Shakespeare was made 
in part by the multitudinous variety of things he had 
seen, heard* felt, and even smelt so well, and the 
musician's work is also the best whose sense-impres¬ 
sions are well fed and whose feelings arc kept most 
alive and lively. 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF MUSIC IN THE 
SOUTH DURING THE PAST 
TWENTY YEARS. 
While the South has always been recognized as 
c land of “music, love, and flowers,” it has only 
the past few years responded to the great wave 
musical development that is sweeping over our 
tion, making us the proud and happy possessors 
artists and composers of international reputation, 
,od schools of music, fine orchestras, and singing 
cieties, and-in some localiUes-of annual Music 
stivals where the more important choral works arc 
iren a satisfactory rendering. 
Several factors have combined U. retard this do el- 
iment in the Southland, probably the "'ost napor 
nt one being the desolation that followed the ml 
ar which made the study of music (and, indeed, 
all the fine arts) a luxury not to lie considered 
eept by the favored few. 
To this disadvantage of environing may lie added 
c natural temperament of the .cithorn p I ^ 
,ich inclines to melody, pure and ample, rather than 
this love for melody, the stuffy 
ev have given to music 1ms been almost entirely 
ThXftion of vote-ooltur, for the pun»* 
is doubtful if any permanent progT - thU ^ 
on could have been effected w.thwtthe ^ 
The history of these XT^tions, except that 
Hab°r^tiTof de^t took the torn, of hen the spirit oi _ „ ..liable mate- 
study and rendering of the more complex musical 
forms. The best possible foundation for choral work 
is the chorus choir and glee club, and these were 
almost unknown among us. Very few of the men 
could read even a plain hymn-tune, whi’e the women 
were not much more capable. No attention had been 
given to stringed instruments (except the guitar and 
banjo); so there was no nucleus upon which to build 
an instrumental accompaniment even of the most 
simple nature. 
As a consequence, the music programs of the clubs 
at first consisted entirely of solo work. This soon 
proved tiresome, and Artist Recitals were introduced. 
This plan served a double purpose in cultivating the 
taste of the associate members for a better e’ass of 
music, and inciting the active Qieniliers to concerted 
effort among their own ranks; and eventually led 
to another and more important step, viz.: the bring¬ 
ing of really good orchestras among us, so Uiat it 
has become possible at least once or twice a year 
to hear really fine music properly rendered. In at 
least two Southern towns (Spartanburg, S. C., and 
Birmingham, Ala.) these orchestral visitations have 
become annual events. 
Permanent choruses have been formed, and one or 
more oratorios prepared each season and given with 
full orchestral accompaniment during the festival. 
In other cities a chorus is gotten together a' few 
weeks before the festival and some popular cantata 
or oratorio selection prepared for the occasion. It 
goes without saying that this plan is not so satis¬ 
factory from a musical stand point, a* there is not 
sufficient time in which to gain the more delicate 
and beautiful effects due to correct shading and 
phrasing. However* it is a step in the right direc¬ 
tion, and may, in the course of time, lead to perma¬ 
nent organizations. 
Another encouraging feature of musical develop¬ 
ment in the South is the increase of chorus-choirs 
in churches, and the frequent rendering of sacred 
cantatas u|K>n festal occasions. Though this class of 
music is not so difficult either to understand or inter¬ 
pret ns oratorio, yet it is lofty in character and 
purpose, and increases the desire among musicians to 
work together, and also adds to the dignity and im¬ 
pressiveness of the church service. 
While we are developing—slowly, but surely- 
a'ong the above lines, wo are atso making some little 
progress in the line of teaching, though we still lack 
a great deal of reaching a satisfactory standard in 
this most important department of our musical life. 
However, the Southern Music Teachers’ Association 
is doing aggressive work, and must, in time, exert 
an influence that will compel more thorough prepara- 
tion on the part of our teachers. There is plenty of 
work among us for teachers who are really good 
musicians, and not merely “faddists" on the subject 
of method. 
For our more rapid and genuine deve’opmcnt. we 
ssdlv nerd intelligent and unprejudiced newspaper 
criticism, for it is upon the press we must - lo a 
large degree—rely for our musical standards, l- ulsoine 
praise for the amateur may lie prompted by Ihc laud¬ 
able desire to encourage the young student to still 
greater effort in bis chosen art, but the resu’t in 
most eases is to foster a degree of complacency quite 
unfavorable to earnest and conscientious study. How¬ 
ever, with increased facilities for hearing good music, 
and enlarged opportunity for its broad and compre¬ 
hensive study, let us hope that the standard of 
criticism will soon lie raised to its proper level, and 
that our musical progress in the near future will be 
not only rapid, but founded upon the principles of 
true art. 
A CRITIC, on arriving from a recital given by a 
young woman aspirant for pianistic honors, was a-ki-d 
what, he thought of her prospects. 
“Ah. the beautiful creature!” said he; “her pros¬ 
pers, who knows? She plays with so much feeling 
— such rnp wrong notes—and holds them »o lov¬ 
ingly!” 
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STUDY ABROAD NO GUARANTEE OF 
SUCCESS AT HOME. 
Every year at this time a certain number of 
American singers, piano-teachers, violinists, and other 
musicians complete the term of their European study 
and make up their minds to come back to their own 
land. They look forward to their work as a dull 
preliminary to the glory of a professional career. But 
in retrospect the days of their study, in nine cases 
out of ten, seem peaceful and satisfying in comparison 
with the hardships in beginning public life. 
The experience of these musicians is nearly always 
the same. In their own home their musical talents 
attract attention early. They become juvenile prod¬ 
igies for their own class, if not for a larger com¬ 
munity, before they-realize it. As they grow up and 
continue to appear to inexperienced persons about 
them really promising and talented musicians, the 
talk of a professional life soon begins. They go to 
the best teacher in their town, and after that to some 
large city for the advantages of the instruction to be 
had there. After they have gone the rounds, played 
for this person and that, and collected advice in every 
quarter, there is talk of a period of European study, 
and if the money is available the student usually goes 
abrqnd. Sometimes the money is in the immediate 
family; sometimes it is begged and borrowed from 
more fortunate relatives and members of the family, 
and in some cases phianthropic ladies of musical taste, 
who arc never so happy as when they are nourishing 
mediocrity, raise a subscription for the aspirant, and 
he or she goes to Europe. Here iu nine cases out of 
ten is the first mistake in a career that is more or 
less likely to be altogether in error. Nine out of ten 
American musicians could learn just as much in their 
own country as they can abroad. They could be just 
as well prepared to teach here as in any other coun¬ 
try, although it may be an advantage to them and 
an attraction to pupils to know that they have 
studied under some distinguished foreign master, even 
if he is so old as to be in his dotage. 
After two or three years of study in Europe be¬ 
tween which their friends hear wonderful stories of 
their advancement, the pianists and the fiddlers pass 
through their allotted time of instruction. Usually 
they are eager to make an appearance abroad, and as 
this costs very much less in Germany than it does 
in this country they are generally successful. They 
play in a Berlin music-hall before an audience of 
fellow-students, deadheads all of them, and a few 
critics who will group this performer along with half 
a dozen others in a paragraph next day and mention 
very little more than their names and their teacher. 
Sometimes, through conditions which are not always 
easy to define, they may get several sentences of 
flattering description all to themselves, which are 
promptly printed in a neat little pamphlet and 
brought back to this country for the delight of their 
friends and the enlightenment of those whose business 
it is to know what good piano playing should l>e. 
Most of them are benighted enough to believe that 
on the strength of that appearance, combined with a 
letter of recommendation from their teacher and a few 
untrustworthy or trivial phrases of criticism, they 
may return to the United States and begin here the 
accomplishment of their wishes. 
Disenchantment conics so soon after their return 
that it is lucky for them they have enjoyed a few 
happy hours of illusion. The young woman arrives 
here with her hopes and her criticisms. The first 
thing she does is to seek a musical agent, who regards 
her from the moment he lays eyes on her first as 
legitimate prey from whom he is to squeeze every 
possible cent. To her surprise, she soon discovers 
that there is to lie no compensation for her appear¬ 
ances, and she is lucky if slie is able to find a place, 
even in a concert bill, without being compelled to pay 
for it. It very rarely happens that anything is accom¬ 
plished through the first agent. The experience is 
likely to be profitable to him, but in despair the ap¬ 
plicant goes to a second one. Of course, more money 
is paid to him for advancing her interests, but it 
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rarely happens that she is ever able to get an en¬ 
gagement that pays her a cent. If her money holds 
out she goes to another agent, but if it doesn t she is 
likely to keep out of sight of the public until she 
manages by social influence or some other to play 
gratuitously at a concert. 
It rarely happens that a woman pianist is ever in 
demand, whatever the degree of her merit may be, 
short of the very greatest of her kind, and it is only 
a short time before the virtuosa who was coming 
back to our own land to enjoy such triumphs to the 
delight of her family and her own enrichment settles 
quietly down to the business of teaching, and is glad 
to get pupils. And that life starts a new kind of 
drudgery for her. This is the experience nine out of 
every ten American students who go abroad and 
study have to encounter. The case of the woman 
pianist is selected because that is possibly a little 
harder than most of the others. But in every class 
there is the same disappointment, and men and women 
undergo the same difficulty. Possibly their talents 
entitle them to no greater success; but that is a 
harsh view of the subject. And their ambitions, even 
though mistaken, are deserving of indulgence. 
Only one remedy for these disappointments would 
seem to be possible. That is not likely to come into 
existence. If some one would persuade all these am¬ 
bitious youngsters that there is a decided limit to 
their talents, and in any case their rewards are not 
very great, there might be fewer stories of failure and 
disappointments, but if there was such a person or 
such a group of persons, like a college of cardinals, 
the aspiring young musician would never take their 
word, or believe any chilling negative as to his, or her, 
heaven-given talents, and then what would the Euro¬ 
pean musie-teacliers do? It would be one step for¬ 
ward, if these musicians, destined to remain in the 
humbler ranks and be only teachers and such modest 
workers in the art, could be persuaded to remain in 
their own country and learn here the necessary ac¬ 
quirement without the inevitable European experi¬ 
ence—that only serves to emphasize their lack of suc¬ 
cess—in the great ambitions they entertain.—ATcw 
York Sun. 
THAT NATIONAL TYPE! 
BY MBS. HARLOW WOLCOTT. 
We are all familiar with the expression: “America 
has no literature 1” We maintain a golden silenci 
when one from across the seas remarks: "Yon 
Americans have no school of music—no national 
type!” Composers of merit cannot he denied us■ bui 
none has yet arisen with that distinctively national 
flavor which the palate of the musical epicurean de 
mands. While the work of the last quarter of s 
century has done much toward refuting the idea that 
wc are a nation of musical parasites, imbibing all oui 
life from foreign institutions, much remains to be ac 
complished before the American school of music shall 
iarions PttCe "ith th0Se °f reCOgnwd musica 
It might be well to ask ourselves along what lines 
are we working—we who profess to have the musical 
future of our country at heart? What are we doina 
in our own community? 
Perhaps, at first glance, the outlook may not be 
so encouraging as we might wish. “There is so little 
so ame“t; “so much lauding Of pet theories; 
revl ii rr Cnd With” There i8 a who 
alTthit a 18 anC'ent a,ltl as heirti'y ^spiscs 
a 1 that ,s modem, whose recitals, long and dry 
abound ln sonatas of the Clemenli, Diabelli variety 
for he ls an allopathist of the deepest dye and hi- 
pills are never sugar coated. As for the development 
- 
'zrss'ss “*■ “ 
terest to a production, it is only as that prod,,, 
is a genuine musical utterance. 
Fortunately, it is to neither of these that we I i 
for the development of our national type \y t 
a goodly number among us, who, while buildil f! 
the future on sure foundations, yet live in theelori ” 
present. They are not looking for a musieal mJ! 
—nor a Christopher Columbus to sail into unknow, 
seas and discover a new continent of musical theorr 
They are a practical sort of people, and, first of 
endeavor to raise the musical standard in their own 
community. They may live in remote districts, when 
popular sentiment does not encourage education alone 
the lines of higher musical culture. Layinv aside 
petty jealousies, they seek to introduce standard ms- 
sical literature, and to bring into their midst artists 
from abroad. 
They encourage our own composers, by giving such 
composers a prominent place on their programs, and 
by forming clubs for the analysis and study of their 
works. Neglecting not the intellectual side, they 
strive to educate along the lines of true musics! 
ideas. They learn the patient, long-suffering side el 
the teacher’s life; realizing that we are too near the 
present to * get the right perspective, they content 
themselves with looking well to the material which 
each day they are putting into their structures; and 
leave results to the fashioning hands of the future, 
knowing that only the fittest can survive. That 
truth alone is eternal. 
THOROUGH PRACTICE ON OLD PIECES. 
The problem of retaining old pieces is usually over¬ 
looked by even ambitious players. Having once 
learned a piece, they seem to consider it learned for¬ 
ever, and give but very slight attention to keeping it 
In mind; as a consequence most of the old pieces are 
not in playing condition, so that, no matter how man; 
years have been devoted to study, the player tods 
himself with but a limited number of pieces at his 
command. Only pieces well worth keeping should be 
selected, and none dropped until the repertoire is w 
large as to render its further use immaterial. 
It is sometimes actually more difficult to keep M 
old piece in good playing condition than to learn a 
new one, as the playing becomes so automatic that the 
fingers are not under good control and the mind is 
to wander. It is therefore necessary to review the ol 
pieces, looking at the notes, in order that the brain 
may take a new and fresh impression of them, 10 
practice hands separately, in order to acquire 
be cognizant of a perfect Anger-action, and to m**®1'® 
correct relation of hands to keys, and also to in ** 
correctly the phrasing by the proper taking an « 
ing of keys. In this way a graceful execution, A- 
as a clear conception, can be retained. 
As to interpretation, the “slow” and “hands 
rate” playing is equally as necessary, for acC® , 
rhythm must be thought of and all crescen 
diminuendo signs observed. The emotions ^ 
of the composition must also be kept in nl,n ' ( 
such tone-qualities produced as will bring ou ^ 
dramatic and emotional qualities of the P* ’ ^ 
which the piece should be studied as * 
brought up to the right tempo. When t 
done the piece is comparatively a new P1 ^ 
and the result will be a fresher and finer i 1 ^ 
and necessarily better effects than have 
viously obtained. that the 
Think for a moment, and you " _ (.an nfTrr 
slovenly practice of either old or new P1®^ ^ |5ji- 
result in an artistic production. I,icen 1 ((| pUt 
ration arc the great factors that help P® 
forth their best energy in any diiec io >> |,jre 
teachers and parents should see that thej ^ 
the requisite incentive, and nine times 0 ntjyfrt 
further effort need be made. The I,r0P®* ^ aD re¬ 
acquiring and retaining a large repo (btf* 
portunity to play it in public; for pUpiIs «** 
should be frequent public recitals, in * 
take a prominent part.—Mrs. A. K. * 
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FIVE MINUTE talks with girls. 
The Lessons of the Summer. 
by HELENA M. MAGUIRE. 
IK times primeval knowledge was acquired in many 
and various ways. People took lessons from things 
animate and inanimate, and learned from vegetable 
and animal, as well as from human, nature. As time 
went on, however, the wisdom gleaned from natural 
sources became sorted and stored into neat bundles 
and handed down from wise man to wise man, until 
it came to be taken for granted that these bundles 
contained all knowledge, and that it was only neces¬ 
sary to go to a man possessed of a store of knowledge 
and receive due portion thereof. So it came to pass 
that men bowed before the Human Mind as supreme 
generator of wisdom, and, ignoring all else, placed 
their young at the feet of Human Erudition incased 
within four close walls, where they learned to think 
ol the world as a pasteboard sphere, of man as a 
series of charts showing horrid interior views, of 
animal life as dead things which they shrank from 
touching, and so on to music, which they studied 
as something peculiar to mankind, beginning and 
ending therewith. Various platitudes on the singing 
ol the birds were divulged, and perhaps passing men¬ 
tion given to the fact that the vibrations of ether 
which make music make heat and color also when 
very much accelerated. But only a very few of the 
many thousands of girls who have studied music 
have been taught to think of it as a part of the 
great scheme of the universe. 
Now, however, our wise men, having hurst the 
wrappings of the once-thought sufficient stock of 
knowledge in their efforts to widen and re-enforce it, 
are thinking themselves back to nature and to “first 
causes”; but custom and usage, two tyrants of our 
day, still confine us, for ten months of the year, 
within the restricting barriers with which civilization 
encompasses itself about. As this leaves only two 
months in which you may study where and what 
your youth and tendency choose, make the most of 
them. When you have finished your term of lessons; 
when the final recital is over and you have either 
packed etudes and scales away in your cabinet, or 
else prepared carefully a program for summer work 
“t the piano,—which is most apt to sizzle into desue¬ 
tude as one hot day succeeds another and the mer- 
eury establishes itself firmly in an elevated position, 
--thin go out; be one with all the other growing, 
aM>y things of earth, and take your lessons from 
1,1 the universal creation. 
I*arn the lesson of the leaves in their tireless repe¬ 
tition of one beautiful, vernal theme; learn the cn- 
lr® precision of Mother Nature in all she does, and 
ee her unvarying regard for “form” in the midst of 
apparently careless luxuriance. 
fieani of the insects, in their busy, energetic living; 
watch and listen to them, and see what proof you 
®nd *or Mattieu Williams’s quaint fancy that 
1 us®’ *n their common, every-day table-talk, those 
guilds which are beyond the vanishing-point of the 
Uman ear- He thinks that they communicate with 
another by means of those vibrations which fill 
liomn*1- 8ap bctween our highest audible sound 
’ vibrations) and the heat-vibrations, which 
uimence at one hundred and thirty-four trillions per 
0( °n. ‘ Such fancying (a dwelling in the fairly-land 
trl|3U<neC’ ^ 'hiatus calls it) invests insect-life with 
vatllnterest an<1 appeal, and will help you to culti- 
,R0™e °t that delicate imaginativeness without 
music ‘ ’®n,'elss°hn could never have written his 
hVtl' 10 ,,r*le Midsummer Night’s Dream,” nor 
or Humperdinck their delicious fairy operas, 
Mak T.'.1'0'1' ’ndeod> no one is a musician complete. 
you | e ri®nds with the birds, and they will show 
hie n'0"- "e *'ave distorted Nature’s teaching in mak- 
„.r,a.t,S‘l; an artificial thing, only to be permitted at 
work'd t,mM and P,aces- The birds sing at their 
’'ring all the busy day, caroling most lustily 
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the while they build and plaster and thatch their 
homes, 'and through the many trials and vicissitudes 
of raising large families. 
The workman who gaily sang the same song every 
morning as he plastered the house next door to 
I schaikowsky’s home, thus furnishing the composer 
with a theme for the ‘Tathetique Symphony” was a 
truer musician than we who go silently about our 
work all day and then pay some one else to make 
music for us in the evening. 
If anyone wonders, in your presence, why we are 
not a musical people, tell them it is because we have 
not learned the lesson of the birds, because we are 
too absorbed in sordid work and gain to sing. In a 
land where one may pass from coast to coast with¬ 
out hearing a merry chorus in the fields (excepting 
the darkies among the cotton), where it is iu very 
bad taste to sing along the public ways, where the 
maidens go about with silent lips and contracted 
brows, “the worried archangel aspect,” as Robert 
Grant has dubbed it, and the lads seldom go further 
than to pucker their lips into a ridiculous whistle, it 
is fruitless to expect that music will take root and 
flourish. We need to go back to the teachers of 
primeval man to learn the utter foolishness of trying 
to become a musical nation while we toil so long 
and hard that there is no time to make music, and 
then straightway pour what was so hardly earned 
into the pockets of foreigners. 
This paying money to sit in an uncomfortable scat 
and listen to a foreigner make foreign music is neither 
a joy nor a relaxation, as is proved by the tense faces 
of those who do it, nor is it advancing the cause of 
music nearly so much as making our own music 
would, as singing about our tasks, and singing for 
the joy of living. 
Music—true, healthy music—is the natural expres¬ 
sion of happiness, and we must be a happy people be¬ 
fore we can be a musical community. This we can 
never be while our rich deny the poor whom they have 
always with them, and spend their money in fruitless 
attempts at imitating other nations, and while our 
poor waste what they have in the struggle to imitate 
the rich. Snobbery is rampant in our land, and 
music is deeply infected. It needs the infusion of 
fair young truth and naturalness, and it is for jou, 
twentieth-century girls, to learn the lessons of Nature, 
to bring them into every-day use and practice, to 
spread the gospel of happiness, to sing, sing, sing, 
with fingers and with lips, and, like the lady of 
Banberry Cross, to make music wherever you go. 
SOME PECULIAR TEACHERS. 
BY FREDERIC A. FRANKLIN. 
v number of musicians happening together one 
,„ing were passing the time by relating their ox- 
•iences with various music-teachers. It seems from 
,ir stories that the musical profession contains a 
ere proportion of eccentric characters. 
L of them, speaking of his musieal studies said: 
uring my student-days 1 had at least twenty differ- 
. teacher's. My first was a queer old C*®r'”a” wh<> 
•e a striking resemblance to Liszt, which he cm 
need by wearing his long white hair m the same 
L-eut fashion. In order to cultivate a quiet 
n of the hand, he used to place a P®11”?0'* " 
the back of my hand, telling me that t should be 
sriJS?-r.-sr 
. ].^son-period l.r *»« «*• “* 
*•T “ ISZZZV&r 
Iy Cr;:t v:,;lTvX;i, Thercifter he would 
nnmel! dot vos mu. under 
,c oridress me in English, and if L _ 
Here a violinist spoke up: “It may interest you to 
hear of another old German, a teacher of violin, who 
used to compel me to stand with my right shoulder 
and upper arm against a wall, or hold a book under 
my arm, in order to secure a quiet upper arm. He 
made me practice wrist-bowing until I felt as if my 
right hand would part company with my arm, and 
fiugcr-gymnastics until the muscles of my left hand 
and arm would be sore from my finger-tips to my 
elbow. I felt, at the time, that he was very hard on 
me, but if he were alive to-day I would thank him for 
the paius he took with me. 1 owe more to him and 
ids severe methods than to any other teacher.” 
“This talk,” said % third, “reminds me of one of 
my first teachers. He was a young man (a wild 
young man, by the wayt, but a fine musician, lie 
would sometimes explain the various piano-touches by 
comparing them with billiard shots, etc. For instance, 
in a certain passage where an arpeggio for both 
hands ending with a heavy accent on the upper note 
occurred, he would say: ‘Don’t you remember that 
billiard shot when, by striking the ball in a certain 
way, you can make it revolve rapidly without leaving 
its place on the table? Well, strike that last note in 
the same way; make it stand out as the whirling 
ivory hall docs against the green cloth.’ 
“I had another teacher, n much older and more ex¬ 
perienced man, and I want to repeat a bit of advice 
he gave me on starting on my professional career. 
Said he; 
“‘Be very careful in every remark you make to 
your pupils. Study Uie art of making your statements 
dour and explicit; use language that the dullest pupil 
can comprehend, and you will run no risk of living 
misunderstood; lie particularly careful not to let a 
mistake pass uneorreoted. Once, in my earlier days, 
a pupil left me to go to a competitor. By inquiry 1 
learned that the reason he gave for making the change 
was this; he had purposely played a few wrong notes, 
and, as I let them pass unconnected, he concluded that 
I was either incompetent or cnrelesA. Since then I 
have been careful to notice everything, and at tire con¬ 
clusion of each strain or passage mention even the 
most trivial deviation from a correct rendering.” 
Here another chimed in: 
“I cannot think of any particularly eccentric 
teacher, but will tell of a mail who had quite a large 
class in a town where I once taught. As he left just 
previous to my nrrival there, I got most of hii pupils. 
“It seems that lie taught everything; piano, violin, 
voice, orchestral and hand instruments were qll one 
to him. His only object, so far ns I «>uld learn, was 
to teach each pupil to play a few showy piece*, and 
have them played in public. And the worst of it was 
that it. was quite a small town, and the |ieople con¬ 
sidered my predecessor a wonderful musician, simply 
on account of the showy pieces his pupils played in 
his recitals: I ran truly say that not a pupil could 
play a decent scale, although some of them had played 
Beethoven sonatas in public, lie had even had one 
young lady play a simplified edition of a Liszt, 
rhapsodie, putting il on the program as the original. 
And he aetually graduated several pupils and gave 
them diplomas. 
“I cannot understand such proceedings, as I after 
ward learned that the innn was a well-educated musi¬ 
cian, mid a composer, whose pieces showed consider¬ 
able knowledge, so that the work done In that place 
must have been solely the result of love of show, or 
of indifference.” 
LtszT once said that before a composer publishes 
anything he should have proved himself entitled to 
the name by having produced at least six works of 
importance. If this rule were earned out there would 
not be so much poor music on the shelve* of publish¬ 
ers and dealers. Mendelssohn one* gave similar ad¬ 
vice to a composer who asked his opinion of a 
symphony the latter had written. Not every first 
composition is a gem that the public has been looking 
for. Authors must serve an apprenticeship in literary 
writing: also must, ambitions young composers, and 
they should do it willingly. 
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AFTER THE STORM. 
BY WILSON O. SMITIT. 
Passed is the storm; in distant sky 
Is heard the muttering, vague, of heaven’s artillery. 
Islands of clouds, sun-kissed with roseate hue, 
Float languidly on sens of a/.ure blue. 
The birds chant jubilates; in delight. 
High in heaven's vault, the swallow wings its flight. 
The sun, declining, like a regal guest, 
(lathers his robes and sinks in splendor to his rest. 
Twilight, mysterious, now asserts its sway; 
Likewise the ancient maid across the way. 
She, with a touch obtrusivg, debonair, 
Thumps, with wild ecstasy, the “Maiden's Prayer.” 
PROFITABLE VACATIONS. 
BY J. FRANCIS COOKF-, M.B. 
Now comes the vucalion season, welcomed by the 
thrifty and dreaded by those of precarious temporal 
I rosperity. The teacher who is unable to take a 
vacation of some length and at the same time cast 
aside all past responsibilities is to be deeply pitied. 
By vacation we do not mean idleness, as many im¬ 
agine, but rather an opportunity to relieve the strain 
of the regular* work of the business season by in¬ 
dulging wholesome, natural appetites for rest, exer¬ 
cise, special study, a chnngc of scene, an opportunity 
to pursue some favorite avocation, a means to im¬ 
prove one's self professionally in order to insure a 
more prosperous future, and for ample time in which 
to plan a business campaign for the coming year. 
The provident teacher will endeavor so to divide his 
vacation-time Unit nil of the foregoing will have 
adequate attention. There is really no reason for 
wasting several months or even several days in an 
aimless search for pleasures less satisfying than those 
to be found in other branches of one's own profession 
or in other occupations that might aid in promoting 
one's personal business interests. 
Daily Vacations. 
It is the musician’s duty to prevent his work from 
becoming onerous. The present writer has a practice 
of taking a vacation of thirty or more minutes every 
day in the year. In this way ho is saved from reach¬ 
ing that condition where it seems imperative that ail 
idea of music must he put aside. To him the summer 
season will always mean a lessening of the strain, but 
never a complete separation from his life-work. With 
most teachers the eonflneinent and unremitting strain 
of work, together with the general lack of exercise, 
breeds a lassitude that seems to beget a sort of self 
pity or hypersedhesia in connection with imagined 
infirmities and weaknesses. A vacation that must 
he sjient in a sanitarium is not a vacation. The au¬ 
thor has known personally no less than six musicians 
who nrc obliged to sja-nd their vacation season in 
some medical institution for the simple reason that 
they have made the error of attempting to put off 
their vacations for a season of a few .weeks in 
the summer instead of taking the occasional rests 
throughout the year that Nature demands. 
Physical Culture. 
There is, however, no way in which one can spend 
a portion of one’s vacation more profitably than in 
an effort to fortify the bodily health by natural 
means. In all human endeavor we are continually 
confronted with the proof of the Darwinian hypothe¬ 
sis, maintaining the survival of the Attest The older 
one liceomes, the more apparent is the value of good 
health. That it is the essential factor of real success 
no one can deny. Indeed, it is one of the elements, 
of genius. Too few people realize that good hea'tli 
is simply a matter of eating, exercising, breathing, 
and bathing. Let a part of the summer be given 
over to a strict attention to a wholesome diet, a 
thorough home course in physical culture, correct 
breathing in fresh air, and hygienic baths, and the 
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individual will be a much better working machine 
during the entire year. Good health usually costs 
nothing but a little time and common-sense. It is 
a splendid idea to take some periodical devoted to 
hygiene and health to create a new interest in phys¬ 
ical culture just as you subscribe for a musical paper 
Change of Scene. 
After attention to the cultivation of bodily strength 
the musician should give some attention to absolute 
rest—complete relaxation from thought and action of 
all kinds; but this should not be a matter of but 
a few days in summer, but rather a practice that 
should be continued during the entire year. After 
exercise and rest naturally follows a change of scene. 
The effect of a different environment is remarkable. 
There are 'hundreds of teachers at the present time 
who work fully as hard in summer as in winter and 
do not seem to show any evidences of the strain, for 
the simple reason that the work is done in summer 
schools, often some distance from their homes, and 
with different pupils and different scenery. The am¬ 
bitious teacher, when considering the advisability of 
taking a course in a summer school, often fears that 
a continuance of musical work during the vacation 
season might unfit him for the labor of the coming 
year. Work is laborious only when the worker is 
incompetent, and the change of scene usually pro¬ 
vided by the summer school together with the splendid 
opportunity to become better prepared in advanced 
methods of teaching has the effect not only of lighten¬ 
ing the regular work of the ensuing season, but also, 
by the advantage gained by expeditious methods, the 
teacher is actually able to accommodate more pupils 
or have spare time for rest and business details. 
Under all conditions a change of scene is very desir¬ 
able, but, when it also affords an opportunity for 
advancement, it is even more advantageous. Even 
if one is obliged to remain in a city in summer, he 
may find a change of scene in a few minutes. From 
the heart of a metropolis a fare of five cents and a 
short ride will usually bring him to green fields and 
shady groves. 
Avocations. 
I have said that the vacation should afford time 
for the pursuit of a favorite avocation. We all have 
certain inclinations, that though they may not lead 
to profitable vocations, arc healthy mental appetites 
and demand gratification. All of these pleasures take 
much time, and it frequently happens that the mu¬ 
sician steals more time from his busy season to in¬ 
dulge himself in this manner than he should. If you 
enjoy photography, botany, geology, mathematics, 
history, or languages and yet earn your living by 
musical work, it is a wise plan to use your summer 
vacation to follow your avocation instead of making 
inroads upon the time you should give to your regu¬ 
lar work. Gounod was an artist, Saint-Saens is an 
astronomer, Leoncavallo a man of letters, and Cui a 
military expert; but with all music is uppermost, and 
few know of their little safety-valves called avoca- 
increase his usefulness, the summer vacation is ofi 
a long anticipated opportunity for exploration ii 
branches of musical culturfe other than that w 
which he is regularly engaged. This has been cal 
an age of specialists, and therewith has grown 
illusion by which many young art-workers have b« 
deceived. There is no specialty in art that is r 
intimately connected with all of the other integ 
actors in artistic activity. No matter how rem, 
the connection may seem, it is nevertheless firn 
and peHnanently founded. The opening chapters 
Rusluii s ‘Modern Painters” contain advice tl 
might as readily apply to musicians as to art-work 
■n he plastic arts. Let the musician seek some n 
and un rammeled field for research. If he has six 
tcnofr: wintrteaehing pi~-- 
r" /•»** — talus. 
p™“; n™*ert, and , 
If’ on thp other han'l> he has spent the win 
with naught but vocal musie, let him broaden hia** 
by becoming more familiar with the orchestral „ 
of some great symphonies. If he has given lug JT 
time to musical composition, let him pass tothegtul! 
of sound, and find a new aspect of music in tied! 
coveries of Helmholtz, Tyndall, and Kbnig. The 
sician owes it to himself to increase his ability Tl 
by spreading his attention over numerous studies al 
thus dissipating his efforts, but, by the proee**, 
psychologists call assimilation and apperception *p. 
ply the results of his researches in other lines to hb 
every-day work. 
The New Season. 
The end of each vacation should mark a physical, 
mental, and business renaissance. If this condition ii 
not reached, the vacation may safely be said to liar* 
been wasted. The teacher should be able to enter 
upon the new season's work born again. He should 
have new and definite business plans for promoting 
the interests of his business and of his pupils, lit 
should estimate the amount of work to- be done in 
any given period of a coming season. He should 
consider what plan to adopt for the purpose of giving 
his work legitimate publicity. He should continually 
seek to enlarge his acquaintance among possible 
patrons in precisely the same manner in which a busi¬ 
ness man would attempt to accomplish the same pur¬ 
pose. He should plan to stimulate a musical interest 
by means of a recital, concert, or some other legiti¬ 
mate method at the earliest possible season in order 
that his pupils may be quickened and that little time 
may be lost by pupils postponing their lessons. Ii 
the teacher’s mission is the dissemination of musical 
culture, it is well for him to remember that, although 
he may feel that his aim is very lofty, the great body 
of society itself does not change, and is still regu¬ 
lated by the irrefutable economic law pertaining to 
supply and demand. The teacher must first create 
a demand for musical education upon the part ol 
those with whom he comes in contact before he will 
have an opportunity to discriminate in the seleetioi 
of pupils and supply the demand. 
Business and Vacation. 
He should continually endeavor to make the I**- 
ess side of his life-work more practical and mo« 
pstematic. The manner in which musicians reg* 
asiness methods is often amusing. Then receip * 
ften scraps of waste-paper. Their accounts a™ 
nently more intricate than the slate in a u ’ 
ivern, and it is almost without question » • 
>se much money through sheer carelessness, 
f this delinquency is due to false ideas man. 
•om skimming over the biographies o a * ^ 
lusicians who have been careless, an ’ 1 ^ 
jpying their commendable qualities, ran * ^ 
liiftless habits. The musician rarely stop 
der the effect that these loose customs J 
pon his patrons. There is nothing qu‘ _ |Ba 
-essing to a business man as slovenly at. , n,ion»l- 
orrespondence, whether intentional or 
.gain, when the business paper o u,it 
m eet and neat, the business man ottcn It P 
is musical methods are equally comme knoir ol 
in-prising to observe how little mu^ic‘ r 
ieh papers as Svcccss, System, ****££« 
tlier periodicals devoted to the P1" j’° , by whkk 
usiness men by outlining the me.jon 0f the v*1’ 
thers have become successful. A por . t» 
ion can be spent very profitably in in AboTt »U- 
usiness usages that these papers e*p» ’ t & 
it the musician remember that a ^ (tloUgt 
impetition is exceptionally keen, a ’ #ff9Id to 
e may be well to do financially. n0t <** 
o anything during his vacation _ 
ribute in some way to his success i 
After all wc must come back to ^ ^ al**? 
bat men and women are like "a . . „-»tcv, 
nd their true level. There s P° ^ .„e>corat>!p: 1 _ 
clear water. But one la" 1 wa«* 
, , vr„the clearer ai" J 
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SUMMER READING FOR MUSICIANS. 
by fbank h. marling. 
1UXY music-teachers and students look forward 
ly every year to the summer vacation, as a very 
number of them are so busy during the winter 
months that they have no time for the cultivation 
of their minds through books. To such faithful 
workers the summer season comes as a sweet boon, 
with fair promise of the most delightful leisure, and 
ample opportunity for personal study and contact 
vith the best literature. An attempt is made here 
to indicate some of the best recent books on musical 
topics which may profitably occupy the time of the 
readers of The Etude during their vacation. 
The interest in the personality of tamous musicians 
is perennial, and one of the latest books appealing 
to this quality in our nature is “Among the Great 
Masters of Music, or Scenes in the Lives of Famous 
Musicians,'' by Walter Rowlands. This is far from 
being an ordinary book of music-biography, works 
which are plentiful enough in these days of easy book- 
making, for the author has conceived the happy idea 
of collecting in one volume thirty-two reproductions 
of famous paintings of musical subjects, and has ap¬ 
pended explanatory text describing the pictures, and 
in addition to giving us the most deligjitful anecdotes 
and romantic incidents in the lives of the various 
composers introduced. We find many old friends 
among the pictures, including “St. Cecilia,” “Bec - 
hoven at Bonn,” “The Death of Chopin,” “Morning 
Devotions in the Bach Family,” “The ChUd Handel, 
and many others more or less celebrated. It is a 
pleasuie to commend a little volume so eminently 
calculated to please the average musician. 
Deaing in part with the same subject-matter and 
equally excellent in its way, although written on an 
entirely different plan, is “First Studies in Music 
Biography,” by Thomas Tapper. Mr. Tapper attained 
distinction a number of years ago as a master in 
the art of writing on music from the educational 
point of view, and this latest production of his 
shows his skill in the selection and arrangement of 
material. It is intended for initiative study, and the 
author's idea is to present the subject so that the 
reader's interest will be aroused and he will extend 
his studies into other books. This end is partly 
accomplished by an attractiye summary of the lead¬ 
ing facts in the lives of the greatest composers, Le- 
;rinning with Bach and ending with Wagner. But 
the most striking features of the book are the very 
carefully arranged series of questions at the end of 
each chapter, intended to aid in reviewing the sub¬ 
ject, and the correlation of music-history with proini- 
n‘ "t facts in general history, especially of the United 
Mates. This last method is a great help in fixing 
dates and events in the mind. 
“Masters of Music, Their Lives and Works,” is a 
f " vo|nnie by Miss Anna Alice Chapin, whose former 
^ks, "lhe Story of the lthinegold” and “Wonder 
•ales from Wagner,” have enjoyed considerable popu- 
*ntj. the author undoubtedly possesses the power 
0 imparting knowledge through the medium of a 
PHuresque and popular style. These characteristics 
shown in her life-like sketches of the leading 
composers, which comprise some not often found in 
p 'u compilations, such as Scarlatti, Marcello, 
^'-fgolesi, Berlioz, and Gluck. The work is very 
0( rtctive »n typography and binding, and a number 
<xeellent portraits greatly enhance its value. 
P npw * °f Handel,” by an English writer, C. 
:Ug, ^ 'yi'liams, a Cambridge University man, has 
TV n 'S8Ue<* ‘w the series “The Master Musicians.” 
brought out by the well-known English 
mm 11"rs’ M. Dent & Co., and it is difficult to 
3“ anI^'ing more dainty and tempting to the 
sh» °'er ^lan these little volumes, so handy in 
•nd**' 8n<* W’t*> 9"ch a fascinating display of type 
u nutlior does not claim that his work 
inaJe* °f 0riginal research, but he appears to have 
pV|>n 8°°d Usc of the standard authorities and has 
Us a P°pular narrative, avoiding technicalities 
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which are not essential for the ordinary reader. The 
volume is a worthy companion of the useful mono¬ 
graphs on Bach, Beethoven, and Wagner, which pre¬ 
ceded it in the same series. 
A translation has recently been made of the work 
of a French author, whose name, Camille Bellaigue, 
is only slightly known in this country, under the 
title “Musical Studies and Silhouettes.” His book is 
entitled to more attention than it has yet received 
from the American musical public, as he is a wyiter 
of originality and charm. He has the merit also of 
selecting fresh and unhackneyed themes for discus¬ 
sion, such as “Sociology in Music,” “The Exotic in 
Musie,” “Realism and Idealism in Music.” 
A volume with a somewhat singular title is “For 
My Musical Friend,” by Aubertine Woodward Moore. 
It is a series of practical essays on music and music- 
culture, and is of especial value to the teacher and 
student, as will be seen by the themes treated, which 
embrace topics of practical importance, as “The Piano 
and Our Girls,” “Rational Methods of Music-Study,’ 
“The Technique That Endures,” “How to Memorize 
Music,” “The Pianist’s Left Hand,” “Touch and Tone 
in Piano-Playing,” “Time-Keeping in Music,” “Guitar 
and Mandolin, Their Story and Mission,” and many 
others equally useful. The author is a teacher of long 
experience, and her observations are the result of 
years of study and reflection. The purpose she lias 
had in view, is to show how the rational methods 
applied to-day in other branches of learning may Le 
brought to bear on the music-lesson, and how reckless 
waste of time and effort may be avoided. Her work 
has received high praise in many influential eire'es, 
and cannot fail to be helpful to many. 
An unmistakable novelty in the literature of the 
piano is to be found in a late issue of a New York 
firm, called “‘A 439,’ Being the Autobiography of a 
Piano.” This unfortunate instrument is supposed to 
be gifted with Bpeech, and tells the story of its wan¬ 
dering career from house to house, diming which il 
meets with the most extraordinary and thrilling ad 
ventures, being wrecked on a railway train and 
finally winding up at Windsor Castle, where Qms :i 
Victoria renders one of Mendelssohn’s “Songs With¬ 
out Words” on its keys. There are twenty live chap¬ 
ters and another novel element is introduced in the 
tacts that each one of these is by a different author, 
the writers being English musicians more or le-* 
known to fame. Some of the productions I which arc. 
of course, unequal in merit) are undeniably clever, 
and the general result, though not, perhaps, of any 
artistic va'ue, is amusing and entertaining. It is a 
work to take up in hours of relaxation, when diver 
sion is needed. . „ 
Two new issues in “The Music-Lovers Library 
must command wide and favorable: atUratmn both tor 
their subjects and their writers. The fire one T , 
Opera, Past and Present,” is an historical A.tdil> 
can ga 0f particular utility in tracing the 
penenee. I • P t.form and emphasizing 
large experience m this line rcmarked “that 
his work a "e^own en . reading you feel 
it wa3 tong -**•*£„ necessary about the 
you have learned h and chorus-con- 
subjeet.” knowledge and 
o"ari0on,alnd should be read by everyone inter- 
ested in the art. 
• ».wiThath charms to soothe a savage 
tZX&tSZ*—— 
persons savage. 
ARTISTIC TEMPERAMENT. 
BY ANGELO DR PBOSSE. 
Artists, it is said, possess a temperament of a 
peculiar kind, without which they could never reach 
the Parnassus of their profession. Webster defines 
temperament as “the peculiar physical and mental 
character of an individual.” Webster also defines 
artist as “one who professes and practices one of the 
liberal arts in which science and taste preside over 
tlie manual execution.” • 
Men and women possessing this so-called “Artistie 
Temperament” are excused for many shortcomings; 
every sort of idiosyncrasy is charitably overlooked. 
The world is accustomed to regard a person following 
any of the liberal arts as a crank or a half-idiot. 
If an artist be a slave to drink, tobacco, morphine, 
or opium, the artistie temperament is blamed. 
In our enlightened age we ought to find more artists 
than we do, who are physically, mentally, and morally 
equally developed. If it is an absolute necessity for 
men and women artists to be cranky or crazy, it were 
better that we stop cultivating art for a century. It 
cannot be denied that an artistic temperament is in¬ 
dispensable to those who follow the liberal arts, but 
it must be the result of inspiration amt enthusiasm. 
The pianist who lacks these qualities find* his supe¬ 
rior in the new invention called “Self-playing Piano.” 
The organist without, these qualities might change 
place with the organ-grinder on the street without 
harm to the hand-organ. The singer might just as 
well exchange with the wooden Indian whom we find 
before cigar-stores. 1st the young men and women 
attend to the mental and physical development fore 
most, and the “artistic temperament" will take care 
of itself. Proper physical exercise* will aid a healthy 
growth of mentality or thinking power. Of course, 
the instrumentalist lias to avoid such exercises as 
would interfere with the flexibility of wrists and 
fingers. There are many excellent physical exercise*, 
other than dumb-bells, horizontal bars, punching-bags, 
etc., which develop the muscle*. , 
It is often asked: Why are artists almost without 
exception cranks? Does the pursuance of art cause 
men and women to be such? Doe# the pursuance of 
the liberal arts make men and women immoral ? Is 
it possible for any sane mnn to believe that God 
endows his creatures with the highest gifts known to 
humanity, anu at the same time indicts upon them 
sin ami sorrow-bringing vice*? No orthodox or ad 
vanced thinker will dare to affirm this. Without 
dipping too deeply in the philosophic side of this 
question, it can be asserted that the early training 
of an artist is, in a great degree, responsible for hi* 
future. Parenls who detect an artistic tendency in 
their child ls-gin by fondling, caressing, and spoiling 
it, before it can take the first riidimental steps toward 
the temple of art. 
The prodigy, or wonder-child, must not conform to 
conventionalities in dress or style. If a bov. Hie hair 
must Is* long; if a girl, it must Is* short; the boy 
must look like a girl, and the girl like a boy; femi- 
ninity is encouraged in the boy, masculinity in the 
girl. The wonder child can have no companions, 
physical culture is not tolerated, because if perchance 
tlic boy is a violinist and liecamo an artist, it would 
hardly do to sec a finely-shaped ami well developed 
man on the platform; people might not l*lieve him 
to be an artist. 
Public singers are the only ones who are permitted 
to attain physical development, because it is ssid that 
a Hinger must have good lungs and chest; otherwise 
very often the mental faculties remain dormant. 
The assertion that parents are directly responsible 
for the future of the child with the artistic tempera¬ 
ment may sound very harsh, t.ut nevertheless it is 
true. When parents and educators realize the impor¬ 
tance of their mission and duty toward the new gen 
eration. the question of how to bring up artists who 
will be every inch whole and hearty wilt easily be 
solved. 
‘>u(i 
PLAIN TALKS ON MATTERS MUSICAL. 
BY EDWAIU) BAXTEH PERBY. 
IV. 
/. Are you a mint Muni 
It were well if every reader of The Etude would 
ask himself, honestly, this question, and answer it 
eandidly to himself, with a view of attaining to self- 
knowledge, which many philosophers regard as the 
highest of wisdom; and also, perchance, of under¬ 
taking such self-modification as may possibly be 
needed to arrive at the desired status. A few leading 
questions may serve to clarify the grounds of inves¬ 
tigation, and facilitate a correct and lucid conclusion, 
even though not in all cases an agreeable one. 
First: Are you one of those who absolutely cannot 
endure a musical blunder except when made by your¬ 
self; who fly into spasms of rage or agony at a false 
note or a faulty rhythm? I know many such, but 
their musicianship is by no means proved thereby. 
In fact, quite the reverse. Most of this morbid super¬ 
sensitiveness is humbug, put on for effect; the rest 
is indigestion, or diseased and ill-controlled nerves. 
Some teachers seem to have an idea that they must 
maintain their authority and the respect of the pupil, 
and at the same time demonstrate their own vast 
superiority, by displaying at all times an exaggerated 
sort of holy horror for the slightest mistake, and 
feel that they have not eampd their tuition and prop¬ 
erly nipped in the bud the conceit of the pupil, unless 
they have administered a given amount of abuse and 
ill-natured depreciation per week. Or they vent their 
wounded feelings in polito, but biting, sarcasm, which 
says plainly "I am a musician and you are a fool,” 
or "O such a fool! but I am controlling myself-by a 
mighty effort and trying my best not to crush you”; 
like the lawyer who was accused of showing contempt 
of court, and replied: “Your honor, I am doing my 
best to conceal it.” 
This is a fatal mistake from every stand point. It 
make* the teacher feared and despised, instead of 
admired, esteemed, and emulated. It makes the lesson 
a trial rather than a pleasure. It destroys confidence 
ami all possibility of personal influence. It kills 
enthusiasm and spontaneous development, and creates 
in the pupil a nervous dread and self-distrust, which 
I have known in many cases to completely ruin the 
musical career of a talented and promising student 
of sensitive temperament. 
Blunders and discords are not pleasant to listen 
to, it is true; but the teacher is paid for instruction, 
not abuse; for the help he can give, not for exhibitions 
of hysteria or proofs of his own high mightiness. 
.Moreover, he should rcmeml>er that if pupils were his 
equals musically, they would not come to him for 
lessons. We all make mistakes at times, and the 
true musician, realizing bis own deficiencies, is lenient 
with those of others. He knows the difficulties to be 
overcome, and has tolerance for those who have not 
yet surmounted them. He has interest and sympathy 
for all sincere artistic effort, however crude, and a 
helping hand for those who are striving upward, but 
have not yet reached his level. The higher he stands, 
the more certainly is this true. It is those who can 
do the least that are moat hypercritical always. Fur¬ 
thermore. if he has his profession truly at heart, for 
its sake, if not his own, he will be first, last, and 
always a gentleman, ami. to this, courtesy and self- 
control are essential. Of all the pitiable spectacles 
which humanity furnishes, there is none more con¬ 
temptible than that of the man dominated by his 
nerves. Oh, yes there is one, the man who pretend* 
to be. 
//. Are you one of those jrho a Ur ays stay at home 
from a concert where pood music it to he heard, and 
keep their pupils away if they can, becaa*e it i* 'pimi 
hy or under the a it*pin t of a Heal teacher or school 
and you fear the other fellow may yet either credit or 
profit from itt success 1 
l et us hope not. But I know, alas, of many such. 
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They need make no claim to being true musicians. 
The imposture is too transparent. They may possess 
an ear for absolute pitch and dexterous fingers, but 
they have neither artistic instincts nor ordinary busi¬ 
ness intelligence. They belong to that stupidest class 
of the genus homo that has not sense enough to know 
its own interest, that constantly cuts its own nose 
off to spite its neighbor. If their souls could be dis¬ 
covered with a microscope, fished out with a pair of 
watch-makers’ tweezers, and dropped by the dozen into 
the lonely immensity of a child’s thimble, they would 
rattle around in it like dried peas in a wash-boiler. 
They could never find each other, nor the way out 
to the end of time, and, when Gabriel’s trumpet 
sounds the dawn of the last day, they would shut 
their ears, declaring it was the cornet-teacher from 
the other school and fearfully inartistic playing. 
A person who cannot put his art above his petty 
spites and jealousies is no musician, hut a disgrace 
to his profession, and a drag on the musical progress 
of his community. The public naturally judges a 
cause by its representatives, and in such a ease is 
justified in holding it in small estimation. Moreover, 
such a person is standing stupidly in his own light, 
not having common-sense enough to realize that what¬ 
ever injures- music or musicians in his own town 
directly hurts himself. He is deliberately depreciating 
the value of the very goods he is handling, and de¬ 
pressing his own market, getting himself and his 
calling despised hy the very people he desires for his 
patrons. Such utter lack of intelligence and foresight 
would be incredible if it were not too common; would 
be amusing if it were not too disheartening. 
Ilf. Arc you one of those superior beings who have 
always heard every artist before, and, of course, do 
not need to hear him again, when lie visits your townl 
It being well known that the gratification of curios¬ 
ity and the ability to say you have heard a celebrity 
are the only conceivable reasons for attending a concert 
ago in Europe or some large city, where you would 
have it understood that you studied, what possibk 
use can there be in hearing him again? You have 
seen the elephant, why trouble to get another look! 
^ ou are quite right; unfortunately for you, it would 
be wasted time and money, for that one remark of 
yours, “Oh, I have hoard him,” shows you to be be¬ 
yond and beneath the reach of the best efforts of any 
artist, without sufficient musical interest and com¬ 
prehension even to know what people usually go to 
a concert for. And how well we all know the tone 
of that remark of yours, uttered with that air of 
complacent superiority and conclusive finality, which 
leaves nothing more to be said, and stamps you at 
once as musically dead beyond hope of resurrection, 
and csthetically greener than grass, and warranted 
fast color! 
Long ago in school yon read “Excelsior”; hence 
you have read Longfellow. What need to know him 
further. Years back you heard a celebrated “divine” 
somewhere; he is to preach here next Sunday; he is 
belter than ever, and the sermon is new. Wliat 
matter! Y off have heard him. That ends it. Fortu¬ 
nate mortal! How easily the needs of your soul are 
met, and the hunger of your higher nature gratified! 
How about the body? You must be a very cheap 
be°rar24Cr;0] "U !'*d a fine ^nksgiving dinner Novem- 
ea ent’ Ob \/ ?0t to eat ^ You have 
eatin! Ob, but no! There we touch the true seat 
of your consciousness. There you are on a plane 
"hose resources are familiar to you. 'Three square 
meals a day are nonedoo much and if J ? 11 
ntrn 1 P"ra*’ (,»ain ^eptint, ymr 
h y ng' and satisfied with not! 
ing and nobody? Do you really fancy that:,,, 
plays more ability to find faults than virtu,! 7 
seem bored than to be appreciative; or that ’ * 
greatness is manifested in proportion to thlufTk! 
artist whom you have the audacity to attack* tT 
larger the moon, the larger must be the do* 
barks at it. 
Do you perchance wield the omnipotent pen ofloa, 
press criticism, and does your dignity demand 2 
you should not be too easily pleased? How ,Z 
the dignity and interests of musical art which, 
musician, you are supposed to serve? Do you fo 
agine that either will be advanced in the pubfic mind 
by your unvarying sneers and abuse? 
Do you think the gifted, sincere, but nervomlj 
timid amateur will be encouraged, strengthened, m 
helped to do good artistic work by the consciousm* 
that you are waiting to pounce on any little slip or 
crudity and hold it up to ridicule? Does it shot 
great discrimination to discover that Miss_ w. 
entecn, and only a student, showed immaturity* Did 
anyone expect anything else? And is she therefore 
never to presume to play—that is, never to enter the 
water till she can swim like a fish? 
None of us is born fully developed or possessing 
ripened experience. These things must be striven for, 
grown to; and, for proper growth, favorable conditions 
are essential: the warmth and stimulus of timely and 
discriminating encouragement, the assurance that 
one’s best is appreciated and valued in spite of neces¬ 
sary shortcomings. The frost of scathing censure i» 
always blighting and often positively fatal to artistie 
development. 
Now, dear reader, of course, I do not for a moment 
suppose that you personally are any one of these dis 
agreeable and discreditable characters I have been 
describing; but we both know plenty of them who 
are hindrances to musical development in the lain!, 
and a disgrace to our profession. 
It is our duty and our policy to use every means, 
legitimate and even illegitimate, to rid our ranks oi 
them, or, better still, if we can, to rouse them, even 
with a club if need be, to a higher plane of thought 
to art aims superior to personal interest and petty 
vanity, to a realization of the fact that the best in¬ 
terests of music are the truest interests of the mu¬ 
sician. 
SOME DEFINITIONS OF MUSIC. 
It is singular that many definitions of music should 
lay stress on the matter of agreeableness to the »r- 
which is not a point of great concern to model1 
composers. On the contrary, the music of to *• 
tends to a larger use of the dissonance. 
Hearing upon this subject is a statement made « 
a memoir of Claude le Jeune, the great French 
trapuntist, written in 1630. The author says: * 
music the beau ideal changes every thirty 
If there be truth in this statement, then ^*®nl 
of music ought to be revised in accordance 
changed views. . 
“Chambers’s Encyclopedia” (1882) says: 
A combination or succession of sounds having^ _ 
property of pitch, so arranged as to please * 
The “Household Dictionary of the English L*n=^ ^ 
gives: “Music—Melody or Harmony, a success* ^ 
sounds so modulated as to please the car • • ^ 
of combining sounds in a manner to n 
Sir William Jones says; “Music, consider ^ 
art, combines the sounds which philosop ^ 
guishes in such a manner as to gratify 01‘1' ^. 
J. C. Lobe: “Musie is the art of phasing' W ^ 
Pierer’s “Universal Lexicon”: “Music is 14 
expressing sensations and states of min ^ 
of pleasing sounds.” Christiani, writing 
ferent point of view, says: “Art has as 
mental law the law of beauty. Beanty ^ 
symmetry. Symmetry is visible rhythm. J ^ 
audible symmetry on symmetrical motion _ 
m*l rival motion is Die ground-element of nl 
tfo 3465 l The Serpentine Dancer. 
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WM.SHARESPEARE. 
“Two Qentlemeu of Verona’.’ 
Moderato. 
For Analysis See Vocal Department. 
WHO IS SYLVIA? 
WAS 1ST SYLVIA? 
FRANZ SCHUBERT. lend her, 
blind - ness; 
dwell- ing; 
l=fr m ; I -J3B 
That a - dor-ed she might 
And be - ing help’d— in - hab - its 
To her gar-lands let us 
pgnju] i 
fH"nioF 
VP 
_ 
tunii-tt.- 
2.1st sie schon und gut dazu? 
Reiz labt wie milde Kindheit; 
Ihrem Aug' eilt Amor zu, 
Dort heilt er seine Blmdheit, 
Und verweilt in siisser Ruh, 
Und verweilt in siisser Ruh• 
3. Darum Sylvia, tonJ o Sang, 
Der holden Sylvia Shren, 
Jeden Reiz besiegt sie lung, 
Den Krde kann gewahren, 
Krdnze ihr und Saitenklang, 
Kranze ihr und Saitenklang. 
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HOW TO BE A SUCCESS. 
by Alexander mc Arthur. 
II. 
Thebe is no easy road to success and no short road. 
The life of an artist is arduous and self-sacrificing, 
although it undoubtedly is also the best possible life, 
and the pleasantest to those who have the tempera- 
r"As"to the practical side of success, there is nothing 
easier to have if the student only takes the trouble to 
secure it It « certainly worth the trouble. To the 
world at large a successful artist generally means a 
man with a large and handsome studio, with plenty 
of money to spend and no debts. 
I have in mind a small group of singers, instru¬ 
mentalists, and composers in St. Petersburg, so con¬ 
tent with a simple life and so wanting in ambition 
that no offer of an impressario—no matter how flatter¬ 
ing-can tempt them from their beloved fatherland. 
They make music among themselves, wear shabby 
clothes, live in the poorer quarters of the city, and are 
generally looked down on by the aristocratic circles 
of St. Petersburg. Quite inferior teachers are far more 
in demand, and no matter how eulogistic is the en¬ 
comiums of real musicians given in their favor, they 
are not patronized. These men are generally called 
unsuccessful artists because of their lack of outside 
fame and wealth; nevertheless they are all of them 
truly great artists. 
Nowadays lack of ambition in worldly affairs among 
artists is rather the exception than the rule. Sim¬ 
plicity is not the keynote of our times, and success 
in a great many instances is largely bound up with 
worldly welfare and a large bank-account. It cannot 
be denied, too, that the outward signs of success tend 
largely to an artist’s vogue. For this reason a young 
musician should endeavor to establish himself as well 
n» possible. Pupils come sooner to a large studio, 
artistically furnished, than to a bare, comfortless 
room. Money expended therefore on objects of art, 
pretty furnishings, statues, books, and paintings is 
always well spent. As to the artist himself, he works 
better in pleasant surroundings; therefore, if for no 
other reason, he should begin at once to gather artis¬ 
tic and beautiful things about him. 
To gain worldly success one must have tact, good 
breeding, and diplomacy. An artist who treats people 
"ell will find himself making friends quickly. Pupils 
and acquaintances will speak well of him. The gruff 
manner of a Beethoven are tolerated only in genius. 
People, however, are slow to recognize genius, whereas 
'bey are only too eager to acknowledge the charm of 
kindliness and a courteous bearing. 
h'ever neglect people, especially your friends, and 
in not offend those who can be useful to you. It is 
always wise to humor the world at large as you would 
* baby, for an artist who wishes for worldly success 
eannot afford to quarrel or air his views if they are 
™re 10 offend. Life is too short and too sweet to 
spent in arguments and bickerings, and the young 
artist who avoids both will find he acts wisely and for 
19 own happiness. There are times, of course, when 
an artist if he is an artist—must speak as he feels, 
ot lie can always temper his words and sugar the 
1" with a few honeyed phrases that cost nothing 
whatever to his argument. 
oung artists should never run down each other, 
*n should never say behind a confrere's back 
»IM tlu‘y w ould not say to his face. Above 
,. them affect modesty—as regards their own 
^ neyemcnts—if they have it not. A pretty wide 
'haTtlnCe °* *"uroPcan celebrities has convinced me 
in.L * keynote °I genius is modesty. I could give 
bow L-WS °* ^'*8 eor'necte(I with the names of Tschai- 
^ky’ Rubinstein, Paderewski, von Billow, Mas* 
»lone’ >*n<i Ambroise Thomas, to mention musicians 
It ’ sbaR merely select one regarding Gounod. 
>» wJT-h‘8 Sardfin at Saint-Cloud, where I went 
hi, , , one BPr'ng afternoon. He was tying up 
use- m,he8 and we began speaking of Rubinstein, 
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"'lien suddenly Gounod turning to me said: “I feel 
like a pigmy beside this man. To be at once a great 
composer and the world’s greatest pianist, two achieve¬ 
ments of art in one life-time. How glorious!” Then 
lie began to hum through some of Rubinstein’s beauti¬ 
ful “Fruhlingslieder” almost with tears of joy in his 
eyes. I could not but contrast this with a visit on 
the previous afternoon paid me by a young artist of 
very mediocre prowess who could talk of nothing but 
himself and his future, except when be was trying to 
insinuate that Rubinstein, Paderewski, and such ar¬ 
tists were usually not as great as they seemed. 
It sometimes happens that young artists are snubbed 
by older and distinguished artists. It happens uni¬ 
versally. Liszt snubbed Rubinstein, and numerous in¬ 
stances of such like snubbings are to be found in all 
biographies. It is wise in young men to forget such 
tilings, and it is the utmost folly to treasure up ani¬ 
mosity and lose a possible friendship that could not 
but tend to future enjoyment. 
Allowance should always be made for older men. 
Artists as a class are irritable, and easily vexed. 
Rubinstein was almost brutal at times to people near 
him, but be never failed to make an apology later to 
those who gave him the chance to do so. Sensitive 
people who took such outbursts too much to heart 
and kept out of his way lost that which they could 
never replace. They had much better have forgiven 
and quietly forgotten and enjoyed the advantages of 
a friendship unique in its power of giving artistic 
delight 
In the long run it may be said that geBius commands 
success, that talent must seek for it, but with industry 
and a little common-sense there is no doubt success 
will come to all-who have the patience and the neces¬ 
sary desire for it. 
IT I WERE A YOUNG MUSIC TEACHER. 
BY FANNY GRANT. 
There are two matters tl.at a young music teacher 
nects with that deserve serious consideration and a 
jiain, business-like treatment. Artistic feeling in 
irtistic work is one thing; very much feelmg in bus!- 
mss is a mistake, is quite another proposition. 
The first thought is this: Why docs a music teacher 
•est contented to have been once a good player? Ask 
lie average teacher to play, and he pleads lack of 
ime for practice and no will to play, having ex¬ 
isted his strength in his daily routine of lessom 
riving. So many bright and capable teachers a., on 
[ nodhoroughfaL The end is loss of clientage, and 
lie ills that go with this sad state. 
Let the young teacher reserve a da y 
study, and master, learn by heart cvcry nmntlp ciUmr 
v song or instrumental piece new to his repertory 
Acai/be in some musical club where each member 
again, ue learned 1>V heart 
must either sing or play a ne j . • . 
jacli month. It is quite impossible to 
ivhat a help and advancement this will be 
'’7Z, ttneher 
round rfTpaid lessons is really 
the first thing the teacher ha' *> 
efforts is absence on the partof *«^pupll- ^ 
from the sum-total of the fee. sid j licre 
by j.y . 
and is non-committa • ^ ^ wffl or win, have 
filled-out blank. Mr. > term of 
the first lesson, second half payable when the term is 
half-gone. No reductions, unless in a case of pro¬ 
tracted sickness. 
The rule of a leading conservatory is this: The 
tuition-fees are strictly in advance. No deductions 
will be made for absence from lessons. In case of 
serious and protracted illness exceptions will be made 
if due notice has been given the college. 
Another conservatory has virtually the same 
rulings changed as follows: Ixwsons omitted by 
pupils are not made good to them. . . . Excep¬ 
tions is only made for serious and protracted illness, 
in which case, upon presentation of a physician's 
certificate, the Conservatory shares the loss equally 
with the student. 
These several methods seem excellent, and as to 
the amount of the fees themselves, it is the same as 
in other things: What comes cheap is generally not 
worth having; a “cheap” school, college, a cheap 
society, cheap people are worse than none at all, and 
a cheap music teacher is sure to do more liarm in the 
musical life than ever can lie cured. 
LONG HAIR AND PIANISM. 
A Truk Story. 
BY LltO 1IAKNDKI.MAN. 
Among my professional acquaintances is one who, 
in his own opinion, deserves sympathy more than 
any other one in the world. He is very short and 
very thin, his eyes are weak, and his head very bald. 
He earns a poor living by giving piano-lessons and 
by playing at .a cheap dancing school. 
When Paderewski first came to this country and 
created such a furor, my friend was extremely anx 
ious to hear him play, lie saved from his scanty in¬ 
come enough to get a good seat near the stage, and, 
being somewhat timid, asked mc to go with him. i 
consented, as I was anxious'lo note the effect on my 
friend, whom I knew to he impressionable. The min 
utc Paderewski appeared on the stage my companion 
turned his gaze on him as if forgetting all else in 
the world. As soon as the first sounds rang through 
the hall he trembled from head to foot and sinking 
his head, slowly laid his hand on his bald spot. 
Thus he sat during the whole concert. When that 
was over he was till so absorbed that I had to attract 
his attention. When he turned to me I saw that his 
eyes were filled with tears. In order to cheer him 
up a little I went to his home with him, trying to 
interest him by talking about the concert and the 
great player we had heard. 
As soon as wc entered his room, small and ding}', 
my friend went to the omy ornament he had. a small 
mirror, and made a careful inspection of his bald 
head. Then he turned to me, and in a voice choking 
as with incipient madness, grief, and despair ex¬ 
claimed: “O injustice! Horrible injustice 1 One is 
endowed with a great talent and a head covered with 
splendid hair, while another is denied l>oth 
Then he threw himself on his bed and wept like a 
child. Despite the pathos and tragedy of the affair 
to my friend it was with difficulty that I could n- 
train from laughing. Presently, when he had partly 
recovered himself. I asked what there was in common 
between hair and talent. 
“Ah, my friend, had I the hair of Paderewski 1 
would be considered a far better pianist than I really 
am, and, as for him, he would not suffer if lie had 
my bald head, for he has a great talent.” 
Men and women who are workers, and especially 
those who are intensely and thoroughly ambitions, 
feel, sometimes, that they are hampered by certain 
elements in their environment, that were they in some 
other place, in certain other circumstances, they could 
do better work. That is the time when exjwricnoe 
comes to the rescue and advises patience, to work 
steadily and harder than ever. No good, honest work 
is ever lost. We do not always see results os soon 
as we would like. 
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you are singing, and the voice will 
pression of the words. c«mc with thea. 
“In singing I think as much of the words „ „ 
the music. But the great majority are more 
pied with the music than with the words tv 
desire is to emit the note instead of the word 
‘‘In studying a song I begin always with the word, 
getting the sense of them thoroughly fixed iu 
mind. The picture must be painted in the imaeiiJII 
liefore you can paint it in tone. Then I sing tie mJ” 
over, and later both music and words, thoughtfully 
working at each separate phrase until it is finished 
in a way that I feel I cannot improve upon it 
“I" French there are so many nasal sounds, oii’aii 
e«, and the like, that if the emission and enunciation 
are faulty readily become exaggerations. And how 
prone young singers of every nationality are to this 
nasal exaggeration in singing the French language. 
It is something that needs pre-eminently to be 
guarded against, not only for the sake of the tone, 
but of the language. Exaggeration in any 
direction is one of the gravest offenses 
against art. One of the things a singer 
should do is to soften these nasal sounds 
and not make them more pronounced than 
necessary. There are singers who, in or¬ 
der not to be too nasal, omit these sounds 
altogether. As the nasal sounds are part 
of the French language, I think it wrong 
to omit them, and, as I said, I pronounce 
them softened. 
“The selection of songs by the singer 
depends upon the matter of education 
and the development of the mind. A 
singer without true refinement and dis¬ 
tinction can never properly interpret a 
song demanding both. And, believe me, 
the character of every singer is shown 
distinctly in his song. The most beau¬ 
tiful songs will become common in in¬ 
terpretation if that be the level of the 
singer. A beautiful voice and a beautiful 
enunciation is not all that is necessary 
Many there are who may possess these 
qualities in eminent degree, but who are 
surpassed by others having these same 
qualities less fully developed and who 
sing, nevertheless, far more satisfactorily. 
As I said, the song takes on the charac¬ 
ter of the singer. 
“First of all, in interpretation the sen 
timent and power of expression must be 
regarded. Up to a. certain point the in¬ 
dividuality of the singer must be consul 
ered in the selection of the song. |iul 
we must also select songs that do not 
accord with our own temperament, ot n 
wise we shall he in danger of getting >nt0 
a groove. It is very necessary to sing 
songs of every style. For this reason 
often, in singing in a concert, c 
songs which I know I do less well » 
others in order to give the public 
For instance, in a recital which I shall shortly g1* 
in Boston, I shall sing two or three songs whic * 
not wholly in my style, and which, I fear’ * s ^ 
not do so well as I do other things; but I take >e 
to broaden my sphere. 
“The best French songs with which to beg111 ^ 
undoubtedly those of Gounod. This is on acr® 
not only of the beauty and simplicity of the ® 
but also of the words. Gounod’s songs you ^.(J| 
melodious, many of them absolutely simple, an< 
beautiful words. In the songs of Gounod tire 
are so adapted to the melody and so ready o 8P 
and comprehension with the public. ^ ^ ~ 
“Among the modern French composers wor ^ 
•will find many beautiful songs. Saint-SaP»*»^ 
senet, Benjamin Godard, Augusta Holmfs, ^ 
Gabriel Faure, Paul Vidal, Bemberg, Gaston 
all have written beautiful melodies. ^ 
“The music of the younger French compo®1* ^ 
simple. It is very difficult, indeed; and t e 
MR. POL PLANCON: 
THE STUDY OF THE FRENCH SONG. 
“When I made nty first appearance as a pupil after 
a week's study I thought 1 was going out to astonish 
the world. It was at the Ecole Dupree, a conserva¬ 
tory in Paris. I had been studying there for a week, 
(t was the custom of the pupils of the institution to 
sing in the weekly concerts. Very well, I sang, the 
first week, niind you.” 
When Mr. Plangon got this far he stopped to laugh 
at his temerity, and then went on: “How clearly it 
is fixed in my memory. 1 came on the stage in a 
fright, shaking literally, very literally, in my boots. 
Of course, the audience received me in silence. Then 
I sang the cavatina of the cardinal from ‘La Juive.’ 
With the final deep note the audience 
gave me enthusiastic approval. I had 
made a success! I seemed to tread on 
air. I thought I would go out and 
astonish the world.” 
Mr. Plancon sighed in the moment’s 
silence that followed, and it needed no 
explanation to tell me that he was re¬ 
calling, as even the greatest artists must 
recall, the struggle which comes between 
first hopes and final attainments. Then 
lie sat down at the piano, playing his 
own accompaniment from memory, and 
sang the cavatina of the cardinal from 
“La Juive.” 
There is both elegance and finish in the 
versatility of Mr. Plancon, and whether 
it is opera, a sacred composition, or a 
song, there need never lie any uncer¬ 
tainty of his artistic poise. He is a man 
of absolute adaptability, and, after all, 
if we consider a moment, the lack of tills 
quality, or perhaps, one may say, the 
lack of its development, prevents success 
oftener than many more recognized short¬ 
comings. If he sings in opera it is in the 
operatic style; if the work is a sacred 
one he approaches it in a churchly style; 
in his songs, while at moments he forgets 
himself in a climax which he gives with 
a sweeping gesture, it is always appro- 
piiate, and so spontaneous that you ac- 
•s-pt it, if you happen to be critical, with 
the mental reservation that Plancon did 
The audience? Well, at mi h moments 
the audience invariably asks for a repe¬ 
tition of the song. One instance is espe¬ 
cially in mind. He was singing Schu¬ 
mann's “Grenadiers” with the Chicago 
Orchestra. With the final words of the 
“Marseillaise” with which it concludes 
Mr. Plancon raised his arm and clenched o»wrHMsi, 
hand suddenly above his head. The gesture was so 
striking, and apparently so genuinely spontaneous, 
that the audience was thrown into a frenzy such as 
patriotism alone can awaken. 
Again, in singing “The Palms” on the word “Seig¬ 
neur” at the close lie lifted his extended arms with 
telling effect. 
I do not commend to others the gestures in point. 
With him they are part of his individuality. As I 
said just now, if you happen to he critical you accept 
them with the mental reservation that Mr. Plancon 
[Note : This Is the thin 
artists which Mr. William Armstrong the 
critic anil writer, has ..l.talned l„t Tub KtudR, the ftrsT”"* 
.StaUy or the English Song, by Mr. David taspham, having 
appeared Tor. Ktnde for May; the second, M,ni 
n.ann-Heh.k, on -The Study or the German Hone ’• |n 
The last will Iw an article by Mme. Mill,., Nordic* 01‘ 
“Woman In Music,” psrtlc.ilarly addressed to the ' 
girl music-student.—Kt> ] American 
made them. Vocally there was not the slightest 
deviation from appropriateness at which to cavil. 
His style and elegance of finish constitute Mr. Plan¬ 
con notably adapted to the singing of the French song: 
those bits of musical distinction that require the fine 
detail of a miniature in their interpretation, and the 
sophisticated simplicity that is no small task to ac¬ 
complish. Naturally, Mr. Plancon, in his study of 
the French song for The Etude, turned first to the 
diction, that rock upon which so many argosies of 
song are stranded. 
“In the singing of the French song,” he said, “much 
depends upon the diction,'for the words, of course. 
» series of talks with pre 
|H by Aim,- Dupont. MR' Po1, Pi'AN?ON. 
constitute the meaning of the song. In turning to 
this phase of the subject I always recall what the 
great composer Gounod once said to me: ‘Singers too 
often forget what they are singing about. Forget 
that you have a voice, speak your words, and think 
of what you are s.nging, and the voice will come with 
J ZT°n °f the W°rd8’ I admire the older of 
the French composers most, because, you know, I 
enjo; his Se.S,,,ger” and ^ P,anC°n *** 
“In my opinion, it is impossible to learn diction in 
studies i„ French dietfon, which l knoT is"h" 
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k , it is often so complex that it produces no 
.“Loa the public. But, as I said, I am an older 
and therefore, I like the older songs. In the 
french songs you will fiud lovely examples 
fitted for use in recital programs in the 
‘7 JGretry and of Rameau. And this brings 
”down to the order of arrangement to be followed 
in a recital program. 
»Tl.is order of arrangement is one demanding, of 
,t careful thought, for, after having found those 
which we can best interpret, we must arrange 
“Another point to be considered is the number 
with which you open; and yet another, the one with 
alm-h you close. A bad beginning, or the selection 
of an ineffective opening song will have a disastrous 
effect upon all that follows. You may, indeed, rescue 
tbin-s later in your program when the happier nunt- 
bersamve, hut you will stand small chance of making 
the impression that you would otherwise have done 
had you taken the forethought to begin properly. 
“At the end of the recital, again, it devolves upon 
you to send your audience away in appreciative mood. 
Not that any portion of the program is to be slighted, 
but I have named the points that are most vital. A 
recital, to succeed, must be1 like an opera that is to 
succeed: it must begin and end well. If there is a 
little weaker spot it is most safely placed in the 
middle of the program. 
“In making up my own recital programs I place at 
the beginning and the end something which is well 
suited to me. 
“In making up the program as a whole I select a 
great number of songs which suit me, and with a 
ciew to the greatest variety within the bounds of 
artistic arrangement. Front this mass of - songs 1 
finally cull the ones that are to comprise nty pro- 
"And now an important thing as to the singing of 
the program, of any program, after it is selected. 
Much is said of the mood of the song and its proper 
comprehension by the singer, that he be gay, sad, 
pensive, or sentimental, as the character of the song 
demands. This is all very right and very necessary; 
»e must know what the poem really means; we 
must know, from careful study of the music,- what 
the composer saw in those same words of which he 
Us made his song. But suppose we are in an un¬ 
happy frame of mind, suppose we have allowed our¬ 
selves to dwell upon some unpleasant incident, real 
or fancied; how are we going to be able to enter into 
any other ir.ood than that of ill humor? When you 
Slng, whether it is in the study-room or the concert- 
rw>|n, you have to think only of your song; other¬ 
wise it will do your hearers as little good as it does 
yini. \\ hetlier the song be in my French or your own 
jrg-ish, if you give yourself up to it completely while 
}"u are interpreting it, I rather think you will come 
'aek to the subject of your irritation (if come back 
to it you must) to find it not nearly so had as it 
'vented before. And that is hut one of the many 
"fission* of true music truly given. 
There is, I think, no occurrence possible in a re- 
n*al that will equal the incidents aud accidents that 
"o readily hapjien to one in opera. The most 
'crons of these incidents that ever happened to 
personally occurred at the Paris Grand Opera. 
» d h 89 ^ePhistopheles in Gounod’s “Faust,’ 
t8' ?one iu front of the curtain to respond to 
’ % s°me mistake, just as I was returning to 
jn' sla®e t*ie curtain was suddenly rung up. In that 
tj ant 1 Mas caught on the curtain-pole, while at- 
•ptnig t0 OT08S 5t» and g*vcn a ritje half-way up 
i,rosfeniMni- 1 had (he presence of mind to hold 
"ext i* car*£in> which was instantly lowered. The 
,. tln,c 1 appeared on the scene I got a fine recep- 
l»m'' i-i'iug8 considered, that sudden journey 
s better suited to the Mepliistopheles than it would 
•hilt l° ccrtain other roles in my repertory, 
includes so many dignified fathers.” 
PbcaHtepartroeivt 
Conducted by 
H.W.GReeNe 
The pupils’ recital indexes, 
THE PASSING with reasonable accuracy, the 
OF THE popular trend of repertory. If 
ITALIAN ARIA. a few of the best or worst 
teachers should alone fall un¬ 
der observation one could easily err in his summing 
up, but, if the aggregate of studio programs be fair y 
considered, it is safe to depend upon the findings for 
data as to the taste and tendencies of a general reper¬ 
tory; this without regard to tone-culture, for it too 
frequently occurs that teachers who are deaf to the 
essential color and quality of a voice are most fortu¬ 
nate in their fondness for and ability to impart a 
difficult and brilliant repertory. It is not long since 
the pupils’ program would have been considered in¬ 
complete without one or more examples of the Italian 
aria. The stock selections have been “Una rue ■ poco 
fa” from Rossini’s “II Barbierc Di Siriglia”; “Rrnani 
involami,” Verdi; and “Ah furs' e lui,” from “La 
Trariata,” together with many others offering either 
greater or less exactions. 
A glance at the studio programs of the present day 
shows a marked change in this respect. Tin- appear 
anee of the old style of aria is the exception rather 
than the rule. The question confronting us is: Is 
the change justifiable, and is it fortunate? 
The aria is passing. Indications are that it will 
soon be no more. A few teachers are making com¬ 
mendable efforts to he in at the death, but change of 
taste is not to be ignored, and will not yie'd even to 
combined effort. It cannot be denied that the lex! 
and coloratura style of these showy and often beau¬ 
tiful examples of writing are most favorab'e to free¬ 
dom of tone and facility, and it is to he boptd that 
for these reasons teachers will persist in their use a* 
studies though they may lie wanting in courage to 
give them the once honored place on their programs: 
this, indeed, may well and wise'y be the ultimate fate 
of our old friends, the Italian arias. 
An article appeared in these 
L SUBSTITUTE columns last issue urging the 
,'OR THE importance of American com 
tal.us a.ua. ,»«■» *”«"* ” \-r 
form. I desire to emphasize 
hat need under the above heading. 
The subjects commonly treated by the majority of 
hose whose music has become popn'ar among a 
Jy un-American to write more than two or three 
totes to a syllable, or so itfor we 
ZLu-. r'TlTwI rvX £ £ 
TUt vhich'ls^of*so°niueh importance in the matter 
lU,a, which » o* ■» 1 j the music now In 
”r h a. ,h* is,,.. ..a z 
our native composer to le Rftd and 
nterrily; to rouse mm* Rml fairies: to 
mentai fanc.es and of KaUrP in her 
harness his genius I (h(1 ra<J(.nza as 8 
most animate moods, to imitate 
legitimate, if obsolete. formJ'' f0f notes on 
the birds and give to h brightly and 
single vowels; » ^ less for the 
gaily at least a pa which i* music's 
“A singer sang a song of tears 
And the great world heard and wept; 
For he sang of the sorrows ol fleeting years 
And the hopes which the dead past kept; 
And souls in anguish their burdens bore 
And the world was sudder than before. 
“A singer sang a song of cheer: 
And the great world listened and smiled; 
For he sang of the love of a Father dear, 
And the trust of a little child; 
And souls that, before hud forgotten to pray 
Looked up and went singing along the way." 
In the interpretation o( a 
INTERPRETATIVE song the mere ringing of the 
ANALYSIS: words in an intelligent way 
“Who is Sylvia?” is not sufficient to bring be- 
By Fkanz Schuiikkt. fore an audience the com • 
poser's as well as the poet's 
intention. Something more than intelligence is re¬ 
quired, ami that something is sensibility to poetic 
fancy and imagery, to the intangible atmosphere and 
feeling pervading the poem and the music, which you 
must feel and experience and make part of yourse f 
before you eati give anything out to your auditors 
and make them experience it. 
1 do not mean to subordinate intellect to emotion 
in singing; the two must go hand in hand, the former 
guiding the latter. The reason for emphasizing the 
emotional aide is that it is only through the senses 
Hurt you ean reach people. All art appeals to the 
genre*, arousing feeling. Therefore, in music, to have 
only an intellectual grasp of a song makes the per- 
(omicr seem cold; because, since no ap|sal has been 
made directly to the feelings through the sense*, the 
auditors have no means of entering into a common 
enjoyment of the song. 1 have said “seem cold be¬ 
cause there are many people, singers and those who 
are not, who feel much which they cannot express. 
It is for these especially that, the following methods 
of procedure are given. 
The first thing to do in taking up any song i« to 
go over the words until you have so definitely expet i 
cncnl the feeling expressed in each idea that in n-sd 
ing it aloud to another you can make that jierson 
feel all that the author felt, sec all that the author 
saw. It is the province of art to make others see. 
And, when you can make them see, you have begun 
to l* an artist. The first step to a possession and 
control of this principle is getting the general snd 
specific intentions of the poet. The second step is to 
make some one else see and feel them as clearly as 
the poet did. To do this you must learn to look 
upon yourself as a medium for expressing some idea, 
to consider yourself an instrument just as your VOfat 
is an instrument, and to transfer consciousness of self 
into consciousness of subject, making it so great and 
important that your personality is so merged in it 
that it cannot stand between it and yon. 
When you have reached this point you are ready 
to see what the composer lias done to enhance the 
words, to emphasize them, to reproduce their poetic 
atmosphere, meaning, and emotional trend, to bring 
out their dramatic effect. When you have studied 
this out and when you feel, as you must feel in all 
good songs, that the words and music are perfectly 
wedded, then you are ready to make another feel and 
see what the composer felt and saw. When you do 
this you serve the poet as well as the composer. 
This point remains: How are you io serve the com 
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poser alone, how are you to put into the music the 
feeling and emotion which the poet has aroused in 
the composer and you? The means for this are four¬ 
fold: Color of tone. Attack, Pause, and Movement. 
The song which I shall analyze from an interpreta¬ 
tive stand-point is written in one of the very early 
song-forms, derived from the dance, and usually called 
the strophic. It is a form used by the Greek poets 
and common to folk-songs, in which the same melody 
serves for more than one stanza. 
“Who is Sylvia?” by Franz Schubert, is in this form. 
One melody serves for three verses. The form is an 
easy one in interpretation, and at the same time it 
, is very diflicult. It is easy because the attitude of 
the composer is the same toward every stanza, or 
strophe; so that, once mastered, it serves for three 
successive occasions. The difficulty lies in trying to 
avoid the monotony into which this leads. The solu¬ 
tion of it is in tone-color. Though the melody be 
the same each time, you bring out the poet’s mean¬ 
ing by varying the color and the shades of color in 
the tone which you use each time the phrase occurs. 
My reasons for choosing tone-color as the best mode 
for expression in this song arc: First, that the form 
of the song is so perfect; it has its beginning, its 
middle, and its end so inevitably growing one out 
of the other that any attempt to rubato the time, to 
pause unduly, or to attack too suddenly would spoil 
the perfect lines of it, just as the proportions of an 
otherwise perfect statue would be spoiled by the 
undue accentuation of some feature. Second, because 
the other inodes, attack, pause, and movement are 
essentially dramatic, and this is not a dramatic song. 
To go hack to the matter of form, its perfection is 
the result of the verse. There is an irresistible swing 
in it which Schubert has caught into his music and 
followed out, line by line, giving in music the same 
rounded metrical effect which the spoken verse gives. 
lSefore proceeding to the analysis of the song the 
circumstances of its composition should be given. 
One day in Vienna Schubert was walking with some 
friends. Happening upon a beer-garden, they entered 
it. On the table at which they sat was a volume of 
Shakespeare. Schubert picked it up and glanced 
through it. After a little time he suddenly broke out: 
"Oh! 1 have such a pretty melody running in my 
head. If only I had some paper!” One of his friends 
ipiickly made some staves on the back of a bill of * 
fare, and Schubert at once wrote down that burst of 
lyric enthusiasm which in effect is like some of 
Shelley’s exquisite poems, "Hark! Hark! the Lark!” 
“To Sylvia,” the words of which form a serenade in 
"Two Gentlemen of Verona,” was composed a little 
later in the day. Both of them, like Athena from 
the head of Zeus, were born full-armed, perfect. This 
is an instance of Schubert's astonishing spontaneity 
in composition and of his wonderful richness in ideas. 
You will notice that the accompaniment of the a 
song is marked pp, wliich gives a chance to express 
a subdued wonderment in the voice in measures 5-10. 
This prepares the way for the mental attitude in 
measure 12 to the end, which the voice should ex¬ 
press in a color which will give the effect of awe and 
reverence aroused by Sylvia's heaven-sent purity, 
beauty, and wisdom, ending in a burst of admiration 
expressed in the singing voice just as you would in 
speaking. 
The attributes of Sylvia in the hrst stanza are such 
as to strike the physical eye, giving the impression of 
a beautiful, but cold, statue. In the second verse, to 
a pp accompaniment, the poet asks whether her inner 
nature, her human qualities of love and sympathy, 
correspond with her outward appearance. In meas¬ 
ures 5-8 the voice must express a desire to hear an 
affirmative answer. Measures 8-10 carry out that 
idea in a tone of quiet, but warm, assertion. Meas¬ 
ures 12-17 should be given in a rich, sympathetic, but 
not heavy, tone, and, in measure 19 to the end, the 
voice should become more expressive and elastic, 
striving to convey, by color, both the emotion of love 
and the effect on Sylvia’s expression. 
Still, to a pp accompaniment the voice in the third 
vers* should express the subdued insinuation and flat- 
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tery of a lover desirous of his lady’s good graces, and 
should gradually lose the subdued effect as he grows 
bolder and asserts freely her supremacy over all mor¬ 
tals and finally offers garlands to her as to a deity. 
The foregoing analysis is mainly suggestive, and 
not in any way final or complete. This must neces¬ 
sarily be so, because each person will have a different 
interpretation of the poet’s verse, and also because 
development of one’s powers increases and deepens 
penetration and sympathy; so that what might seem 
right to do now would at some future time be totally 
inadequate. Do not be afraid to change. It is a sign 
of growth. In art you must welcome it as you would 
anywhere else,' and with even more joy, because it 
brings increase in power to what you love.—Robert 
Bruce Pegram. 
Much has been said of 
ABOUT METHOD. late, both in the columns 
of The Etude arid else¬ 
where, concerning “methods”; but in all the endeav¬ 
ors to show the weakness of one method and the 
strength of another the main point has been lost. 
The word “method” is used with two quite different 
meanings. Sometimes it refers to a certain way of 
using the voice—a method of voice-production; and 
again it means a prescribed course of training—a 
method of instruction. 
“Method,” in the first meaning, belongs no more 
to one teacher or singer than to another. It is a 
common right of the human race. The singer has 
analyzed Iris voice and selected from its various func¬ 
tions those that are musical, developing, them until 
they are at his command. These vocal functions are 
his stock in trade—his colors, with which his work 
of art is painted. He has found and developed the 
artistic possibilities of the voice that Nature has 
given him. But he has created no law. There is 
nothing on which he can put his seal and say: “This 
is my creation.” He who first found the music in the 
human voice never put his name on a “method.” We 
do not know who he was. The feathered songsters 
taught him melody; the air was vibrant with the 
sound of the cataract. Nature’s primal laws of sound 
are the foundation of our music. Nature’s laws of 
vocal physiology are our laws of voice-production. 
Nature, then, is our one and only great author of 
“method.” 
The other meaning of “method” is, as has been said, 
a system of instruction. But why should a teacher 
be restricted to a given course of training any more 
than a physician should be restricted to a single 
erug? It is as absurd to treat a case of depressed 
larynx with exercises for post-nasal expansion as to 
prescribe a gargle for a broken leg. One may, of 
course, have a preference for one kind of treatment: 
a sort of favorite prescription. Indeed, one may be- 
'conle a specialist, and treat only his kind of cases. 
But vocal teachers with specialties treat all kinds of 
cases the same way. A specific is not a panacea; 
and a given routine that will prove effective with 
one voice will ruin another. When a law of Nature 
is broken, the fault must be found and a suitable 
remedy applied. That is all there is to method. Art 
may do much to remedy natural defects; but Art is 
the pupil of Nature, and ceases to be Art when she 
works in disobedience to Nature. 
It may be objected that not all voices are un¬ 
healthy. Every teacher knows that almost every 
voice he has to deal with has something the matter 
with it. When a voice is perfect-in placing, color, 
resonance, vitality, flexibility, and all the require- 
method°* is time to sing> not to study 
a52hI a"d Parents have a Kreat respect for names. 
A method advertised with an attractive name draws 
many pupils who never stop to investigate the char- 
Perhan« 7 °f "" teachpr who is exponent, 
nubli/win yea/S t0 C°me the en^Shtenment of the 
public will make it possible for teachers to live by 
their own mtelligence-as they would always prefer 
,d°_, 7Vn "e shaI> hear less of “The Only Author- 
<• ,nore numerous fc 
“original McKinley man”) and “The • 
The — Method” (heaven forgive him 
originated!). 
The first -requisite of a teacher is the power „ 
analytical observation. Every pupil prescnU a * 
problem or a new combination of problem, T 
teacher must study Ms pupil before he can' i I 
him.—R. E. 8. Olmsted. 
It has been said that a urea! 
THE MAKING OF singer is born, not made 
SINGER T thiS’ Hke a great man-V ^er SINGER. nice sayings, is only a part 
truth. No singer has ever 
achieved greatness on just what was born in him 
Nor, of course, is it true that one can work out 
his greatness by sheer force of will and application 
without the natural gifts that must form the banii 
of all great vocal achievements. 
No, the great singer is both born and made. 
Several things are necessary to make a great vocal¬ 
ist, and these are united in rare degrees in the persons 
of those who achieve great fame along this line. The 
artistic temperament, the natural power and quality 
of voice, the strong physique, the intense application, 
the good sense, the expressive countenance, the comely 
figure,—all these go to make up the artistic inherit¬ 
ance of the great artist in song. 
Whether it be the expression of a mood of tender¬ 
ness or sorrow, or one of joy and gaiety,—whether it 
be the telling of a tale of woe and misery or one of 
happiness and ecstasy, whether it be the depths ol 
misery or the heights of bliss,—whatever be the mood 
or circumstance, the great singer must have the meani 
of its expression at his command and use them in 
such a way that he plays on the hearts of his hearer* 
as does the leader of an orchestra through the mani¬ 
fold musical means at his command. 
To achieve such results one must first feel, then 
think, then do. That is to say, all the sensitiveness 
of an artistic nature must be present in the highest 
degree; one must work, study, think, practise, learn 
to apply the means to the end, acquire the necessary 
technic of reaching people’s minds and hearts. Then 
comes the realization of the ideal, the expression ol 
the emotions and ideas of others, of the great com¬ 
posers. The artist is the crystallization of the best 
that has preceded him. 
A great singer must be at the same time objective 
and subjective. In the classics he must sing with t<' 
expression governed by the intellect and by his u- 
torieal knowledge,—by thought and tradition, if T®'1 
please. In the romantic school he must allow * 
romanticism of his richly endowed nature full »«!• 
and the emotional element becomes more promi®*® 
Art is mood crystallized into tone or risibt “ 
But more fully is this true of the tonal than ol 
plastic arts. So the tonal artist must be ouscep ^ 
to all shades of emotion and, of course, ,ve 
technic for all shades of emotional expression, 
that is what makes a man or a woman an 
He or she thinks art, feels art, lives art, 
What higher attribute can be paid to an a , 
to say his life is a continual thinking an ^ 
art,—that he is a personification of art. 
many of the great singers, those of broa er 
and kindlier disposition, deserve even as rich a 
as this.—TF. F. Gates. 
It is already definitely 
WHAT that the singing and ^ 
CONSTITUTES ing voice differ on.y jn(<. 
A SINGER? of vibration, plane o ^ 
and trend of the 
Otherwise the mediums of expression an 
force employed are identical. pioda® 
A third element, however, enters into 
tion of a pure, powerful, and beauti u s ^ 
which has not heretofore been recogn ^.ai|fthle 
if recognized, would not prove readi y » ,y 
Nearly everyone has had occasion ^ gn*1 
i in_ 111 *,ni 
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• .1 excitement, or under the influence of pas- 
h*. i. Pitch* high, tb. tone, 
^harsh and strident, all sweetness and beauty, for 
trttoe bein'*, eliminated. Whence, then, the energy 
hi-h has wrought this change? Anger is a form of 
*3 po’arized suddenly by the individual, the mo- 
t that the mind of the individual began to vibrate 
"Xntly enough to draw a corresponding vibration 
‘ the surrounding mental atmosphere. This vio- 
ta,t vibration, or agitation, is reflected on to the 
Knsory nerve-tract, producing there the sensation 
tailed anger by the violent responsive agitation 
elicited. 
A similar energy is polarized by a great singer, the 
greatness of the singer differing in degree only as this 
and power. 
In addition to the quality of mind which can polar¬ 
ize enough of the surrounding mental atmosphere to 
produce beautiful and powerful tones, there must be 
sufficient inherent will-power in the individual to 
direct and focus this energy exclusively to the vocal 
oreans; hence the necessity of self-denial, which 
• opera-singers must practice. It means conservation 
of energy. If the unconscious, as well as conscious, 
will-power is strong enough to do this, and the 
energy so directed meets a perfect vocal organ, with 
resonance chambers free from membranous affections, 
with vocal cords flexible and unclogged, all the con¬ 
ditions for the making of a great singer exist, if 
united to a column of air welling up free and un¬ 
restrained. 
All the energy in the universe, without perfect vocal 
organs, will not produce a singer; on the other hand, 
a perfect vocal organ, without power, does not con¬ 
stitute a singer. Without a properly constructed bat¬ 
tery, all the electricity in the world will not convey a 
single message, and the reverse is true. As to the 
method of drawing energy from the area outside the 
individual, it is done by the quality of mind, its 
force, and strong individuality. Patti, Nordica, Calv6, 
Bernhardt, and' a host of others polarize power, and 
every one of these artists would succeed in many 
other spheres of activity equally as well, did they fail 
« artists through loss of voice, because they polarize 
Power, and, if it did not find vent in song, would 
®nd it in some other way.—M. M. Hanijgi. 
We must have our organ- 
VALUE OF CHOIR- izations and clubs for the 
MEMBERSHIP. cultivation of the externals 
of life, as well as for deeper 
things of intellectual culture and thought-interchange. 
I» there anyone within the reach of my voice who 
n®ws of a more satisfying kind of social club than 
tt* church-choir? Is there any other organization 
* t affords a greater diversity of pleasure, or delights 
"tore lasting* I„ my own chureli-choir I have some 
0 fhc best and brightest young people in a city of 
®°re ttmn 20,000; many of them I meet daily, and 
uuh some I mingle in a business as well as social 
**y- It is rare, indeed, that there is not a song in 
ieart *at-'h one of them, if not upon their lips; 
** music makes them happy, drives away their 
I rcs’ e'on 'n tlie midst of care, and adds the bless- 
P of cheerfulness, which do not come as a result 
he ordinary club meeting, or session of the con- 
™ l0nal 3°c<cty organization.-Ex. 
JIvS^r’iiQN,—To live content with small means ; 
vvbe elP?an< e rahlier than luxury, and refinement 
•ii/1 tllan fasllion:' to be worthy, not respectable, 
^wealthy, not rich; to study hard, think quietly, 
to t**"11*’ act frankly; to listen to stars and birds, 
and sa»cs, with open heart; to bear all 
i*rerU -v’ do all bravely, await occasions, hurry 
twlden 'n a wordj to let the spiritual, un- 
Ooq unconscious, grow up through the com- 
* *">nii < ^ 18 ,ny symphony.—William E. 
A MOTHER’S HELP. 
A not uncommon complaint made by parents is 
that their children never seem to have anything ready 
to play for their friends: the last piece is insufficiently 
learned, while the one before is partly forgotten. 
They do not understand that it takes not much, 
but constant, practice to keep up a repertoire of even 
a few pieces. When a piece is once learned it should 
not be laid aside, if it is to form one of a stock of 
available pieces, but played daily. Children do not 
realize this, and the teacher cannot burden tlie often 
too Bcanty time allowed for lessons by continual re¬ 
views. Parents themselves, if they but knew it, can 
readily fill the gap. 
Among my pupils little Emma S. was no more gifted 
than the average; indeed, she took up new music 
with decided effort. Yet I noticed that she retained 
what she learned far better than pupils who acquired 
with greater ease. While they were apt to stumble 
in reviewing pieces that they bad once played well 
she was always ready with any piece she had learned 
during the season. 
I remarked upon this to another pupil, a friend of 
hers. “Oh, I know the reason for that,” she said. 
“Mrs. S. comes into the parlor every evening and 
Emma has to play over all her pieces to her.” 1 found 
that Mrs. S., though not a musician, could tell when 
Emma played false notes or stumbled in time, and 
insisted on her playing correctly. Then, too, the in¬ 
terest she took inspired the child and made her feel 
that her practice was of some avail. 
A young lady once said to me: “I might have 
learned to play, but when 1 was a child I was sent 
into a big parlor to practice all by myself. Nobody 
came near me and I never felt that anyone we- in¬ 
terested in my practice. The consequence 
became a perfect penance to me, and I w 
glad when my utter lack of progress led to the les¬ 
sons being given up.” ...... 
Too often a child is allowed to practice in tins dis¬ 
heartening manner, and becomes unused to playing 
before others. Then, when suddenly confronted by a 
roomful of company and asked to play, >* 
wonder that the result is creditable to neither teach r 
nor pupil? Let teachers drop a hint to parents tha 
a little interest shown in their children's darfy pract.c^ 
and keeping up of pieces will bring an abundant re- 
turn in enthusiasm and readiness of piajmg. 
TWO INSTANCES. 
F. L. EVER. 
She had taken 
shown ev denecs of but litt e taiem. » s„y rss 
prise, bringing with her a piece o 
to "take a lesson upon, as she I ut ' 
It was a composition much too Ml f”r hor 
all to'd her. She acknowledged the 
attempt, and so I tod ***■ wid ghe had a 
truthfulness of my slatcmipn , 
J»*> to WI.OO, * 
* “•"™ - ■ «■—* *-• music in that w ay p. 
It was certainly ^ of # chjld who. if 
Instance number two wrong 
s that it 
s only 
in every way. I argued and pleaded, even stormed, 
all to no purpose; finally, thinking to confer a favor 
(her parents were people of limited means), 1 told 
tlie mother it was a waste of money to attempt a 
musical education in this case. 
But lo! the next week another teacher hud her and 
lias her still, and the mother tells about that Mr. 
-may lie a good teacher, but could not ‘‘learn her 
daughter anything.” And 1 am willing to acknowl¬ 
edge her veracity on that point. 
SCOLDING. 
C. W. FUU.WOOD. 
In tlie June number under this head of “Studio 
Experiences,” F. L. S. said be would like to bear from 
others about the scolding question. I have decided 
opinions upon the subject. 1 think it does more harm 
than good. If a pupil lias to be scolded into good 
habits, there is small hope for hi* ultimate success 
in his musical study. The teacher can occasionally 
administer a deserved rebuke without scolding. To 
illustrate: 
One day a pupil was late for her lesson hour. I 
said nothing, but bided my time for a reproof. 
Near the close of the lesson she became Ured and 
cranky, and said she wanted to go home. I told her 
if she bad come on time she would Have been through 
with her lesson and on her way home. By loitering 
or walking from school with schoolmates she lost so 
much time. She said flippantly: “I don't care.” 
But 1 know, after my plain talk, she did care, for 
she threw off her spell and was amiable and her nor¬ 
mal self for the remainder of the lesson. 
The secret of it is this. She respects and likes me 
and wants lo please me, and when I show that I dis¬ 
approve of her conduct she checks a bad habit in its 
formation, and strives to please me by oliedience and 
attention. 
If the teacher loses self control by Wonting angry, 
he sets a bad example for the pupil; and he will reap 
a harvest of indifference and dislike. 
CONQUERING INDIFFERENCE. 
OEOIKlK I~ MO MII.I.AR. 
A YOUNG society lady was “Liking lessons” of me, 
but did not practice well. We met often at social 
functions, and the look advantage of our friendship, 
thinking I could not (or would not) bo severe on her. 
when, smiling sweetly, she wou’d make her excuses: 
“callers," "out late,” etc. 1 have made It a rule to 
have the pupil practice during the Uwm, if they 
failed (o do so before; so after she came two or 
three times with poor lessons, I determined, for her 
good, to administer the medicine. 
She stumbled through an easy |*ssagr oner. I 
said: “Again.” She stumbled once more, and I said: 
"Again.” She managed to get through it again, and 
I said: "Again,'’ at which her face began to flush 
and the color mount to her checks; but she went 
bravely on with anger written plainly where I could 
not fail to sec. The treatment was severe, but I 
meant for her to learn the lesson; so I said “Again.” 
She could not hold hack I he resent ment she felt any 
longer, so cried out: “Mr. McMillan, you do not 
hair to sit here and listen lo me practice:’ for which 
she was sorry even before she had finished saying it. 
and I (being a little deaf at time* [?]), failing to 
understand, asked her what she had said Her rep’y 
was: “Nothing." and she p'nyod it through again. 
Her interest grew from that lesson, for she is very 
musical, »nd l never had to repeat such treatment 
again. 
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X shall not attempt an 
ORGAN- exhaustive treatment of my 
REGISTRATION. subject, but shall only dis¬ 
cuss, first, the art of regis- 
trating a pipe-organ in connection with congregational 
hymn-singing, and, second, as an accompaniment for 
a mixed quartet choir. I feel sure that the devout 
organist cannot give too much thought to these two 
branches of his work, for it is just here that he has 
the opportunity to make the organ, what it ought 
always to be, the inspiration and support of true 
worship. 
Why are the playing and the singing of hymn-tunes 
in our churches so often unsatisfactory? One cause 
is that the organist fails to obtain suitable sustain¬ 
ing combinations in his registration. The organist 
must know his organ’s capacities just as a singer 
knows her vocal powers; must feel deeply the senti¬ 
ment of each line of the hymn, and must be so prac¬ 
ticed in expressing his feelings upon his instrument 
that lie can instantly find the registration that best 
meets his wants. The sustaining tones of all organs 
arc produced by stops of 8-feet tone. The 8-fcct stops 
usually found on the Swell Manual are Open Dia¬ 
pason, Stopped Diapason, Salieional, -Eoline, Voix 
Celeste, Oboe, and Cornopean. Those to be found on 
the Great arc Open Diapason, Garnba, Doppel-Flute, 
and Trumpet. The third manual, or Choir, usually 
has a Dulciana, Dolcissimo, Gcdackt, and Clarinet. 
Of these stops the Oboe, Cornopean, Clarinet, and 
Trumpet are reeds. The effect of a combination pro¬ 
duced by drawing all the 8-tect stops of an organ 
except the reeds would be simply solid, but lacking 
in richness or brightness. In other words, a com¬ 
bination of no character and colorless. Try it, and 
see for yourself. Then draw all the 4-feet stops, and 
notice how much brighter the effect is. Then add the 
reeds, and take note of the effect produced. In regis- 
trating for hymns it should be the endeavor of tne 
organist to combine sustaining, bright, and rich effects 
judiciously. No matter whether a "forte,” “mezzo- 
forte,” or “piano” is desired, those three essential 
characteristics should be united. The Pedal should 
be deep and resonant, and always coupled to either 
the Swell or Great Manual, which all organists know. 
I will name some good combinations for hymn- 
tunes. For a forte effect I like the following: (Swell Manual: Full without 16-feet 
stops. 
Great Manual: Open Diapason (8), 
Gamba (8), Doppel-Flute (8), Flute 
Ilarmonique (4), Octave (4), Fif- 
Manuir \ tccnth <2>’ 
j Pedal: Rourdon (16), Open Diapason 
/ (16),’Cello (8). 
I Couplers: Swell to Great and Great 
\ to Pedal. 
The following is a fine mezzoforte: 
Swell: All 8- and 4-feet stops. 
Great: Soft 8- and 4-feet stops 
(Gamba, Doppel-Flute, and Flute 
Harmonique). 
Pedal: Bourdon (16), Open Diapason 
(16). 
Couplers: Swell to Great and Great 
to Pedal. 
For a piano effect I prefer using the Swell Manual 
alone, with Pedal coupled to Swell. Full Swell with¬ 
Both hands 
on Great 
Manual. 
out the Cornopean, which is a loud-voiced reed, is 
my preference. 
Some organists will undoubtedly think it queer 
that I have said nothing about 16-feet stops. I do 
not believe that a congregation is aided by their use. 
At all events tie Open Diapason (16) on the Great 
should not be employed unless the hymn is in a high 
key. Before taking up quartet accompaniment I 
wish to impress upon inexperienced organists the 
necessity of playing hymn-tunes legato in both 
manuals and pedals. Smooth and connected playing 
is very soothing, but choppy work makes a congrega¬ 
tion uneasy. 
The organ bears the same relation to the quartet 
that an appropriate frame does to the picture within 
it. It furnishes a setting for the voices which should 
always enhance their effect, but never call the atten¬ 
tion of the listener away from them to itself. Stops 
must be used which express the tonality in a definite 
manner, otherwise the singers are inclined to flat. 
The organ should be loud enough so that the members 
of the quartet can hear it at all times. Such soft 
stops, therefore, as the JSoline, Dolcissimo, and Dul¬ 
ciana, when used alone, are too subdued to be of any 
support to a quartet, although they are sometimes 
sufficient as a background to a very soft solo passage 
or in delicate prayer responses. 
Take the opening bars of “O, Saviour of the World” 
(Goss) as an example of a good mezzopiano accom¬ 
paniment for a church quartet. The registration 
which seems to meet the requirements best is: 
Swell: Stopped Diapason and Flute Harmonique in 
combination, coupled to Pedal Bourdon (16) and 
Gedackt (8). The Stopped Diapason cannot be used 
alone, Decause it is of such a dry quality that it does 
not express the tonality clearly. A soft flute of 4 
feet used with it makes the result bright and pleasing. 
An effective mezzoforte support for a quartet is as 
follows: 
Swell: Stopped Diapason, Salieional, Flute Har¬ 
monique, Open Diapason, and Oboe, coupled to Pedal 
Bourdon and Open Diapason. A combination of full 
swell without 16-feet stops, coupled to the Great 
Doppel-Flute, is about as strong a background as a 
mixed quartet can bear. 
An artistic use of the balanced-swell pedal is a very 
beautiful and effective addition to well-chosen regis¬ 
tration. All organists should study the voices of 
the singers, in order to learn which stops, whether 
diapasons, reeds, or flutes, enhance them the most. 
In what I have written I have tried to give the results 
of my own observation and experience, and I trust it 
may be helpful to other organists.—John nermann 
Loud. 
"hCn *Very or«anist 8hou'< 
RE1 ERIOIRE. look over his repertoire am 
, “ake Pla»s for next season 
As the present season draws to a close and tin 
various duties of an organist are diminished to tin 
lowest point, he or she can profitably “take accoun 
of stock, as It were. How many individual organ 
compositions have been played for preludes, postludes 
and offertories during the past season and how mam 
times has each composition been repeated? Whai 
compositions have been worn “threadbare” by con 
stant repetition season after season? 
There are fifty-two Sundays, and if an organist hai 
two services every Sunday, with an offertory everj 
Sunday morning, he would have to play i<u 
104 postludes, and 52 offertories. Very few orga ^’ 
have so many services in a year, but I have purl*'" 
taken the. maximum number for illustration. 1 
If an organist plays each composition twice in tl 
year, he will require 52 preludes, 52 postludes J 
26 offertories, 130 compositions in all. To an organist 
with a large repertoire this number would be small 
but I am considering only those who have limited 
repertoires. 
Now, 130 compositions is not a very large numbs 
for one to be familiar with, but the trouble is tint 
many organists wish all these compositions to be just 
like some one ideal composition. If an organist con¬ 
siders Batiste’s “Pilgrim's Song of Hope” as his ideal 
prelude, he wishes for 56 compositions of that style 
and in despair he can discover only about a dozen.’ 
If his taste is of a higher level, and he holds Handel’s 
“Largo” as his ideal prelude, he seeks 56 “Largos,” 
but he, too, can discover but a dozen. 
It seems to me that herein lies the secret of the 
limited repertoire of which so many organists com 
plain. I have received numerous requests for a list 
of a dozen compositions “just like the ‘CanUIkt 
Nuptial& of Dubois” or “just like the ‘Hymn ofNrnr 
of Wely,” etc., etc. These two compositions, while 
of entirely different calibre, are extremely popular, 
for two reasons. First, because the melody in each 
is tuneful, simple, easily grasped and held in the 
mind, and, secondly (I am inclined to think that this 
is the principal reason), because almost any organist 
can “try it over twice” and give a fairly aceeptab'c 
performance on Sunday morning. 
To illustrate further my point. One of my pupils 
took the “CantUcne” for a lesson, played it in church, 
and was pleased with the result. A short time after¬ 
ward he asked if I could give him another composi¬ 
tion of exactly that style. 
I knew his weakness (a tendency.toward laziness) 
and said: “Let me see 1 The ‘OantiUnff is a solo for 
Oboe and Flute, 4 feet, with Tremulant.” 
“Yes, yes, that is it,” he replied eagerly. 
I went on: “The accompaniment is Dulciana, and 
the composition ends with a prolonged trill.” 
“Yes, that is just the idea,” he responded. 
I sat down at the organ and played another com¬ 
position for him. The melody I played as a solo with 
Oboe and Flute, 4 feet, with Tremulant. The aecoro-. 
paniment I played on the Dulciana, and, as the com¬ 
position ends with a trill, I prolonged it for his 
benefit. 
When I had finished he exclaimed: “That is ju> 
the piece. Give me tl^e name of it and I will 
it next Sunday.” 
I asked him if he were thoroughly satisfied, an' 
would conscientiously learn the composition for no.\ 
lesson, to which he replied: 
“Why, certainly.” 
I then wrote down the name of the composition o 
him. “‘Aria from Suite in D,’ of Bach, arranged^ 
Whitney.” His face dropped at the name of e 
poser, but I reassured him that he had jus ^ 
the composition and had .enjoyed it. At * 
lesson I noticed that his step was less buoynn - 
I asked him if he played the “Aria” in ehnrc 
He replied: “No, I could not make the in” j 
I tried it over a couple times before (e!,0< 
could not get interested in the piece. ® ^ ^ 
was, at heart, quite conscientious, and, a ^ 
urged him, he worked on the composition . 
played it well, and ever since that time he i»s 
the “Aria” as much as the “CantiUne. 
Now, after this rather long digression, to ^ ^ 
the question of repertoire, I think it is 0( 
almost every organist who has a fair *® .ijrt 
capability to select 130 compositions for a 
for the year, which will be interesting to denl9jd 
his hearers, provided, of course, he does no^ ^ ^ 
“sugar” with every composition. At * e * ,d be 
year about a third of these composition ^ ^ ^ 
laid aside and a number of new works a 
the repertoire growing. chanff® ** 
This is the time of year to plan such a 
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repertoire, and I doubt if any organist who carries 
out such a plan will be disappointed.—Everett E. 
truette. 
Johann Chkistian Heinrich 
CELEBRATED Rink was born at E'gersburg, in 
ORGANISTS. Saxe-Gotha, February 18, 1770. 
IV. Rink. He studied under Kittel at Erfurt, 
and thus received excellent train¬ 
ing, as Kittel was one of the best pupils of J. S. Bach. 
At the age of nineteen Rink was appointed to the 
position of organist of Giessen, where he also held 
other appointments. In 1806 he was elected “Pro-, 
fessor” at the Darmstadt College, and in 1813 was 
appointed court organist, and 1817 chamber musician 
to the Grand Duke, Ludwig I. He made several tours 
through Germany, and was everywhere received with 
favor. At Treves he was specially honored, and in 
1831 lie was elected a member of the Dutch Society 
for Encouragement of Music. In 1838 he received a 
THE ETUDE 
(Schmidt). Mezzosoprano (or contralto) solo and 
quartet or chorus. 
Hanscom, “The Homeland” (Schmidt). Short un¬ 
accompanied quartet. 
Shelley, “O Home of Fadeless Splendor” (Schu¬ 
berth). Bass solo, contralto and tenor duet, and 
chorus. 
Sealy, “Now the Day is Over” (Ditson). Chorus 
with short phrases for soprano and contralto. 
Miller, “For Thee, 0 Dear Country” (Ditson). So¬ 
prano solo and chorus. 
Schnecker, “Abide With Me” (Ditson). Soprano, 
tenor, and bass solos, with quartet. 
Houseley, “Crossing the Bar” (Schmidt). Quartet 
or chorus. 
Godard, “0 Lord, Thou Art My Strength” (Ditson). 
Soprano and tenor solos and quartet. 
Spence, “Like as the Hart” (Schmidt). Soprano 
solo and quartet. 
Chandon, “When Power Divine” (Schmidt). Short 
hymn-anthem with soprano solo and duet 
for tenor and alto. 
Underhill, “O, Very God” (White- 
Smith). Chorus. 
Sealy, “0 Lord, Thou Hast Searched 
Me Out” (Novello). Quartet or chorus, 
with short soprano solo. 
Surette, “O How Amiable” (Novello). 
Soprano solo and chorus. 
Schmidt’s “Choir Collection,” con¬ 
taining anthems, hymns, and responses 
selected from the works of Sirs. Beach, 
Arthur Foote, Frank Hynes, G. W. Chad¬ 
wick, E. W. Hanscom, G. W. Marston, 
and others. A good collection of useful 
selections for the choirs of non-liturgicul 
churches. 
New Sached Songs. 
Scott, “God our Protector” (Schmidt). 
(High and low keys.) 
Park, “Tarry With Me” (Schmidt). 
(Two keys.) 
Blumenschcin, “Is There a Lone and 
Dreary Hour?” (Schmidt). (Two keys.) 
Bluraenschein, “Lead Us, Heavenly 
Father” (Schmidt). (Two keys.) 
Hanscom, “The Homeland” (Schmidt). 
(Two keys.) 
New Organ Music. 
“CantilOne Pastorale” (Schott). 
“Lento Rcligioso” (Schott). 
“Theme, with Variations” 
y.H. n CKj ^ 
ytJ*’ 187 \$eJrr. ^77^] 
tross Gie first class from his Grand Duke, and 1840 
*** ma^e “Doctor of Philosophy and Arts” at the 
Diversity of Giessen. He died at Darmstadt, Au¬ 
gust 17, 1846, at the age of 76. 
His compositions number about one hundred and 
^venty-five, including sonatas for the pianoforte, 
Tioin, and violoncello: a “Pater Notiter” for four 
°jws, with organ-accompaniment, and two motets. 
s principal work was the celebrated “Practical 
£ parts, with which every organ- ^gan-School,’ 
Rodent is familiar. .This set of etudes is deservedly 
Popular with most organ-teachers, and forms a part 
gani t Car'y draining of nearly every prominent or- 
Marston, “On Jordan’s 
Stormy Banks I Stand” 
(Schmidt). Contralto solo 
and quartet (or chorus). 
(S ****** 18 the Light of Sabbath Eve” 
^ Short hymn-anthem for soprano and 
the Days Are Going By” 
Higgs, 1 
Higgs, ‘ 
(Schott). 
Galeotti, “Offertoire,” opus 100 (Hen- 
gel). 
Saint-Saens, “Reverie du Soir” (Du¬ 
rand). (Transcribed by Alexandre Guil- 
mant.) 
Wagner, “Pilgrim’s Chorus” (Schmidt). (A good 
arrangement by E. A. Barrell.) 
Chaminade, “Pastorale” (Schmidt). (Arranged by 
E. A. Barrell.) 
Barnes, “Andante in E” (Schmidt). 
Baines, “Menuetto” (Schmidt). 
Barnes, “Sonata Cromatique” (Schuberth). 
Storer, “Sonata in G-minor” (Fischer). 
SHOULD not the church 
become the fountain-head of 
good music, as it once was? 
Why, then, permit the light 
and trivial, the commonplace 
place on our church programs? 
church, every choir, s 
THE CHURCH 
AS A MUSICAL 
EDUCATOR. 
n at the and trashy to havi Whv should not every- - 
best^results possible for it to attain with the finances 
atThisdrtITne of the methods of elevating humanity, 
this use of good music. And the church is supposed 
ing of several well-rendered musical numbers as in 
bearing a theological disquisition on theories that no 
one can prove or a doctrinal harangue which is sim¬ 
ply an array of one “ism” against another, always to 
the discomfiture of the other, the representative of 
the other being, of course, absent? 
In every large city and in a few of the smaller ones, 
the mission of the church in this respect is coming 
to be recognized, and we find vesper services, services 
of song, and so on. In these the best music the 
choir is capable of is put before the people, and the 
preaeher, for that service, quits when he gets through. 
The best that every church has should be given to 
the service; all will admit that as a general propo¬ 
sition ; but frequently when they come to music they 
drop back to the gospel-hymn level and attempt to 
present the sweetest and purest of truth in tunes of 
the weakest of drivel. The choir-music should lie 
dignified, but it need not be inane or of kindergarten 
grade of difficulty. 
To repeat it, then, the place where the common 
jieoplc should feel that they can always repair for 
good music is the church. The church is a power for 
good morals; and it should lie for good music. And 
with a musically educated clergy and a broad-minded 
and liberal officiary the church can occupy its tnic 
place as an educating and elevating factor in this 
matter.—IF. P. datee, in the Lob Angel ok Capital. 
Mr. Richard Redhead, 
MIXTURES. composer of the well-known 
hymn-tune “Rock of Ages,” 
as well as other music for the Anglican Church, died 
recently. He was born at Harrow, England, March 
1, 1820, and at an early age was one of the choristers 
of Magdalen College, Oxford. Jn 1864 he was, ap¬ 
pointed organist at the Church of St. Mary Mag¬ 
dalene, London, which post be held at the time of 
his death. 
Mr. Carl Pflucger, a tenor singer, director of the 
Oipheus Musical Society in Boston, and a composer, 
died in Boston, May 21st. His most successful score 
was the music to “1402.” Among his church-music 
the best known is the contralto solo and quartet 
“llow Ding Wilt Thou Forget Me?” (While-Smith), 
which has long been popular with every quartet- 
choir. 
The fifteenth public service of the American Guild 
of Organists was held at All Angel’s Church, New 
York, May 16th. The program was selected almost 
entirely from the compositions of the late Sir .John 
Stainer, and consisted of “A Church Prelude, Mag¬ 
nificat, and Nunc Pimittis in B-flat”; Anthem, “I 
Saw the Lord Sitting Upon a Throne ”: “My Hope is 
in the Everlasting”; “Awake, Thou That Steepest,” 
from “Daughter of Jairun”; and “Alla Marcia." 
The choirs of All Angel's, St. Mathew’s, and Christ 
Churches were combined for the service. The follow¬ 
ing candidates who took the examination for asso- 
eiateship April 24th were successful, and have re¬ 
ceived the degree: Mr. .1. S. Broach, Brooklyn. Mr. 
Albert R. Norton, Brooklyn. Mr. S. Lewi* Elmer, 
Bridgeton, N. J. Mrs. Alfa L. Small, Chelsea. Mass. 
Mrs. Ada L. Black, San Francisco. Mr. Robert G. 
Weigcstcr, Elmira, N. Y. 
Mr. M. Robert A. lasbett Smith was awarded a 
certificate on presentation of a similar certificate of 
the Royal College of Organists. 
Why ought organ-pipes to talk and walk? 
Because they have lips and feet 
Mr. William C. Carl intends to spend the slimmer 
in Paris, returning in September for three organ- 
recitals at the Pan-American Exposition in Buffalo. 
Do not leave the swell-box open during the sum¬ 
mer vacation. Flics are the greatest enemies to reed 
stops as well as to string-toned stops, and can be 
kept out of the swell if not away from any other part 
of the oigan. 
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en’sl 
Conducted by 
Thomas Tapper- 
A determined boy always 
ABOUT BEING makes friends. And there was 
DETERMINED. once upon a time a determined 
boy who made friends rapidly, 
—a duke among them,—and he speedily set the world 
to wondering what he would do next. 
I have thought a good deal about him and won¬ 
dered if his boy-love of music (which grew stronger 
and became his man-love for music) did not please 
him greatly as lie grew older, and if it did not recall 
to him many other boy-loves. No doubt it did. Once 
he took a ride on a coach to a castle and played the 
organ and surprised everyone with his skill. I am 
sure he often thought about that; for it was a won¬ 
derful ride, a ride that changed his whole life. But 
it could do so only because something went before; 
and about that something this page is to tell. 
When you read in the books about him there will 
be places (as you will discover) where interesting 
matters are hinted at, but not told in full. And, 
curiously enough, they seem, many of them, to be 
the very places one wants most to have told in full. 
We may go from book to book and it is the same; 
just a hint given, and no more. And what are the 
reasons? Well, for one, the people who saw them 
happen did not know how much they were going to 
mi'lln; and they did not put them down, and thus 
it is that we are left to our wondering. 
For my part I have wondered no little about these 
matters; and it seems not unlikely to me that this 
boy, Little George Frederic, let us call him hence¬ 
forth, must have lieen quite like other boys. I mean 
that he must have been quite like the boys who, feel¬ 
ing anxious--no, not only anxious, but determined— 
to do something, proceed to do it because it must 
come out. And how do they do it? Well, first of all, 
it must be worth doing, and, second of all, it must 
be a boy's determination to do it well; and, third 
of all, he must convince those about him—but let us 
go on with the case of Little George Frederic, and 
that will tell us all about it. 
His father was a barber and a surgeon. A strange 
mixture of callings? By no means. Callings were 
strangely mixed, once upon a time, and they are so 
yet, here and there. And the father was determined 
in a way that interests us. He was determined that 
his son xhou'd not learn about music. He little knew 
what a son he had. So lie took care that no music 
Is- allowed in the house, that the boy be not taken 
to any neighbor s house where music was made, that 
lie be kept away from school because he might learn 
the scale there. And he did all this because he 
thought music a low calling. But the boy grew up 
and proved to all the world that no calling could be 
higher than music. So things seem to go by con- 
Now, would it not be interesting if we knew why 
the father made all these restrictions? I mean, what 
Little George Frederic did to show that he must be 
prevented from learning the mysterious language of 
sounds the language which he felt bom to speak 
Somewhere the boy must have heard music, perhaps 
" ,n ,hurc1' when the organ piayed, or it may 
have l>een the boys’ singing from door to door in the 
streets, or it may have been the bells in the steeples 
that drop a great, round tone upon the world, and 
then begin to hum softly and to sing as if they were 
whispering about something. How full of interest it 
would he to know just how and when and where the 
little music-lover dreamed his music-dream! 
But by no means was it all dreaming with him 
He was far too practical for that. I am sure he 
helped himself all he could. And what were other 
people doing all the while? 
Perhaps it was the mother who helped while the 
father opposed. • That is just the interesting thing 
that books are silent about, while one’s head is full 
of wondering as to just how it could have been. Per¬ 
haps it was this way: One day the father drove away 
in his gig to attend to some one’s wants as barber 
or as surgeon. Little George Frederic watched him 
driving along the street, past the linden-trees by 
Pastor Schenck’s house, then around the corner and 
off into the world, a distant and unknown land to 
the little boy: a world not even imagined by him, 
for he was busy with the wonders of a world that he 
could imagine very clearly, indeed. 
With the gig well away, he ran to his mother, crept 
into her lap, and whispered to her for a long time, 
all the while seeming to listen for the wheels of his 
father’s gig. 
Of course, I do not know how many times this hap¬ 
pened. It may have been one or forty times. But, at 
length, the mother looked into her boy’s eyes very 
earnestly and lovingly and said—as if she had been 
meaning to say it for a long time: 
“Yes, it shall be so! But not a word about it!” 
And what was it that should be so and not a word 
about it? Well, I have wondered a great deal about 
it and the truth is this: both the mother and the boy 
kept it so much to themselves—not a word you re¬ 
member—that no one could find out about it. Even 
when Little George Frederic played under the lindens 
with Pastor Schcnck’s son not a word did he whisper. 
But it is true that one day when the father was 
away in the gig, a great many miles away, there was 
heard in the house a bumping and a whispeiing and 
a shuffling of feet on the stairway. Then it ceased,, 
but soon began again- on the next flight, and, when 
it had ceased there, the mother came down looking 
at once a trifle frightened and yet very happy; but 
Little George Frederic was not to be seen! 
And for weeks and weeks one scarcely saw him. 
Surely Pastor Schenck’s i grew very lonely, and tj-'”' •'-v 
then had to learn to play with another boy. 
One night the father came home late, ate his supper, 
and, after resting a bit, lighted a candle and went 
from room to room to see if the doors and windows 
were fast, and if the fires were safe to leave. He did 
tins downstairs, and then went up the stairway to see 
heWu mn8S,Weae ab0Ve’ But Scarce'y had he reached 
t'’ . PP 'andmg W,lcn he •»"» clattering down 
S ’ PUtt,Bg WS 1,ead iDt° the cx- 
clJter^TnTi0U8%enme UP ^ quick!” And »» 
Johanna followed by the "other and 
tlmv s eno^ "’ i, And b°th °f them> moment Pa. 
looked S UP? \he SUirS’ ***** hands and 
Stood what thei’ ti! a,!,‘-jqUlte sure they both under- Child-life, hke «« 
B00KS- 
into the room and raised the candle bit by hi T 
light crept along the floor; a little farther “s ' 
little farther, brightening the walls and 
and at last, the corner—by the window- 
corner where the angel should be sitting 
harp and the starlight shining in upon the S 
strings. And is that what he saw? 
Not a bit of it. Not one of the things he had i„ 
agined came true. No tiny bells were ringin» 
wonderful mice were singing; the wind was t*! 
no stones in the chimney; and there was no 
playing a harp. There was just a little boy dress* 
only in his night-gown, sitting by a spinet’ and „ 
absorbed listening to the music he was making that 
he still thought himself alone. After all it was only 
Little George Frederic. Never mind what happened 
then, what the father said, or the mother said, or 
how frightened the boy was. But remember tkisi’iii 
playing had made the father think of wonderful Mnp-. 
bells, and songs, and harps. And have not you, when 
you listened to the “Messiah,” been made to think, 
by the power of the music, of even more wonderful 
things? And that being so, may we not think that 
the power which the man could put into the “Me-- 
siah” already lay in the music of the little boy who 
so loved it that he sat up at night and played on Ids 
spinet while Pastor Schenck’s son and all other boys 
were fast asleep? 
Some Questions about this Composes. 
1. Write his name in full. 
2. Where was he born and when? 
3. Name two men, bora in America, about the time 
of this composer’s birth. 
4. From what is the text of the “Messiah” take*? 
5. Who arranged it? 
6. In what year was the music first performed! 
Where? 
7. Name two other music compositions similar in 
form to the “Messiah.” 
8. What is the name of this form? 
9. In what year did this composer die? 
10. Where is he buried? 
Answers may lie sent to The Editor of the Childrens 
Page, in care of The Etude, 1708 Chestnut Street. 
Philadelphia, Pa. The best set of answers will 1* 
printed. Remember to write only on one side of tl* 
paper, place your name and address on the first 
and keep a copy, for no manuscripts will be returns. 
—Thomas Tapper. 
The Editor of the Children’s !’■?' 
TO OUR BOYS will give as a prize a year’s «' 
AND GIRLS. scription to the The Etude for 
best article entitled “What I *- oU 
Like to See in the Children’s Page.” The contest c 
open only to those readers of this page who arc 
over sixteen years of age. Articles must not 
seven hundred and fifty words long. Th® eon >tj 
must place at the top of page one, h>" name ^ 
address; write only on one side of the paper; 
roll the manuscript. No manuscript can,be re 11 ^ 
Address The Editor of the Childrens 
of The Etude, 1708 Chestnut Street, P 
and Johanna looked 
more frightened than ever; but 
still they said not a word 
it th, XfLitogT ■in8"’e' °’ '■ 
is none of these It ' f ch"mey? No. It 
<M„ thought’ It irr? “ «“ 
”h»LPft„‘ ‘”*el tyTiil‘vi, 
escape will be into a holy land. The l"t'aS , 
of the imagination should then be c jurBjjfc- 
normal growth, not killed ns a weed. fp-s 
ing us with resources for pleasure and an 
care, the best works of the imagination *rc^er (ijtn 
most historical composition. They ma c ^ t 
living and real, and are as little likely 1 ev!Igjos*- 
as history is, which, by its selections * ^ ti 
has as often been the handmaid of a jW 
fact—history, which so loves the mjoua a'nr * 
> seldom touches the lowlands. 1 r°f 
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THOUGHTS 
IfBVICC 
PncticalPointsby Pract/ca/ Tcac/ieKs 
SCALE-PLAYING. 
When the scales can be played fluently with their 
proper fingering, very valuable practice for advanced 
pupils may be had by playing all scales with the 
lingering of the C scale, starting at a very slow 
tempo,—say, M.M. quarter-note = GO,—and playing 
1, 2, and 4 notes to the beat. From this slow tempo 
the speed should be gradually worked up till the 
round of the scales can be made at 176 or faster. 
Now take the scale of C, fingering it throughout 
1, 2; 1, 2, etc.; follow this by 1, 2, 3; 1, 2, 3, etc.; 
then 1, 2, 3, 4, and finally 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. These finger¬ 
ings used in all keys conduce greatly to fluency, 
evenness, and equality in scale-playing, but are to be 
attempted only by advanced players. 
STEPS. 
LOUVILLE EUGENE EMERSON. 
The spectacle too often presented by teacher and 
pupil is that of a rapidly moving team with a small 
boy, who is doing his very best to keep up, hanging 
on to the tail-board. All the advantage is with the 
team, and sooner or later the boy is bound to stum¬ 
ble and then this remarkable team can do nothing but 
wait till he picks himself up and connects with the 
tail-board again. 
There is but one way to improve such a condition 
of affairs as is hinted at above, and that is the teacher 
must learn how to teach. 
One of the first pedagogical principles for the tyro 
in leaching to get thoroughly familiar with is grade 
the pupil’s work according to his real capacity, and 
not according to the ability you think he ought to 
have. Make the steps equal to his stride, otherwise 
there is sure to be discouragement, and final failure. 
Having thoroughly appreciated this fact, the next 
thing for the teacher to look out for is that she does 
not attempt to give the pupil a free ride to proficiency. 
;0 £reat,er eiror could be made, for not only is it 
impossible, but the thing that really counts to the 
pupil is his own personal labor; every step must be 
taken by him alone. 
In short, here are two problems for the teacher: 
ow she will grade the pupil’s work so that it will 
« suited to his capacity (escaping the pitfalls of 
ma -mg the work too hard or, on the other hand, too 
Pasy), and how she will stimulate the pupil to per¬ 
sonal labor. 
_means extra work; but the teacher who 
•necei s without extra work is yet to be heard from. 
EMOTIONALITY IN MUSIC. 
J. 8. VAN CLEVE. 
W^K °^en *lcar a debate as to whether this or that 
UiaMte* cmot‘onad or Hot. It will be maintained 
tional C''!and Braluns are intellectual, but not emo¬ 
tional’ r!6 > and Chopin are highly emo- 
Prorm Ut there is really a fallacy in this very 
music*' 1011i At b°tt°in, or in the last analysis, all 
otk„, .*?.* an£uage of the emotions, and it cannot be 
it would. 
of me^d^0 imeaP? iU8t tlds: The vei7 unit 
its tw f* d'at°nic scale which we all know in 
seleetio -0?138 'vbacb "'ere by the law of “natural 
"Fiz - th C °SCn fr0m tbe fifteen ecclesiastical scales 
piS5wj emajor scale and the minor scale—cannot be 
of emoti r°Ugl1 tbe buman «ar without the utterance 
various u"* ^hen >’ou go up the major scale the 
by each g*11 8 °f ,nood or feeling which are embodied 
heart^ ^ fUn*’ 'adder will pass faintly into 
or not r ’ " 'lether you are distinctly conscious of it 
10 indicat 6, adherents have endeavored 
® his moodality (to coin a necessary word) 
THE ETUDE 
of the steps to the very beginners. But if you wish a 
stronger and more palpable illustration, just play the 
C-major, then the A-minor harmonic scale, and if you 
ee no change of mood, no thinnest cloud of sadness 
and depression veiling your sunshine, I shall simply 
be forced to conclude that you are not susceptible to 
music at all. All composers are emotional, but they 
do not all trade in the same emotions or at least not 
m the same grades and intensities of emotion. Just 
set Beethoven’s “Adelaide,” which is in B-flat, and the 
“Love-Song” from Wagner’s “Valkyrie” side by side. 
They both speak with surpassing eloquence of the 
love which binds man and woman, but in what dif¬ 
ferent accents, though both in the very same key! 
RIGHT AGAINST LEFT. 
WILLIAM BENBOW. 
The man is commended whose left hand does not 
know what the right hand does, and there are times 
when this is specially true of the piano-studeut. Some 
pupils who can play their scales with smooth and 
even legato will have great difficulty in keeping such 
scale runs smooth in pieces. This is particularly true 
where the run is accompanied by a repeated chord 
figure, such as: 
m * Mii i \ r - i Ji I F—i 
Where the left hand must be raised to repeat the 
chord, the right hand is very liable to acquire the 
habit of lifting itself from the keys sympathetically 
with the left hand, and producing the effect indicated 
above. After calling the pupil’s attention to this 
sympathy, have him play each hand alone, the right 
hand remaining quiet from the wrist, the left hand 
moving from the wrist. Then let the pupil play both 
hands together from memory, with his eyes on the 
right hand in order to assist him in gaining the 
proper motor control and independence. Now let him 
look away or close his eyes and play it, so that he 
can hear the right effect, for, after all, the true cause 
of the trouble is that he does not hear the difference 
between the legato and the staccato effects. 
This must be very carefully and patiently attended 
to in the very earliest stages, for some of the pupil’s 
first little pieces will bring up the problem. 
EXAMPLE. 
MADAME A. PUPIN. 
In September, 1900, I contributed to this depart¬ 
ment in The Etude a paragraph, entitled "Practicing 
Lessons,” suggesting that it would be a good idea 
for every teacher to give, once a month, a practicing 
lesson, such lesson being to carry the pupil through 
the routine necessary to master one short portion of 
a piece, in order that he might know how to study 
at home. 
The secret of mastery is how one practices. There 
is practice that brings no reliable results and there 
is practice that is a constant progression forward. 
What a stimulus and wliat a revelation lo an asp.r 
ing student to hear an artist practice! And to hear 
an artist practice is almost as delightful as to hear 
him play. On the stage the artist is a preslidigiU 
teur. You cannot imagine how lie produces his won 
derful effects; you are mystified by the magic of his 
delivery; but see him at bis study. Re plays over 
a short passage 20 or 30 times just to ^t e9«ab^ 
he repeats it 20 times more to secure a perfect cmr- 
cendo or diminuendo: then 20 times to get an effect 
that no one has ever thought of before^ He phjy. 
the same passage over an.l over until he can play 
with it and make it express his mood. 
How many new ideas about study would one get 
if he occasionally had the privilege of listening to an 
artist practice? He sees how repetition brings finish, 
he learns how the artist studies out his effects and 
bow he works up his climaxes. 
The teacher who is an artist should give his pupilB 
au occasional opportunity to bear him practice, for 
in this case “Example is better than precept.” 
THE CHILD’S LESSON HOUR. 
FRANK L. EVER. 
The lesson-hour for younger pupils must be more 
or less a practice-hour. The exercises und the little 
pieces must be gone over again and again in the 
teacher’s presence. It is a process of this kind that 
forms excellent liahits of practice in the pupil. No 
child knows how to practice, and a mere oral ex¬ 
planation will not suffice. He must be given prac¬ 
tical examples of what it means to practice for an 
hour. 
Such work may lie tedious for the teacher, but the 
splendid results that accrue cannot be lightly esti¬ 
mated. 
The teacher must play for the younger pupil a great 
deal, also. But he must exercise judgment in this 
respect, and not play beyond the pupil's ability to 
comprehend. 
Children are not able to think music as rapidly as 
the teacher, and, should the latter proceed to play 
the pieces too rapidly, at the start especially, there 
will be work to he done over again, for the pupil 
will start to practice at too fast a tempo, and uncer¬ 
tainty, stumbling, nnd slovenliness will result. Con¬ 
sequently the teacher must accommodate his tempos 
to the pupil's abilities to follow him. 
Music correctly and artistically played docs much 
to advance musical education, and the teacher must 
know that only when he plays perhaps does the pupil 
hear really good piano playing. Bo let him play fre¬ 
quently, bearing in mind the fact that the child learns 
to imitate before he learns to reason things out for 
himself. 
A FOOLISH THREAT. 
CARL W. GRIMM. 
Home parents think they are doing the right thing 
when they say to their child who neglects to practice: 
“Now, if you won’t practice, we will make you give 
up your music.” Nothing will be more welcome to a 
lazy pupil than to throw up that seemingly burden 
some task of learning. To study means to have suf¬ 
ficient force of character to pursue a tiling even if 
difficult. Now, this continuity of effort is naturally 
very rare among children. It is therefore the duty 
of parents to always remind their children of prac¬ 
ticing, and to insist on a certain time for it. 
If parents will not persist in having carried out 
what is good for their children, what perseverance 
can you ever expect to sec developed in their off¬ 
spring? If children should tie permitted to act as 
they please about going to school, the majority of 
the next generation would be quite ignorant. There 
must lie regularity in taking lessons, and studying 
the same, or little can be accomplished. A child can¬ 
not sec the necessity of working; learning is the 
accumulation of a capital for future use. The child 
gets all its nourishment, clothing, and shelter free, 
and lives the happy dream that it will continue thus 
into the dim and far-off future. 
How many persons would work if they had all the 
necessaries of life free and everything they could wish 
for? It is compulsion of some kind that makes work¬ 
ers of us all. Parents should compel their children 
to study (work), but not try to scare them into it 
with foolish threats. 
Know that strength Is yours in proportion to your 
progress, enough for each day, be it mental, physical, 
or spiritual. Realize that there Is reward for every 
labor, rest, after every task, and rise for every faculty 
developed. Your reward may not lie what you ex¬ 
pect; probably it will be much better. The power 
which comes from trying is more than worth the effort 
—Adelaide Keen, in iMdiee’ Home-Journal. 
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To those of our subscribers 
RENEWAL OFFER who will send us, during the 
FOR JULY. month of July, $2.00 instead 
of $1.50 we will not only re¬ 
new their subscription for a year, but will send them 
a copy of Tapper’s work, “Pictures from the Lives 
of the Great Composers, for Children.” This word 
“Pictures” is misunderstood by some. They are not 
portraits, but word-pictures. The book is an ideal 
one for children. The biographies of the great com¬ 
posers are told in connection with the main story 
continued throughout the book. The different scenes 
are brought out so vividly, and as if one were actually 
witnessing them. In addition to the biographies of 
the composers, facts with regard to Washington, 
Franklin, Frederick the Great, etc., are interwoven. 
The book can be used, therefore, toward two prac¬ 
tical ends: delightful reading for children and a 
practical text-book of musical biography. 
To those to whom the above does not appeal, and 
who will send us $1.80, we will send our new collec¬ 
tion of “Parlor and School Marches,” which is a col¬ 
lection of marches and two-steps tor all occasions. 
Sorqe of the marches arc the most popular of the 
day—all stirring and attractive. 
Your subscription does not necessarily have to ex¬ 
pire with the current month; you can renew if it has 
expired in the past or will in the future. 
During this month only we 
EXTRAORDINARY will offer eight books at an un- 
OFFER! usually low price. These work3 
are all standard and are well 
known by every- practical teacher. The edition is 
uniformly gotten out in the finest possible manner. 
There is a cloth strip on the larger of the books and 
in every way the workmanship is of the finest. 
The following is our offer: 
“The Children’s Friend” (“Kinderfreund”), for the 
piano, by Louis Kohler, opus 243. In two books. 
Retail price, 50 cents each; our price during July, 
20 cents each. 
“Inventions for the Piano,” by J. S. Bach. In two 
books. Retail price, 30 cents each; complete, 50 
cents. Our price during July, 15 cents each; com¬ 
plete, 20 cents. 
“Teacher and Pupil” (A Practical Course in Four- 
Hand Playing), by Joseph L»w. Two books. Retail 
price, 75 cents each; our price during July, 20 cents 
each. 
“Pianoforte Technics,” by A. Loeschhorn (Daily 
Technical Studies). Retail price, $1.00; our price 
during July, 25 cents. 
“Wanderbilder” (“Pictures of Travel”), piano-pieces, 
by Jensen, opus 17. In two books. Retail price, 75 
cents each. Our price during July, 20 cents each, or 
40 cents complete. 
“Songs Without Words,” for the piano, by F. 
Mendelssohn. Retail price, $1.00; our price during 
the month of July, 40 cents. 
“Practical Piano School,” opus 300, by Louis Kohler. 
In two books. Retail price, 75 cents each. Our price 
during July, 25 cents each, or 50 cents complete. 
Lebert and Stark’s “Piano Method,” Part I, bound 
in boards. Retail price, $2.00; our price during July, 
00 cents. 
These prices are post-paid, delivered to you free of 
charge. The complete offer of eight books will be 
sent for $3.00 cash for the set. The offer is one of 
the best that we have ever been able to present to 
our readers. The offer will positively lie withdrawn 
at the end of this month, as nearly all the works are 
already out. 
Parties who have regular accounts with us may 
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have the books charged, but in this case the trans¬ 
portation is charged additional. 
The supplement with this issue of The Etude is 
full of character, and is at the same time an object- 
lesson in the history of music. In the middle ages, 
when the monastic orders flourished, the clergy were 
the scholars and artists of the times. Learning and 
education were in their hands, and the arts, such as 
painting and music, were used mainly for religious 
purposes, with the result that the monasteries be¬ 
came the home of the Muses. Each monastery had 
a choir, made up from the brothers, supplemented by 
boys, and supported by instrumental accompaniment, 
indicated in this picture by the bass viol and the 
flute. (We would suggest that teachers have their 
pupils read up on this subject. It is one of impor¬ 
tance in musical history.) 
The scene would seem to indicate the courtyard 
of a monastery, perhaps toward the dose of a sum¬ 
mer day. His Eminence, the Cardinal, conspicuous in 
his red robe and cap, is doubtless the guest of honor. 
To his left stands a Capuchin, as shown by his beard 
(the other orders being clean-shaven). To the right 
of the Cardinal sits one who is doubtless the abbot 
in charge of the monastery. He has evidently been 
enjoying a lunch of the noble fare for which these 
orders were famed. 
Of course, it is not possible to tell what the good 
brother is singing so lustily, but his face is so ex¬ 
pressive that we may conclude he is thoroughly 
pleased with himself and the opportunity to exhibit 
his vocal powers before a high dignitary of the 
church. The expressions on tbe faces of the others 
suggest that there is a spice of pleasantry in the 
song, and that this is an hour of real relaxation. 
We want to suggest to our readers that the effect 
of this striking picture will be greatly enhanced if 
it should be mounted on a white board sufficiently 
large to leave a considerable margin round the pict¬ 
ure, and then simply, but attractively, framed. This 
supplement, if treated as suggested, will be an at¬ 
tractive addition to the decoration of a music-room. 
The Etude for the past few months has been par¬ 
ticularly valuable to its readers. Special articles from 
musicians of high distinction and attractive music 
have combined to make numbers that have had great 
interest for our readers. We want this interest to 
keep on even during the summer season. This is a 
good time for those who have an interest in helping 
their pupils or musical friends to call their attention 
to the value and attractiveness of The Etude for all 
who want information, teaching- and study- helps, 
and useful, pleasing music. Remember that in a year 
we give away with The Etude nearly 300 pages of 
music, sheet-music size. Our premiums are very de¬ 
sirable, and our other inducements to solicit sub¬ 
scribers will he found very liberal. This is the time 
to write for Premium Lists and to get to work to 
organize subscription clubs. We also call attention 
to the special summer offer. 
During the months of July and August we close 
every day at 5 o’clock p.m., and on Saturdays at 1 
o clock p.M. Please take this into consideration in 
sending your orders. If it is possible to have them 
reach us before what is usually the last mail, they 
w.Il be attended to the same day as received, as 
usual. 
During the summer our regular New Music pack¬ 
ages which are sent out during the winter months, 
from November to June, will be discontinued, but we 
do not stop publishing. We will issue a few fine 
novelties, which we should like to send to those who 
would care to examine them, either for use during 
the summer or for future use. Can we send them 
so/s a 7 7 be in°hlded With y°ur n«t sea- 
toll 77 Ze Can send y°u Piano or 
cal, or both. The discount on this New Music is 
We expect, not later than the current month a 
return of all music that has been sent out On 
during the past year, and that has either not u! 
used or is not desired for future use. JU8t 
as these returns are received, a MemorandL‘°! 
Credit of their value will be sent to you, together 
with a statement showing the amount that’is due m 
Our terms are quite liberal, waiting until this time 
for the complete settlement, but we must ask that we 
receive both the complete regular account and a set' 
tlement for what has been kept from the On Sale no* 
In making your returns use the printed label which 
we send with your June 1st statement, not forgetting 
to place your own name and address at the bottom 
of it, so that we can identify the package. 
If your package of On Sale music has been pm- 
ticularly satisfactory during the past season, and you 
do not desire to make your returns at the present 
time, we are willing that you should keep it, how¬ 
ever, on the condition that the complete regular ac 
count, and in addition, a payment on account ol 
the On Sale that will at least cover what has been 
used, be paid to us at this time. 
On the third page of the cover will be found a fall- 
page advertisement of our Reed-Organ Publication!. 
We should be pleased to send, On Sale, all of these 
works to those who desire to look at them. Landone 
“Reed-Organ Method,” and “School of Reed-Organ 
Playing” by the same author, are the most used 
organ publications. The list of music is standard, 
and prepared especially for teachers’ use. Our price 
on all are low. You will be pleased with everything 
mentioned on this page. 
Beginning with the next, the August, issue of 
The Etude, and for two months following, August, 
September, and October, it would pay music-schools, 
music-publishers, and all who have anything to sell 
of interest to musical people to advertise in Thi 
Etude. These three months open the new season, 
and are the most valuable in the year for this pur¬ 
pose. Our circulation is constantly increasing, and 
our price is low in comparison with the circulaties- 
We might say that we reach almost every music 
school and teacher in the United States. It fe 00 
possible to reach as many musical people by •>) 
other one medium in the world. 
There is a matter of considerable importance 
■e have desired to present to our patrons. 1 ^ 
erhaps, the most public announcement t*,at.We * 
cake. We receive, from the express companies, 
ial rates, which are 2 cents less on any sir Pa' 
han when sent by mail. Sending by express ia 
dvantage: we receive a receipt for the P&c 8 ’ ^ 
: it is lost, the express company is re3Ponsl 
hcrefore send by express wherever l ls ^ w 
>ur patrons oftentimes expect smaller Plic ^ ^ 
ome by mail; we send by express. ® dof# 
hat our patrons wait and wait, and the pa ^ 
ot come, but lies in the express 1B ^ 
own, while we receive a complaint. ® ff0t]d 
: the express company did their du y I j{, 
eceive a postal card to the effect 8 .i^jed hf 
nndle there for you, but this is often 
hem. Please remember this wlieB y°U..e portico 
or a package to come by mail. T e a ^ 
uiy refers, of course, to those towns 
o free express delivery. 
We want to draw our subscribers’ P^^our 
ion to the Special Offer in the las Pa ^plejH 
•remium List, a copy of which we sho ^ .g aB »$4i- 
;o send to anyone free for the as 'inS^ futlSfi^ 
ional offer to our subscribers to secu t0 8n 
ions to this journal, an offer add* ® 0„nt, V*9*, 
iremiums. By paying a very ftnd »rti<** 
►btain great value in music and ’ , 
ill kind, making really an offer to jggultf 
uid in addition to this, you receive y ^ 
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“Choir and Chorus Conducting,” by F. W. 
Wodell a book of which we have spoken in a former 
dvance announcement as “The Choir Conductor’s 
Companion,” is a work for which there has been 
at need in the past. This has been proven to us 
w the number of times such a work has been asked 
Jr by our correspondents. It is a product of the 
practical experience and ripe judgment of a musician 
who has devoted many years to this line of work. 
This publication should appeal alike to both the in¬ 
experienced amateur and the tried professional, con¬ 
taining, as it does, so much valuable material and 
practical advice not heretofore given in any similar 
work. There is no pretence of fine writing, and no 
useless verbiage, the material being arranged and clas¬ 
sified in an intensely practical manner, and the vari¬ 
ous facts, suggestions, and advice being presented in 
a lucid and entertaining style. This work is intended 
to cover the entire ground of choir and choral work, 
from the church quartet to the oratorio chorus, in¬ 
cluding the selection, training, and blending of the 
voice, and the organization, discipline, and manner 
of handling choirs and other choral bodies. 
Our special price before publication will be 75 cents 
cash, post-paid. The work will be gotten up in the 
most attractive style and will contain about 250 
pages, with many musical illustrations and diagrams. 
There is no work published covering this field, and, 
as it appeals to every choir-leader and singer, its 
usefulness is readily apparent. 
We have had manufactured especially for our use 
t new music satchel, which will carry the music full 
size, without any crease or fold whatever. A satchel 
of this kind is particularly convenient for music- 
books. The advantage of this new satchel is its 
cheapness. Instead of being made of leather it is 
made of canvas, and this is the only difference from 
the satchel now on the market. The leather satchel 
full sheet-music size Bells to the profession for $2.25. 
Hub new canvas satchel we can furnish for $1.40. 
In ordering, please mention Canvas Satchel, as 
otherwise the one in leather will be sent. 
The small volume of the “Life of Schubert,” by 
i-ouis G. Heinzc, we will still retain on the Special- 
Olhr List during July. The work is expected out 
early this month. It will contain a good portrait of 
Schubert, with a very comprehensive sketch of his 
hie and works. Our Special-Offer Price for this work 
is only 10 cents each, or $1.00 per dozen. 
During the summer months the usual trial offer 
or The Etude is made to all old and new subscrib¬ 
er*. at 25 cents for any three months during the 
•umnier, from June to September inclusive. The ob¬ 
ject of this is to introduce The Etude to persons 
* ° wou*d 1’ke to have an opportunity to examine 
cw issues before entering their names for the year. 
tlTt ',erB.a'90 use ^18 offer with their pupils, in order 
.. "rin8 the summer months their interest is kept 
- the plan is well known, and has been found 
ft • advanta?eous to all those who have tried it. 
lio7* ^ ama*eur good music to play during vaca- 
and tlle many stimulating articles will be 
of benefit to all *ho read them. 
7E ^ave a number of boxes to contain music, 
v 7 are madR very durable, and will take in con- 
thr»7 'a tlle fu" size 8*leet music. They are between 
verv 7 ^°Ur *nches high. These boxes are made of 
They r°n? Pastchoard, with the opening in the front, 
their are iU3t the thing for music-teachers to keep 
The Wk °f mU8ic in’ 
ke^pin a,t®rinS of our shelves to a different way of 
h?r that * mUS*C throws on our hands quite a num- 
°rifrinal WC f!ln d'sPose °f to the profession. The 
tw last'081 7 *dlose folio8 was 35 cents, and while 
but disPose °f a" we have for 15 cents 
U ]e’83 ,, "ll1 not pay transportation charges. This 
^ifvinmn °nf'hftlf what they cost to make. In 
nothing better'8'0 *°T & music-studio, there can be 
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During the summer months teachers should be 
active in preparing for the new season’s work. This 
is done in a great many ways. The reading up of 
advertisements is one of the ways of preparing for 
next season’s work and selecting of magic. It should 
be the aim of every teacher to keep a list of every 
good teaching piece that has been used during the 
past year. For tiys purpose a blank book should be 
used in which the music is classified into grades. The 
most convenient number of grades is ten, as this is 
the system used in all public-school work. Of course, 
the song and organ music and four-hand music is 
kept under a separate class. A book of this kind is 
a great convenience to every practical teacher, be¬ 
cause he has only to turn to it in selecting music 
for pupils during the year. Do not delay in sending 
your order in for next season. This can be done just 
as well during the summer months, and if necessary 
the music purchased during July and August can be 
charged as September. There is also the advantage 
of having the order more carefully filled tlian during 
the rush of the opening of the season. This is espe¬ 
cially true where a selection is made to he sent On 
Sale. 
We are actively engaged at the present time in the 
fall work of laying in stock, rearranging stock, and 
enlarging our capacity in every way. There is every 
indication for a prosperous coming season. The pres¬ 
ent good times are sure to be continued during the 
next year. 
We shall be pleased to correspond with any of our 
teachers in regard to next season’s music. 
Those who are using Clarke’s “Harmony” either 
for class-work or self-instruction will be glad to know 
that a “Key” has been prepared and placed in the 
hands of the printer. This “Key” is unique in one 
feature, namely: Exercises are harmonized as in 
other books, but very full explanatory notes have 
been added to many of the exercises, showing why 
certain chords or distribution of the parts have licen 
made, thus adding much to the practical value of the 
work. It is essential that pupils should not only be 
told that certain ways are 1<est, but why they are 
the best, and Dr. Clarke has met this need in his 
“Key.” Since all of the examples can !>e harmonized 
in various ways, the teacher need not fear that a 
pupil can secure a “Key” and use it exclusively. Any¬ 
one who is studying the work alone will find the 
work invaluable as a help toward correct and tasteful 
harmonization. The work will 1* ready for delivery 
in a short time, and in the meantime we will, as usual, 
make a special offer before publication of 30 cents, 
post-paid." Cash must accompany order. If the book 
is charged to those having open accounts on our 
books, the postage will be extra. 
E LEEFSON-HILLE CONSERVATORY OF MIL 
sic had a most successful season this year, ine 
•ing pupils’ concert brought out a large a^encc. 
advantage in this conservatory lies n the fact 
t the distant teachers arc graduatas of. 
•stnut Street, Philadelphia, I a. 
<? \TE—SUBJECT TO BEING UNSOLD -A 
348, Springfield, Ohio. 
^THEORY OF INTE^MTATWN” WAS 
liustrated by the author a1^.^ - 
June Wth- Jfc Crrnd showed when: 
EXPERIENCED MUSICAL DIRECTOR FOR COL- 
legc or conservatory desires location in South or 
Southwest. Excels in vocal and physical culture. 
Best of testimonials. Address: “Scotchman,” this 
Office. 
AN OPPORTUNITY FOR \ LIMITED NUMBER 
of young ladies, who wish to study music seri¬ 
ously, to be taken into a home. Piano, voice, har¬ 
mony. Preparing teachers a specialty. References 
given and required. Correspondence solicited. Ad¬ 
dress: C., 119 Wayne Avenue, Wavne, Delaware 
County, Pa. 
E. T. PAULL MUSIC COMPANY’S PUBLICATIONS. 
We wish to call the special attention of our read¬ 
ers to the advertisement in thiH issue of The Etude, 
of the E. T. Pauli Music Company’s publications. 
Their offer to send any six of tbe piece* that may be 
selected from the various lists for $1.00 is something 
that should lie taken advantage of; it is only offered 
to readers of The Etude who mention seeing the 
“Ad.” in this paper. Send for their catalogue, which 
contains thirty pages of music, which they forward 
free, to anyone mentioning the advertisement in The 
Etude. 
WHAT IS SAID A50UT 
THE ETUDE. 
Let me acknowledge my appreciation of The 
Etude. Every month since 1 first subscribed, several 
years ago, I have received each number with increas¬ 
ing enthusiasm. I especially commend you on its 
steady improvement.—Oscar Nadeau. 
“FIRST STEPS IN PI ANOFORTE STUDY.” 
I am glad to become acquainted with the new 
hook, “First Steps in Pianoforte Study.” It is well 
adapted to use with many pupils, especially such ns 
require difficulties administered in homoeopathic doses, 
lest they become discouraged - -.Iff** /,. /*. Annin. 
“PAIU/OR AND SCHOOL MARCHES.” 
1 am pleased with “School Marchea,” and my 
pupils who ordered copies are glad they did so. The 
marches arc bright, and just what they wanted for 
the kindergarten.—Minnie f/avl. 
“CHILDREN’S FRIEND.” 
1 have received “The Children's Friend," and 
“Teacher and Pupil,” and consider them very fine for 
instruction. 1 can even say tliat I have never come 
across anything of their kind quite so good.—Mrs. 
M. Baker' 
“LOESCHHORNS SELECTED STUDIES.” 
’The second volume of “Selected Loeschhorn 
Etudes” was duly received. Together the two volumes 
make a fine addition to the etude list of any up-to- 
date teacher. - C. P. Thomsen. 
I have received the "Loescbhoni Studies,” and 
find them to be just what I need. I am pleased with 
the way they are edited and arranged.—Frank B. 
Williams. 
“LOESCHHORN’S TECHNICAL STUDIES.” 
I have received “Technical Studies for the Piano 
forte,” by Loeschhorn. It is pleasingly and carefully 
prepared, and indispensable to the piano teacher, 
either by itself or a* supplementary to other work. 
—AdHe AmsA. 
I have received “Technical Studies for the Piano 
forte,” by A. Loeschhorn, and am very much pleased 
with it. The exercises are indispensable to every stu¬ 
dent of the piano, and their natural grading, practical 
arrangement, and clear print will la- appreciated by 
every teacher who will examine the little work.— 
Sebastian Back. 
“LOW’8 PRACTICAL SCHOOL OF FOUR HAND 
PLAYING.” 
I have received the work, “Practical School of 
Four-Hand Playing,” by I/Jlw. and would say that no 
teacher ought to be without it. It is well graded, 
from the simplest exercises in whole and half notes 
to more difficult lesftens in second book; at the same 
time very pleasing and short, enough to use at each 
lesson-hour for sight-rending.—Sister if. Petra. 
“FIRST STUDIES IN MUSIC BIOGRAPHY.” 
The “First Studies in Music Biography,” hy 
Thomas Tapper, is a splendid work. Mr. Tapper ha* 
the faculty of putting much into a small compass, and 
of putting it in n form attractive and easily remem¬ 
bered. I would be glad if you would send me hi* 
hooks as they are published; have never seen one of 
them that I did not consider of value to teacher and 
pupil alike.—Grooe A. Roger*. 
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HOME NOTES. 
jins. Caroline Washburn Rockwood will have 
a studio at Asheville, N. C., until October. Mrs. 
Rockwood's talks on "Songs and Their Composers” 
were very successful during the past season. 
The Commencement Concert of the School of Mu¬ 
sic, Doane College, was given June 11th. Miss Janie 
Marguerite Pulver was graduated. 
Mr. Claude Nettleton’s annual concert at Tabor, 
Iowa, June 3d, was well attended. 
The Landon Conservatory, Dallas, Tex., has had 
such success that an additional building is being 
erected. Four hundred and twenty dollars in scholar¬ 
ships are offered by the director, in the piano, violin, 
and vocal departments. 
A new musical organization has been formed at 
Fort Wayne, Ind., for the study of chamber-music. It 
is called the ‘‘Franz Schubert String Quartet.” Mr. 
Herbert G. Patton is one of the leading spirits in the 
club. 
Mr. Edgar S. Fischer, head of the violin depart¬ 
ment of Whitman College Conservatory of Music, 
Oregan, gave a recital May 17th. His program was 
made up from works by Brahms, Bach, Dvorak, and 
Lalo. 
Mr. George L. McMiu.an gave his annual concert 
at Hillsboro, Tex., May 20th. He waft assisted by a 
chorus of one hundred children. 
Mr. Gustav L.' Becker, New York City, closed 
the sixth season of his lecture-musicales. May 25th. 
Fourteen of Mr. Becker's pupils are also teachers, and 
they presented pupils at this recital. 
Mr. Chari.es V. Barker and pupils, of Lowell, 
Mass., gave a very successful recital May lGth. The 
"Poet and Peasant” overture and the “March” from 
"Tannhiiuscr” were played on six pianos, two players 
at each. 
Mr. Frank L. Eyer’b pupils’ recitals were given 
at Greenville, O., May 24th and 25th. 
Tue closing recitals of the School of Music of West¬ 
ern College, Iowa, George Pratt Maxim, director, were 
given May 20th, 25th, 27th; June 1st, 3d, 8th, and 
10th. 
Miss Evelyn Heine and her pupils gave a recital 
at Pensacola, Fla., June 13th. 
Mil James M. Tracy lias been giving a series of 
recitals of classical music in Denver, Col. 
The programs for the last term at Wellesley Col¬ 
lege, under the direction of Professor Maedougall, 
have been unusually good. 
Miss Ella C. Bigelow gave her annual pupils’ 
recital in the Opera House at Akron, 0., May 24th. 
Mrs. Nellie Evans Packard, of Brockton, Mass., 
gave the closing pupils’ recitals of the season, May 
24th, 25th, and 27th. 
Howena Shikfbauer, the child pianist of Kansas 
City, who was complimented by Paderewski, will con¬ 
tinue her studies under Alberto Jonas. Kansas City 
musical people are interesting themselves to provide 
for the young girl’s education. 
The Commencement and Annual Concert of the 
Conservatory of Music, Scio College, O., was held 
June 18th. The Oratorio Society assisted. The choral 
work was “The Last Hymn,” by George A. Kies. 
Mr. Harry Eugene Dibble, of Louisville, Ky., 
gave a ffne program of classic works at his recital, 
June 3d. A Concerto in C-minor, by Pieme, was a 
novelty. 
The commencement recitals of the Virginia Home 
School, Keysville, Miss Minnie Gilmore, director, were 
given June 10th, 11th, and 12th. 
The second concert of the Newton, Mass., Choral 
Association, Mr. Everett E. Truette, conductor, was 
given May 14th. Dudley Buck's Cantata, “Don 
Munio,” was rendered. 
Miss Maud Helm gave an interesting program in 
the auditorium of St. Mary’s of the Woods School, 
conducted by the Sisters of Providence, May 28th. 
The closing concert of the School of Music, Vir¬ 
ginia Female Institute, F. R. Webb, director, took 
place June 11th. 
The graduating exercises of the musical depart¬ 
ment of Trinity University, Telas, were held Mav 
13th. 3 
Mr. S. Becker von Grabiul has completed his 
second tour of the South this season. In June he 
played at Syracuse and Buffalo. 
Mr. C. W. Foster has organized a promising orches¬ 
tra among his pupils in Champaign, Ill. At the last 
concert an attractive program was rendered. 
Mr. Sumner Salter, organist of Cornell Uni¬ 
versity, has been giving a series of weekly recitals 
during the past months, in 8agc Chapel. The pro¬ 
grams are unusually valuable to organists. 
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A TONIC 
Horsford’s Acid Phosphate 
Half a teaspoonful in half a glass of water, 
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RITA Redmond wires from Casino, Toledo, Ohio:— 
*‘ Butterfly Song big hit. Orchestration great. Audience 
wild with applause.” 
Everybody will soon be whistling and singing the 
Butterfly Waltz Song. You need it and must have it. 
Order it at once. 
SPECIAL PRICE. 20 CENTS 
Ube Mabasb 3Lin e 
Is the natural Koute 
38ctween Uflestern gateways 
anD 
principal Eastern Cities 
_the great hit h. _ 
II Of the New Century || 
“LET US GO FOR PLEASURE’ 
FOR PIANO 
By S. MAZURETTE. Op. 300. 
This brilliant caprice i 
published and makes a gr( 
chorus which can be used 
finest exhibition pieces e 
.... -oerever played. It has a 
connection with the piano s ' oliv.d urfVA t« e.c"°" it t e ia  solo. It piayed with triangle, tambourine and bells if desired. Send 
HI be delighted. Regular price, 75 cents. for a copy and you will be delighted. egular rice''  
reXPrsofS,hTsPjour^,WiaHeH™?ilcd‘upon receiP' •* 25 cents, oamyic copy win oe mailec readers f t i  J rnal. Address 
THE TRELOAR. MUSIC CO 
MEXICO. MO. 
POPULAR CLASS BOOKS. 
. ..; the umpire 1 
• wnwiul,,.. --—■MewiaiirnlteanW.iJ BY J. R. DUNHAM \ 
the supitEHiEz£3: 
VIOLIN VALUE 
rht by our original 
rkostllnooJfltTid™8™^!^ I Axaaica. Good ones from IS up. 
v.ofr„Tath^'^i/c,;rr‘ted 
The Rudolph Worlitzer Co. 
227 t. 4th St.. CINCINNATI, a 
SONGS OF ALL THE COLLEGES 
ALL THE NEW SONGS, ALL THE 01 n S0NGS 
THE SONGS POPULAR AT ALL THETouiGK 
of tVoe, Nelly U>as aL%fy, 
are five songs entitled Alma Mater. These few 
“tim,gs'UCS ^ 
I 'U .™US1«!1 pages are of just that size and that btamital 
legibility which del iglit the eye. The paper was md, 
specially and the cloth binding is a brightly novel and or 
gaging effect in illuminated stamping in colors, with gold. 
-PRICE, $I.5C 
All Bookstores, Music Stores, or on approval from the publiibm 
HINDS & NOBLE, 4-14 Cooper Institute, N. Y. CITY 
OUR TRADE MARK 
HONEST DEALIN6 
> Not haring to contend any longer with the additional eiton 
incurred by traveling agents, we are prepared to sell ourgood«list, 
at greatly reduced prices, thus enabling prospective purdium0 
obtain the greatest value at a decided aud considerable siring 
We carry more specialties than any other music house. 
A distinctive feature of onr extensive business is our luO 
Order Department, the prompt and careful services of which hum 
you to obtain either the most insignificant or mosl elshorateamail 
instrument in as reliable a manner as though se' " - 
It will pay you to write for our price lists a 
list of second-hand and shopworn instruments. 
ACCOR.DEONS, 
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GUI .. 
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Parlor ^School Marches 
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A COLLECTION OF MARCHES AND TWO-STE1* f°R 
ALL OCCASIONS 
Price, 75 Cents 
A popular collection that will, in some 
everyone. The marches are some of the®* 
the day-stirring and attractive-suitable W 
purposes as well as for school and parlor use' 
vThe binding is substantial and artistic, 
low. An excellent collection for many uses. 
THEODOREP^SrHU.t‘ 
Chestnut Street, - - - P^L 
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R. A—In playing a finger-exercise or scale the fifth 
finger should be raised, using the first joint only; so 
that the tip of the finger is immediately above the 
eenter of the key, the second and third joints pre¬ 
serving the proper curve of the finger as it falls upon 
the key. The fifth finger should not be raised higher 
than the others nor allowed to straighten. Practic¬ 
ing the raising and dropping of all the fingers upon a 
table will be found beneficial and corrective of bad 
habits of position and action. 
J. C. W.—If you will read carefully and follow out 
the directions given in “Touch and Technic” you will 
discover that the criticism, which claims that so much 
relaxation leads to weakness, is not well founded. 
The idea is that muscular contraction should take 
place only in the actual instant of attacking the key, 
the relaxed conditions immediately preceding and fol¬ 
lowing this action. Of course, this principle, like 
everything else, may he overdone. 
H. E. E.—1. Double thirds are thirds played simul¬ 
taneously in either hand. You will find the scales 
written in this manner (also in fourths and sixths) 
and correctly fingered in Loeschhom’s “Technics” and 
similar volumes. 
2. In indicating the “glissando,” or "slide,” of the 
second finger, it is necessary to write the figure 2 
but once over the first note of the passage, writing 
above the passage the abbreviation “gliss.” In the 
descending passage the first finger (1) may be indi¬ 
cated in a similar manner. 
3. Transposing is writing or playing in any key a 
composition written in some other key; for instance, 
a piece written in the key of F if transposed one tone 
higher, would be written or played in the key of G, 
each note of the melody and accompaniment being 
played one whole tone higher than in the original. 
if- F. K.—The terms “International” and “Stand¬ 
ard,” as applied to tuning, refer to the standard of 
pitch. The “International,” which is generally con¬ 
sidered as the “Standard,” is based on 435 vibrations 
to A, second space, treble clef, and is the one most 
generally used. It is also called, sometimes, “French” 
pitch. The formerly used “Concert” pitch was much 
higher, but is practically abandoned, save in a few 
makes of the cheaper grade of pianos, and in most 
band instruments. 
„**'„*• ^or a description of Gottschalk’s “Last 
lope sec tlie edition published by Theodore Presser. 
authoritajf*^ ^ a PUP** °f the composer, and is 
la,2-,^ 8*10lt st-ra'gfrt line over a note signifies non- 
gato or pressure touch. The note should have 
va!ue. It is the weakest form of an 
accented note. 
WH1 find “First Steps in Piano- 
udr the best work in elementary instruction, 
thoroughly cijual to present-day demands. 
. W"1 find the various arpeggios given in all 
b a nooks of instruction and of technic, or you can 
frnnwi® 8c,I!ll,rate C0Py °f them in sheet music form 
I* tai k, • ’ ,8*lcr. ^HE Etude. They should first 
then Sll'|ply within the compass of an octave, and 
until ?itri.a y estended. It is not necessary to wait 
trncffm ■ sea'cs are learned before taking up the 
,ln ifc is b®tter not to do so. The 
main?*?,!! should, of course, be studied in all keys, 
vaHm, i m*nor* the common chords first, then the 
3*T Ch°,rd3 of the seventh, 
point n»I*iT,cg t,le Sreat barrC on the guitar the 
the h-nwi i ■ fini'er should be toward the performer, 
4. ; '"’ ,Jeing slightly turned toward the guitar. 
lion, in 4 n°J' eustomary to repeat the various sec- 
D. C °8ed between repeat-marks upon making a 
a ho^wkrding to a.majority of the best authorities, 
mutation °iSC Vi11* is passing through the period of 
M J?n should not sing under any drcumstances. 
Pleasant are right in thinking music un- 
ing but frr/1 01f-cachcr and pupil when it is noth¬ 
in* been 'U-ia™ drudgery. Many a promising pupil 
and meni • , an<f 'ost to music by just such dry 
10 •« on a”Ical.treatment as you describe. You seem 
your best t ,n^t track at present and should do 
[or the iirea , p the interest of your pupil, using 
lag; at least what is melodious and pleas- 
‘Sonatina ’\n,T lnstance, as may be foimd in the 
Ptthetie t„„ ?um’” The cause of the hard, unsym- 
fioas—ton , ,n'ay He in improper physical condi- 
"iiic-h Hgidity, little or no relaxation. Too 
Articular U°n cannot he paid to this important 
J-JAVE you sent for the interesting and valuable 
material which the publishers of 
“The Century Library of Music,” 
Edited by PADEREWSKI, 
send, free of charge, to Music Teachers and Scholars? 
work. Emil Paur says, “Paderewski’s 
fingering and phrasing is masterful. . . . 
The work will soon be found in the home 
of every good pianist and music lover.” 
Write at once for the interesting mate- . 
rial regarding it to the publishers. 
The Century Co., 
Union Square, 
New York. 
This great work consists of articles by 
great composers on other composers, of 
valuable music lessons contributed by the 
greatest European teachers, and of music 
—the best romantic music of the modern 
concert-room—selected by Mr. Paderew¬ 
ski, and with elaborate finger and pedal 
marks inserted to indicate his own inter¬ 
pretation and rendition of the text. 
The famous teachers throughout the 
country are enthusiastic in praise of this 
* SWEET-WHITNEY 
MUSIC METHOD 
^HIS system is the result t 
of years of study and t 
teaching beginners of ^ 
| all ages. 
It is the means by which a 
solid foundation may be built £ 
| for a thorough musical educa¬ 
tion. 
Every idea presented to the pupil is a practical one, and of lasting benefit. 
By the use of songs, games, and attractive materials, the fundamental principles l 
\ of music are taught in a simple and fascinating manner, thus avoiding most of the £ 
old-time trials for both pupil and teacher. 
' Special attention is paid to fitting young teachers for the work. 
A booklet describing the method will be mailed to your address, free, upon J 
application. 
address SWEET-WHITNEY 
Almost a Kindergarten Method., 
First Steps in Pianoforte Study. 
A Concise, practical and 
melodious Introduction 
to the study of 
PIANO PLAYING. 
Compiled by 
Theodore Presser. 
Price, $1-00 
% 
Some Points of Interest: 
New material. 
Popular and yet of a high grade. 
Not leaa than alz apecialiat* have given their experience to thla work during 
the past three year*. 
Graded »o carefully and beginning so aim pie aa to be almoat a kindergarten 
method. 
It will take a child through the firat nine montha of Inatruction In a moat 
pleasing and profitable manner. 
To teach from one book la monotonoua; It haa become the practice among the 
teachers to change I nat ruction hooka—it givea breadth to one’a knowledge, 
^nd certainly Hghlcnathe drudgery. So givetid. new book a triaL 
Let us send It to you “ ON SALE.” Subject to Return. 
THE0. PRESSER, Publisher, at 
No. 1709 CHESTNUT STREET, 
PHILADELPHIA. PA. 
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Conducted by PRESTON WARE OREM. 
In the very entertaining communication which fol¬ 
lows the writer takes up the vital and interesting 
subject of the relationship of touch and tone, and the 
further relationship existing between personal tem¬ 
perament and artistic tone-production. The last word 
on these subjects has not been said, by any means. 
There is involved, also, another important question, 
that of the practical application of the principles of 
‘•Touch and Technic" to phrasing and interpretation. 
The study and thorough practice of the various, 
touches—finger, hand, arm, and combination—is un¬ 
doubtedly of the highest necessity; but, when ac¬ 
quired, they are all useless without the most pains¬ 
taking instruction as to their comet application to 
the various devices of phrasing and rendition, and 
tl|eir connection with the various interpretative mark- 
d either by composer or editor. 
TONE. 
What is touch! Is there such a thing as artistic 
tone-production! Is there any difference between ex¬ 
pression and a delicately-balanced technic! Can 
Paderewski make a tone on the piano that is not 
possible to the untaught child! 
"Yes,” you unhesitatingly answer,” he most as¬ 
suredly does.” But does he! 
I admit that an artist can and does make a suc¬ 
cession of tones, as in scale- and passage- playing, 
that is possible only after years of the most arduous 
and careful practice. Every truly great player has 
gone through years of such drudgery. His life-work 
has been not to gain expression, but the power to 
express himself. It is the man you hear, not ex¬ 
pression. 
The attempt of most players to give expression re¬ 
sults rather clumsily, for one or both of two reasons: 
They have not the artistic temperament or they lack 
that co-ordination between mind and muscle which 
comes through painstaking effort and "after many 
days.” 
There is, I think, entirely too much stress laid 
upon the utterly impossible feat of making a tone 
after the key is down. But then it looks artistic, and 
a large part of the audience usually believes that the 
tone-effects could be obtained in no other way. One 
can take a lathing hatchet and by letting it gently 
strike a key get the same tone. However, as a 
hatchet is much more difficult to control, I greatly 
prefer my own hands; and in control lies the whole 
eas have arisen from this gret 
der to control the force used i 
a gentle up or down wrist mov 
c tone is made than by a bio 
or hand, however gentle may l 
he blow. Lacy T. Hooker. 
V8. THE MII-D METHOD. 
very famous teachers, notabl 
'» must have believed firmly i 
tsm, and of harsh measures i 
e held in fear, and often in hie 
For their habits in this respec 
overrun with patronag 
|uestion, pupils countin 
_‘in admittance to the 
is, conld they have been equall 
have turned out as thoroughl 
nd players, if they had adopte 
I and placid style! Hensclt i 
XThc Scale 
cf a pianoforte is the ground 
plan on which the instrument 
is built, and by which each string 
is given its proper length and 
tension. It governs tone quality 
and evenness between the different 
registers—that which singers 
sometimes devote a lifetime to 
acquiring. An even scale is of 
greatest importance in an artistic 
pianoforte. That it is present in 
PIANOS 
can best be demonstrated by 
trial at our warerooms, 
NEW YORK, 
NEW WORKS 
The John Church Compaq 
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^ted with being at all times rampant, on the war- 
nath with students. 
* * 1 player wlio had studied with an eminent 
and it is true that many, 
have dropped out of his c 
While the tem 
ered, it is yet t 
d to by a pro! 
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Artists’ Repertoire. 
Price, Each Vol„ 50c. By Mail, 
77TE have recently issued under the 
above heading the following _ 
series of excellent piano pieces, contain- Chaminade Pianoforte Album, 
ing octaves only in broken form if at 
all. They are of various grades of Price, soc. By Mail, i 
Jiff* Ta-t „ r ft r * i --—— 
aiiiicuity, ana arc careiuiiy revisea, 
edited, and fingered: 
f. G. Op. 25. No. 5. The B 
0. Be loyal to the i 
student. If you canrn 
C. Op. io:,No.2. 
Night’s Song, 
ve just publish 
Easy To Play. 
25 Album of Irish Diamonds. 
: aEafssr*^--^ 
>r the piano by t 
8. Have a high i 
jum a page of music soon enough, the turning of two Also by Pearle M. Ball 
of good quality a 
Choice Songs for High Voice. 
BV Mail. 60c. 
vast majority of 
'“tol £nth0fC'heerinS Bight of the notes on the staff 
Sw uTjtl 
"‘“pi-ness tor legerdemain. suen a 
«|"edy this, I have, like the villain in the play, reference. 
'h nZh 8Ch*me8>” have glued long ^hs of paper g d fo 
h page numbered in legible figures, proving help- 
Do You Realize Choice Songs for Low Voice. 
SEHiSHS . 
Review, giving a description of their character, ,dea, Duets. 
THF MUSIC REVIEW ^ 
Hlichpd monthly excepting July and August, ———— - 
: price of 50 cents a year. Portfolio of Sacred Song. 
Consider how valuable to the teacher of noetic ^-Jge^J-ttSaSSSSHU 
i— will become as a book of ^ 
Price, 50c. --By Mail, 60c.  
t it does not 
^ betted method learned by actual ex- 
’1 am open to suggestion.—Florence U. King. 
CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO., 
PUBLISHERS. 
220 Wabash Ave.. Chicago. 
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MUSICAL CALENDAR. 
COMPILED BY WALDEMAH MALMENE. 
July 1. Wilhelm Fricdeinann Bach, eldest son of 
J. S. Bach, died at Berlin, 1784. 
July 2. Christoph Willibald von Gluck, dramatic 
opera composer, bom at Weidenwang, 1714. 
July 3. Jean-Jacques Rousseau, philosopher, au¬ 
thor, and composer, d. at Ennenonville, near Paris, 
1778. 
July 4. Karl August Haupt, organ-virtuoso, d. at 
Berlin, 1891. 
July 5. William Crotch, composer of sacred music, 
b. at Norwich, England, 1775. 
July 0. Friederich Wilhelm Rust, eminent violinist 
and composer, b. at Wijrlitz, 1739. Otto Neitzel, 
pianist and opera composer, b. at Falkenberg, 1852. 
July 7. Giovanni Bottesini, renowned double-bass 
virtuoso, and composer, d. at Parma, 1889. 
July 8. Marco Antonio Buononeini, dramatic com¬ 
poser and rival of G. F. Handel, d. at Modena, 1726. 
Friedrich Chrysander, musical historian and critic, b. 
at Lllbtheen, 1820. 
July 9. Constantin Ivanoviteh von Sternberg, emi¬ 
nent pianist and composer, b. at St. Petersburg, 1852. 
July 10. Sigismund Neukonun, composer, b. at 
Salzburg, 1778. Ilenri Wieniawski, distinguished vio¬ 
linist, b. at Lublin, Poland, 1835. 
July 11. Joseph Aloys Tiehatschek, famous dra¬ 
matic tenor, b. at Ober-Weckelsdorf, Bohemia, 1807. 
July 12. Karl Heinrich Barth, distinguished pianist 
and teacher, b. at Pilau, 1847. 
July 13. John Toplady Carrodus, eminent violinist, 
d. at Hampton, England, 1895. 
July 14. Jakob Stainer, renowned violin-maker, b. 
at Absam, Tyrol, 1621. 
July 15. Carl Czerny, eminent pianist and peda¬ 
gogue, d. at Vienna, 1857. Alexander Wheelock 
Thayer, writer and critic, d. at Trieste, 1897. 
July 16. John Field, pianist and composer of strik¬ 
ing originality, b. at Dublin, 1782. 
July 17. August Johan SOderraann, distinguished 
Swedish composer, b. at Stockholm, 1832. Franz Hitz, 
composer and pianist, b. at Aarau, Switzerland, 1828. 
July 18. Pauline Viardot-Garcia, famous dramatic 
singer, b. at Paris, 1821. Hugo Riemann, distin¬ 
guished author, critic, and teacher, b. at Grossmehlra, 
1849. 
July 19. Vincenz Lachncr, composer, b. at Rain, 
1811. Wilhelm Kalliwoda, composer, b. at Donaue- 
schlingen, 1827. Ferdinand David, eminent violinist 
and pedagogue, d. at Klosters, 1873. 
July 20. Johann Friederich Kittl, composer, d. at 
T;—", 1868. 
July 21. Louis Theodore Gouvy, pianist and com¬ 
poser, b. at GofTontaine, 1819. Robert Planquette, 
composer, b. at Paris, 1840. 
July 22. Heinrich I’roch, composer, b. at Lcipsa, 
1809, Luigi Arditi, distinguished opera conductor, b. 
at Crescentino, 1822. Julius Stockhausen, vocal 
teacher, b. at Paris, 1826. 
July 23. Antonio Maria Gasparo Sacchini, dra¬ 
matic composer, b. at Pozzuoli, 1734. 
July 24. Benedetto Marcello, famous composer and 
poet, d. at Brescia, 1739. Adolphe Charles Adam, 
celebrated opera composer, b. at Paris, 1803. 
July 25. Aloys Schmitt, pianist and eminent 
teacher, d. at Frankfort-on-Main, 1866. 
July 26. Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, son of the 
great composer, b. at Vienna, 1791. Michele Enrico 
Carafa, opera composer, d. at Paris, 1872. 
July 27. George Onslow, pianist and composer, b. 
at Chermont-Ferrand, 1784. Vladimir tie Pachmann 
brilliant pianist, b. at Odessa, 1848. 
July 28. Johann Sebastian Bach, the most gifted of 
musicians, d. at Leipzig, 1750. Carl Zerralin, distin¬ 
guished conductor, b. at Malehow, 1826. 
July 29. Robert Schumann, critic and leader in 
German romanticism, d. at Endenich, 1856. Sophie 
Menter, distinguished pianist, b. at Munich, 1848. 
Oscar Raif, pianist and teacher, d. at Berlin, 1899 
July 30. Eduard Eggeling, pianist and composer 
b. at Brunswick, 1813. 
July 31. Francois-Auguste Gevaert, eminent Bel¬ 
gian composer and musical scientist, b. at Huysse 
near Oudenarde, 1828. Franz Liszt, the eminent 
pianist and composer, d. at Bayreuth, 1886. 
Mr. Stephen Emery once said, speaking of a promi¬ 
nent American composer, that the latter had ex¬ 
pressed a wish to study harmony, but that he did not 
feel able to pay the fees. Mr. Emery told the young 
man to get a copy of “Elements of Harmony” and 
write out the exercises, and he would correct them. 
Two or three weeks later the pupil brought a manu¬ 
script book which contained every exercise written 
out. Is it astonishing that a man of such industry 
should afterward win success as a composer? 
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LATEST EDITION 
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By Thomas Tapper 
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Folly Illustrated 
Pn>$1.50 
For Self or Class Study 
For One’s Own Reading 
’ I ’HERE is no other book of this kind on the market. F°Li?"|J’ere wl'li 
1 study in musical history this book is the best obtainable.!11. wm 
* know the superior value of biography over history for first »u 
secure the best results in their class-room work with this voiutn . 
Each biography is the result of careful study; it is direct, 
never heavy. Events in American history are deftly woven in, a 
gets an historical picture from biographical study. ntaining8* 
A full and complete sketch of every composer’s life is prI',en, co )jeg j„ the 
much as the average student should know of composers. Its va 
interest it stimulates and maintains; in the expert manner in wftc^ cfrta,o 
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.,.T*,.f Preface, directed to the teacher, explains fu?'yj!°7n a P°rtr*i! 
with the book in teaching. With each composer there is KJ an(j sngr** 
and illustrations, tabular views, sets of questions on thet 
tions for further study. 
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PIANO MUSIC OF A QUIET CHARACTER 
fl TRANQUIL HOURS J 
PRICE, $1.00 
A collection suitable for drawing-room or concert 
use, as well as for Sabbath-day playing. All of the 
compositions are of a medium degree of difficulty, and 
are not found in any like collections. 
The following are a few of the numbers included in 
the selection: Handel’s celebrated “ Largo”; “Neater, 
My God to Thee,” by Goerdeler; “ Peace of Heaven," 
by Foerster; “Pilgrims’ Chorus,” from “Tannhau- 
ser,” Wagner; “A Silent Prayer,” Kullak; and 
“ Sunday Morning,” by Heller. 
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